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Abstract 
Mutant Drosophila melanogasrer flies with drastically altered free-running 
periods of locomotor activity (period mutants) were used to investigate the 
relationship between circadian control of overt rhythm production and photoperiodic 
time measurement. Comparison of the free-running rhythms of wild-type, short 
period and long period mutants revealed that alterations in this periodictity resulted 
from a decrease in the active phase (short period mutant) or and increase in the 
inactive phase (long period mutant) when compared with wild-type. Light phase 
response curves were determined for light pulse of different durations which 
suggested that the mutants also had an altered sensitivity to light 
Comparisons of the photoperiodic response of these strains revealed a 
remarkable similarity from 'which it was concluded that the period locus is not essential 
for PFFM but may be involved in a peripheral role. The light PRC data were used to 
model the CDL of the photoperiodic response in the wild-type, short period and long 
period mutants and the modelled results did not agree with the experimental ones. A 
feedback model for photoperiodic time measurement involving two oscillations, a 
pacemaker controlling overt rhythmicity and weakly coupled to a slave involved in 
PFFM was shown to replicate the experimental results. 
In conclusion, although the locomotor activity rhythm and the photoperiodic 
time measuring system are both governed by circadian oscillators, they are believed to 
be, at best, weakly coupled together so that the oscillator controlling locomotor 
activity may play a role in photoperiodism. 
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Glossary of Symbols and Terms 
Activity band (a) This is the part of a sleep-wake or activity cycle when an organism 
is active, and is measured in hours. 
AmpUtude This refers to the numerical quantity of locomotor activity, and is 
measured in units of activity. 
Circadlan rhythm An endogenous oscillation with a natural period (t) close to, but 
not necessarily equal to, the period of the environmental day (i.e. 24 hours). The 
endogenekyoftheoscillationcaflofl1ybCCVCaediitis5nt'Ptm the 
absence of environmental cues such as daily light-dark cycles. 
Circadlan time (ct) Thne scale covering one full cycle of an oscillation. The whole 
endogenous locomotor activity cycle always encompasses a change from ctO to ct24. 
The midpoint of the activity band is defined as ct6. 
Critical daylength (or nlghtlength) (CDL or CNL respectively) The length of the 
light (or dark) portion of the light-dart cycle which separates long day effects from 
short day effects. This is defined, by convention, as the portion which elicits a 50% 
response. 
Diapause A period of arrested growth and development enabling individuals to 
overwinter, aestivate (summer diapause) or synchronize their developmental cycles to 
the seasons and other individuals of the same species. 
Entrainment The coupling of a self-sustained oscillation to a Zeitgeber (or forcing 
oscillation) so that the self-sustained oscillator adopts the frequency of the Zeitgeber. 
External coincidence model A model for photoperiodic clocks in which light acts to 
a) entrain the endogenous oscillation and b) control the photoperiodic induction of 
diapause by coincidence with a photoinducible phase, dj (Pittendrigh & Minis, 1964). 
Free..rnnnlng rhythm A biological rhythm or oscillation which continues with its 
own'tiatural' period (v) in the absence of entrainment 
Internal coincidence model A model for photoperiodic control of development in 
which two or more oscillators are independently entrained by the external Zeitgeber. 
Photoperiodic induction is then a function of the phase relationship between these 
constituent oscillators (Pittendrigh, 1972). 
Period The length of one oscillatory cycle, and therefore the time after which a 
definite phase of the oscillator recurs. 
Phase A particular reference point in the cycle of a rhythm. 
Phase response curve (PRC) A plot of the magnitude and direction of phase changes 
induced by a single perturbation (usually light pulses) at different phases of an 
oscillator in free-run. 
Photoinducible phase ('bj) A hypothetical phase point in an oscillator (or driven 
system) which is light sensitive and an integral part of the external coincidence model. 
Photoperiod A given light dark cycle. 
Photoperlodic response curve (PPRC) A plot of the response of a population to a 
range of stationary photoperiods, usually incorporating the critical daylength. 
Photophase The light portion of a given light-dark cycle (or photoperiod). 
Saophase The dark portion of a light-dark cycle. 
Subjective day (a) The active portion of a locomotor activity cycle. 
Subjective night (p) The inactive portion of a locomotor activity cycle. 
Zeltgeber The forcing or entraining oscillation which enuains a biological rhythm by 
changing the  period  of free-n'nn'ng rhythm to that of the Zeitgeber. 
LI) Light-dark cycle. LI) a:16 represents a light-dark cycle consisting of an 8 hour 
light pulse (photophase) followed by a 16 hour dark gap (scotophase). 
LL Continuous light 
DD Continuous darkness. 
t The natural period of an endogenous oscillator as dcmonsuated in constant 
conditions. 
T The period of an entraining Zeitgeber. 
01 The photoinducible phase. 
a Activity phase. 
p Inactive phase. 
PRC Phase response curve. 
PPRC Photoperiodic response curve. 
CDL Critical daylength. 
CNL Critical nightlength. 




An orgniQm's environment varies not only through space but also through 
time. The variety of different timing systems used to exploit or negate the periodic 
changes in the environment stretch from the ultradian, less than 24 hours, and 
including circatithil rhythms of about 12.4 hours, through ciivadian rhythms of 
approximately 24 hours, circasemilunar (about 14.7 days), chvalunar (about 29.4 
days) to circannual rhythms lasting for about one year. These biological rhythms 
continue in constant conditions, or free-run, and have evolved to approximate the 
periods of the external environmental rhythms. Thcse external rhythms, or Zeit bebers, 
are the product of geophysical changes in the environment, the primary causes being 
the rotation of the earth about its axis, the movement of the moon around the earth and 
both around the sun. They can entrain the conuponding biological rhythms so that 
the period of the rhythm exactly equals the period of the environmental cycle. There 
are also biotic variations in the environment, due to other organisms on different 
trophic levels, predators, prey or parasites, or on the same trophic level, competitors or 
mates, which can also entrain rhythms. Far from being constant the environment 
changes in a regular and predictable way and biological rhythms are a product of the 
selection pressures produced by such environments. 
The evolution of biological rhythms can be traced back to the emergence of 
eukaryouc life. Whilst the unicellular eukaryotes have generation times in the order 
of a day prokaryotes tend to have generation times in the order of minutes or hours. 
Pittendrigh (1981a) argues that whilst an organism needs, in order to express a 
biological rhythm, a generation time equal to or greater than the period of the rhythm 
expressed, the evolution of biological rhythms is not a consequence of this increase in 
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the cell cycle. The extended cell cycle of eukaryotes is not a prerequisite for the 
evolution of biological rhythms; if prokaryotes could produce and maintain rhythms 
then they ought to be able to transmit the rhythm across generations as in Euglena 
(Edmunds, 1971). Indeed circadian rhythms in nitrogen fixation have been found in 
the Ørokaryotic Synechococcu.s RF-1 (Huang et a!, 1990; Huang et a!, 1991). 
This rhythm has been shown to free-run in constant conditions, its period is 
temperature compensated between 22°C and 33 0C and appears to phase shift when 
exposed to light-dark cycles. 
Pittendrigh (1981a) suggested that light-dark cycles have imposed an 
exogenous periodicity on cellular reactions and that for a variety of reasons 'metabolic 
pools' within the cell must have returned to qualitatively different states at different 
times of the day. In metabolic systems there are plenty of negative feedback loops 
which contain time constants. All such systems are potential oscillators which may 
'lock onto', or entrain to, a stable external cycle that has some input into the metabolic 
pathway. Any poikilothermic metabolic system which lasts for longer than one day 
will be forced into a daily cycle of metabolic states due to the heating and cooling 
effects of the light-dark cycle. In this way temporal order may be imposed upon the 
metabolites providing a means of co-ordinating metabolic pathways in time, a 
building block from which natural selection has fashioned endogenous oscillatory 
systems. The selective advantage of rhythmic control of cell function can only really 
be guessed at, but most probably is due to the ability of rhythms to time certainevents 
so that they occur at a most appropriate time. An individual is thus able to predict 
regular events and 'act in preparation of them instead of reacting to them. 
The endogenous circadian rhythmicity which has evolved in eukaryotes is 
expressed in rhythmic phenomena which can be observed. An individual can express 
several rhythms simultaneously, all of which may reach their respective peaks at 
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different times of the external day. For example, in the dinoflagellaxe, Gonyaulax 
polyedra, rhythms of photosynthesis, spontaneous glow, inducible luminescence and 
cell division have been observed (Hastings, 1960; Sweeney, 1969). These four 
rhythms are different expressions of the same underlying oscillating system, or 'clock'. 
More recently, however, temperature effects upon the two rhythms of 
bio 1 uminescence (f1nhing and spontaneous glow) have shown that even in these 
simple single cell organisms two oscillators may be controlling different aspects of the 
circadian system (Van der Heyde er a!, 1992). The rhythms can be considered as 
'hnnds' of the 'clock', the underlying oscillator. The differentiation of the circadian 
system into rhythms which are the measurable expression of a biological clock and the 
oscillating system is important Whilst a multitude of circadian rhythms have been 
found and described in eukaryotes, and the probable location of the underlying clock 
found in many animals, the means by which cells produce biological rhythms, the 
metabolites which rhythmically change and their means of control have not been 
elucidated. In many cases a 'black-box' approach to an organisms circadian system 
has had to suffice and whilst many models exist for circadian oscillators very little is 
known about their actual mechanics. 
The circadian system is not simply one circadian oscillator organising a 
multitude of behavioural rhythms. In animals the multiplicity of circadian rhythms, 
their different areas of expression and the different times of the day at which they 
reach a peak reflects the multioscillatory nature of it. Circnñian rhythms reflect 
underlying oscillators but these are arranged into a hierarchical system which has a 
primary oscillation, or pacemaker, which can entrain to the external Zeitgeber and 
internalise this signal. This internal signal can then be passed to a number of slave 
oscillators which can result in the expression of a rhythm, pass the internal signal on 
to another slave oscillator, or do both. By this method the Zeitgeber which contains 
the information about the time of day can be used to entrain a plethora of circadian 
3 
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Fig 1.1 A phase map of the circadian system of the mouse (Miss musculus) showing 
the acrophase (the time of the best-fit maximum) and the standard errors of numerous 
rhythms (From Szabo, Kovats & Halberg, 1978). 
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rhythms, all or most of which will reach their maxima at distinct and different times of 
the day (Fig 1.1). The primary difference between a pacemaker and slave oscillation 
is that there was traditionally only one pacemaker capable of internalising the eiternal 
temporal information. However, this view may not be strictly true: there may be more 
than one oscillation capable of responding to the external day. In the beetle Blaps 
gigas each eye contains an autonomous circadian pacemaker, either of which is 
capable of entraining the ciivadian system to the external light-dark system (Koehier 
& Fleissner, 1978) and in humans Aschoff (1969) has shown that the circadian system 
is controlled by two pacemakers, one controlling the activity-rest cycle and associated 
rhythms whilst the other produces and maintains a rhythm in body temperature. 
Temporal organisation within animals allows particular physiological or 
behavioural reactions to occur at a most appropriate time of the day. It also, by 
extension, enables animals to act in preparation of regular variations in the daily 
environment either to take full advantage of the change or to withstand any 
disadvantageous factOrs. Circadian rhythms in animals have been put to several uses 
where timing of the interaction between individuals and the environment is crucial. 
1 Time memory (Zeitgedachtnis) is most fully demonstrated by 
the honeybee, Apis mellifera. Put simply, this is the ability of worker bees to 
'remember' not only the location of a food source but also the time of the day at which 
the food was present so the bees return to food sources at the same time on a number 
of subsequent days (Beling, 1928; Wahi, 1932). This ensures that food sources can be 
utilized in the most energy efficient way by the bees. 
2 Sun orientation uses the sun's azunuth as a compass to enable 
animals to maifli a constant compass direction throughout the day. However, the 
sun's azimuth moves throughout the day from the east, where the sun rises, to the 
west, where it sets. This sun orientation needs a circadian oscillator to allow 
individuals to compensate for the apparent movement of the sun (Hoffman, 1960). 
5 
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3 Behavioural and physiological rhythms are products of the 
circadian system and ensure an appropriate internal temporal order and phasing of this 
to the external day. These rhythms are often referred to as the hands of the circadian 
clock and provide a means of assaying the underlying oscillators. 
4 Photoperiodism is a strategy by which individuals can use the 
changing daylengths to determine what time of year it is. Seasonally appropriate 
responses can use the daylength as an indicator of the season. Bunning in 1936 first 




Both behavioural and physiological ciivadian rhythms occur in animals. There 
are a few exceptions which have evolved for life in timeless environments, for 
example deep cave dwellers like the beetle Laemostenus navarriczs which exhibits no 
locomotor activity rhythms (Lamprecht & Weber, 1977). Whilst physiological 
rhythms can be measured, behavioural observations are often easier to make. An 
example of a behavioural rhythm which is expressed with a circadian period is given 
in FIg 1.2 where the locomotor activity rhythm of an individual blowfly (Calliphora 
vicina) is reproduced from Kenny (1989). The locomotor activity of the blowfly has 
been measured over a large number of days in constant darkness (DD); it is therefore 
receiving no time cues from the environment The fly is selforganiing its activity 
into a rhythm with distinct times when the animal is active and others when it is 
inactive. The active phase of the rhythm begins a little earlier each day so the rhythm 
slopes to the left This actogram plot of the locomotor activity rhythm, where a day's 
activity is plotted below and to the right of the previous days activity, gives a pictorial 
representation of the free-running rhythm of locomotor activity. The free-running 
rhythm has a periodicity called thu (c), and can be divided into two sections, an active 
section called alpha (cx), and an inactive section, rho (p). These two sections are also 
referred to as the subjective day and subjective night respectively. 
There is a second type of circadian rhythm which can be observed in populations but 
not individuals. An example of one such population rhythm is the eclosion rhythm of 
Drosophila pseudoobscura (Pittendrigh, 1954; 1960) where a mixed age population 
emerges from their puparia as adults in daily gates. These occur in constant 
conditions with a regular circadian periodicity. Adults can only emerge within an 
eclosion gate and if they 'miss' one, because they are not quite developmentally 
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Fig 1.2 A double plotted activity record, or actogram, of an individual blowfly, 
CaJliphora vicina, in constant darkness. Subsequent days are plotted below and to the 
right of each other to produce a clear picture of the time course of the rhythm. The 
activity of the fly starts earlier each day, demonstrating a free-running rhythm with a 
period of less than 24 hours (from Kenny, 1989). 
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These two types of circadian behavioural rhythms, which are expressed in the same 
organism, although at different times of their life cycle, highlight the multioscillatorg 
nature of the circadian system. The locomotor activity rhythm is believed to be a 
'direct' expression of a central pacemaker with a period, tan, which is reflected in the 
period of the free-running locomotor activity rhythm. The expression of the 
locomotor activity rhythm is considered to be 'direct' because it is driven directly by 
the pacemaker unlike the eclosion rhythm which is controlled by two oscillators, the 
central pacemaker or A-oscillator, reflected in the activity rhythm and a second slave, 
or B-oscillator, which is entrained by the pacemaker and which controls the 
emergence of the individual adults from their puparia (Pittendrigh, 1966). 
From FIg 1.2 the approximation of the daily activity rhythm to 24 hours can 
be seen. Natural selection has managed to produce circadian systems which are close 
to the external day but not exactly 24 hours. At first it seems that natural selection is 
somehow restricted, never able to produce an exact match of the external Zeitgeber 
period. The average period of a free-running rhythm, tau, is stable over a great 
number of days. This does not mean that the duration of each cycle is constant. There 
is quite a large instability within the system, so that for any endogenous rhythm tau 
varies about its mean value with a standard deviation of S. Pittendrigh (1980) has 
argued that tau not being equal to T (the period of the external Zeitgeber cycle) is a 
selected strategy not a tolerated approximation. Entrainment of circadian rhythms by 
24 hour Zeitgebers produces a stable relationship between the Zeitgeber cycle and the 
circadian rhythm, this stable 'phase relationship' (r)  is necessary if orderly biological 
change is to be appropriately timed to changes in the environment However, as tau 
approaches the value of T then Pittendrigh argues the standard deviation of tau will 
decrease and the instability of the phase relationship of the Zeitgeber and endogenous 
rhythm will increase. This is supported by work from several laboratories where it has 
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been found that the standard deviation of tau is reduced as thu approaches T (Aschoff 
eta!, 1971; Pitiendrigh & Daan, 1976; Krain, 1980). 
Constant darkness (DD) is not the only constant condition which animals can 
be exposed to; constant light (IL) also gives an animal no temporal information. 
However, constant light effects circadin rhythms in a different way from DD. The 
changes which occur in the free-running rhythm of animals when transferred from DD 
to LL are summarized by 'Aschoff's Rule' (Pittendrigh, 1960) and the 'circadian rule' 
(Aschoff, 1960). Aschoff's rule states that tau lengthens with an increase in light 
intensity, or on transfer from DD to LL, for dark active animals but shortens for light 
active animals. This has been extended in the 'circadian rule to include the effects of 
LLupontheratioofalphatorhoandtOthetOtalamOUntOfaCtiVityineaChcircadiafl 
cycle. Both of these parameters increase with increasing light intensity in day active 
animals but decrease in night active ones. These 'rules', whilst predicting the effects 
of constant light upon many birds and mammals (Hoffmann, 1965), do not hold for 
several insect species. 
Constant light has another effect upon physiological or developmental rhythms 
like the pupal eclosion rhythm in Drosophila pseudoobscura. Whilst these rhythms 
can be seen to free-nm in DD, a change from DD to LL causes them to rapidly 'damp 
out apparently becoming arrhythmic. Once damped they appear to be set to a unique 
phase, from which they then free-run, upon a subsequent return to DD. This 
difference between behavioural and physiological rhythms is one of the distinguishing 
features of Truman's Type I and Type II clocks (1971). Type I clocks are associated 
with developmental or physiological rhythms like pupal eclosion, hatching, or 
hormone release. Light seems to by-pass the ocular photoreceptor pathways and 
impinge directly upon the brain, CNS or other tissue. Light sensitivity appears to be 
high leading to arrhythmia in LL and strong (Type 0) phase response curves (see 
10 
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later). Type II clocks tend to control behavioural rhythms like locomotor activity. 
Light is received by 'organized photoreceptors, like the compound eyes, and the 
clocks response to light tends to be of the low amplitude variety, Type 1 phase 
response curves, with free-running rhythms in LL The division between Type I and 
Type II clocks has, however, become blurred with several physiological rhythms 
persisting in LL, pupal eclosion in Sarcophaga argyrostoma (Saunders, 1979) for 
example, and behavioural rhythms which show Type 0 PRCs to light and damping in 
LL, such as locomotor activity in cockroaches (Wobus, 1966; Brady, 1974; Saunders 
& Thompson, 1977; Wiedenmann, 1977). Disconnected mutants (disco) in 
Drosophila melanogaster with no connection from the compound eye to the optic 
lobes have a behavioural rhythm, the locomotor activity rhythm, which can be 
entrained by lightdaxk cycles (Stellar eta!, 1987). 
The reliable time keeping required of circRdinn clocks has resulted in the 
evolution of the unusual feature of temperature compensation of period. femperature 
cycles can, however, be used to entrain light-dait cycles. This temperature 
compensation must then be an active process used to maintain the period of the 
oscillator. Most metabolic systems do not exhibit this homeostatic control; they have 
Qio values of around 2-3, which means that for a 10 degree rise in temperature there 
is at least a doubling in the rate of the metabolic reaction. If a metabolic 'clock 
behaved like this, lacking temperature compensation, then the period of the free-
running rhythm would half for every 10 degree rise in the ambient temperature and the 
clock would not keep time accurately and lose the ability to entrain to Zeitgebers. It 
has been argued that the temperature compensation incorporated into metabolic clocks 
was a prerequisite for natural selection to produce circadian oscillators. Recently, 
however, a marine plasmodial rhizopod (Thalassomyxa ausiralis) has been described 
which, at about 221C has a circadian periodic change between an active and inactive 
phase. The period length however is strikingly temperature dependent (Silyn-Roberts 
11 
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et a!, 1986) suggesting that temperature compensation of cirvadian oscillators has 
been 'acquired during evolution as the advantages of these clocks became evident. 
Although temperature cycles can act as Zeitgebers and entrain oscillators, the 
most obvious Zeitgeber is the daily change in light intensity associated with the 
rotation of the earth about its axis. Light signals are used by clocks to regulate their 
periods so that circadlan rhythms have periods of 24 hours, the same as the external 
day. This entrainment process allows the circadian system to accurately control 
various events and ensure they occur at appropriate and favourable times of the day. 
The 'phase relationship' between the light-dark cycle and a specific phase of an 
entrained circadian rhythm is defined by the circadian system and subtle alterations to 
this relationship can be brought about through natural selection without having to 
resort to major changes in the circadian control system. The control of the phase 
relationship between the external light-dark cycle and the oscillator is due to the 
properties of the oscillators and the way in which they are entrained by Zeitgebers. 
Although any entraining agent (including other circRdian oscillators) has this effect 
upon the oscillator it will suffice to describe the effects of light-dark cycles here. 
Natural photoperiods (light-dart cycles, LD) generally contain quite long 
photophases (the light portion of a light-dark cycle; the dart portion is called the 
scotophase) but it is also possible to entrain a rhythm to a 24 hour external light-dark 
cycle containing only a minute of light or less. Light can also come in either brief 
pulses (discrete) or as a sine wave of light intensity (continuous) (Pittendrigh & Minis, 
1964). Continuous entrainment could be imagined to effect an alteration in the angular 
velocity of the oscillator, accelerating the clock at some times during the day and 
decelerating it at others, whilst discrete entrainment would be the result of light 
causing abrupt phase shifts in the oscillaiors motion either advancing it or delaying it 
Experiments involving skeleton photoperiods, where a photophase is replicated by 
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two discrete pulses one at the start and the other at the end of a dart period and 
simulating the 'photophase; indicate that both mechanisms may be involved in natural 
entrainment (Pittendrigh & Minis, 1964). The experimental approach by Pittendrigh 
& Minis used the eclosion rhythm of Drosophila pseudoobscura. Essentially, skeleton 
photoperiods can entrain cireadian rhythms when the photophases being simulated are 
less than about 11 hours and the results axe indistinguishable from those obtained 
when (full non-skeleton, or) complete photoperiods are used. However, when the 
skeleton photophase becomes greater than about 11 hours the entrainment behaviour 
becomes drastically different from the behaviour under complete photoperiods. The 
activity is centred around the shorter of the two possible skeleton photoperiods. For 
example, a skeleton photoperiod of 14:10  is identical to a skeleton photoperiod of 
1Q:14. In this case the activity becomes centred around the shorter possible skeleton 
photophase, i.e. the 10 hour pulse. In order for this to happen, the two light pulses 
which define the start and end of the skeleton photophase have to exchange roles, 
dawn becoming dusk and vice versa. This exchange of roles is called a phase jump 
and ensures that the activity occurs in the shortest possible skeleton photophase 
irrespective of which light pulse, dawn or dusk, ilblminfitcs the activity rhythm first. 
Obviously when complete photoperiods are used to entrain animals this phase jump 
does not occur, the continuous nature of the photophase allowing RnimRI'L to tell the 
difference between light-dark (LD) m: 14 and LI) 14:10. 
Endogenous circndiiin rhythms can be described by measuring the duration of 
their complete cycle and its constituent parts, alpha and rho. Rhythms can also be 
described using phase response curves (PRCs) which have proved to be veiy 
successful in exphining many of the formal properties of oscillating systems, for 
example, phase jumps during entrainment to skeleton photoperiods and the phase 
relationship between rhythm and entraining Zeitgeber cycle. To understand these 
PRCs we first need to discuss what effect single disturhing pulses have upon free- 
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running rhythms in DD. Light pulses when given as part of a light-dark cycle cause a 
rhythm to assume the same period as the light-dark cycle and the rhythm becomes 
entrained. However, a rhythm cannot entrain to a single pulse of light as there is no 
periodicity to it. But single pulses of light Rdministered to a free-running circadian 
rhythm in DD cause the rhythm to'phase shift and the size and direction of the phase 
shift depends upon the phase of the free-running rhythm illuminated. This phase shift 
is produced because the duration of the cycle in which the light pulse occurs is either 
lengthened or shortened as if the light pulse causes the underlying oscillator to speed 
uporslowdownforonecycic. 
Phase response curves (PRCs) show the phase shifts caused by single light 
pulses falling at different points within one full cycle of the cixvndiRn oscillation 
during its free-run. To ensure that PRCs are comparable between individuals and 
populations of animals with different endogenous periods the rhythm is divided into 
24 circadian hours, where one circadian hour = taut24 real hours. PRCs show phase 
shifts in rhythms (generally in real hours) plotted against the phase at which the 
disturbing pulse falls (in circadian hours). Two examples are given in Fig 1.3 (A & B). 
One of the characteristics used to distinguish Thiman's Type I and Type II clocks was 
their respective sensitivity to light and their subsequent phase response curves. The 
two PRCs in Fig 1.3 represent the two types of PRC which are used in Truman's 
system; Type 1 PRCs (A) and Type 0 PRCs (B) (Winfree, 1980). 
The Type 1 PRC in Fig 13A can be divided into a section of phase advances 
($+), a section of phase delays (-) and a 'dead zone' where no phase shifts occur. 
The dead zone corresponds to the animal's subjective day. Light pulses falling in the 
late subjective day/early subjective night result in phase delays, and pulses in the late 
subjective night/early subjective day cause phase advances. The second PRC (Fig 





























Fig 1.3 Two phase response curves (PRCs) showing the phase advance (A4*) or 
phase delay (s-) induced in a free-running rhythm when a disturbing light pulse falls 
at a given cirvadian time (Ct) of the rhythm for A) a Type 1 response and B) a Type 0 
response. The Type 1 response has small maximum phase advances and delays whilst 
the Type 0 response has much larger phase shifts, with maximum advances and delays 
of 12 hours. The dotted line between the maximum phase delay and phase advance in 
B is a data-less portion of the curve drawn to assist in comparisons. 
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the Type 1 PRC. Because the maximum phase advance and delay sections are t!2 
hours the PRC at the point of maximum phase delay and phase advance is actually 
continuous but drawn with a sharply defined data-less portion connecting the two for 
ease of comparison with Type 1 PRCs. The phases at which phase advances and 
delays occur, however, are 5imiIRr advances in the late night/early day and delays in 
the late day/early night The general shapes of PRC are conserved across many taxa, 
but there are also consistent differences in the shapes of Type 1 PRCs between 
species. Fig 13A shows the PRC divided into a region of phase delays (D) and a 
region of phase advances (A). It would appear that the ratio of the legion of delays to 
advances is dependent upon the period of the free-running rhythm. This wend is 
found both within and between species: the longer thu is,the lower is the ratio of D/A 
(Daan & Pittendrigh, 1976) or vice versa. 
A PRC can be used to predict the shift in phase which a solitary light pulse of 
a given duration,ndminhteied at a set phase in the flee-ninning rhythm ,will produce. 
PRCs are also capable of expiflining how a rhythm can entrain to a series of light 
pulses,and will be used to explain the phase relationship between entraining agent 
(light) and rhythm as well as phase jumps when individuals are exposed to skeleton 
photoperiods. For a rhythm to entrain to a daily Zeitgeber (the 24 hour light-dark 
cycle) with a photophasc of, for example, 6 hours, then the successive light pulses 
have to ensure that the free-running rhythm is either shortened or lengthened so that it 
is equal to 24 hours. This change in tau is accomplished by a daily phase shift in the 
rhythm of 24 minus tan hours. In steady state, therefore, the light pulse needs to fall 
in each cycle at a point in the rhythm which will produce this required phase shift, and 
the PRC can be used to predict the phase the light pulse will need to illuminate. This 
also predicts the phase relationship between the light and the rhythm. If the initial light 
pulse falls at some phases or if the light pulse is sufficiently strong (Type 0 PRC) then 
entrainment may be almost immediate. However, for a Type 1 PRC steady state 
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Fig 14 A diagram showing the entrainment of a diurnal nnim1 to a daily one hour 
light pulse. The free-running period of the un-entrained rhythm is 22 hours, shorter 
than the 24 hour entraining cycle. The lower panel shows the schematic PRC 
associated with this rhythm and demonstrates the approach to steady state entrainment 
through daily phase shifts of the rhythm when the light pulse falls at the time shown 
by the arrows on days 1 to9untilthc 22hourrhythm is delayed every cycle by two 
hours due to the light pulse illuminating this portion of the rhythms PRC. The upper 
panel also shows the phase relationship assumed by the activity (hatched horizontal 
box) to the light (open vertical box) under entrainment 
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FigL5 Adiagramshowingthecntrainmentofadiurnalanimaltoadailyonehour 
light pulse. The free-running period of the un-entrained rhythm is 26 hours, longer 
than the 24 hour entraining cycle. The lower panel shows the schematic PRC 
associated with this rhythm and demonstrates the approach to steady state entrainment 
through daily phase shifts of the rhythm when the light pulse falls at the time shown 
by the arrows on days 1 to9unhilthe26hourrhythmisadvancedeveiycyclebytwo 
hours due to the light pulse illuminating this portion of the rhythms PRC. The upper 
panel also shows the phase relationship assumed by the activity (hatched horizontal 
box) to the light (open vertical box) under entrainment 
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entrainment can only be reached through a series of transient cycles, shown in FIg 1.4 
for a hypothetical activity rhythm. The rhythm is phase-shifted each cycle by the light 
which causes the phase at which the light falls in the next cycle to change; the light 
appears to track back along the PRC until steady state entrainment is reached. 
Entrainment cannot occur through light pulses falling in the rapidly changing part of 
the PRC between the maximum phase delay and maximum phase advance because 
small changes in the phase illnminnted by light produce large phase shifts, either 
advances or delays, in the rhythm. This will not result in stable enuinment at these 
phases because daily changes in tau, and hence in the PRC, will result in small daily 
changes in the phase of the rhythm illuminated by light which may produce large 
phase shifts in the rhythm. These phase shifts, furthermore, may as easily be phase 
advances as delays, and the rapidly changing nature of the PRC in this section does 
not result in stable entrainment The PRC also explains phase jumps seen when 
diurnal animals arc entrained to skeleton photoperiods with skeleton photophases 
greater than about 11 hours. When entrained to skeleton photoperiods the Pital phase 
shift required is produced by two short light pulses. The first, 'subjective dawn', 
results in a phase advance, the second, 'subjective dusk', results in a phase delay. The 
total phase shift (advance + delay) is equal to 24 minus tau hours. Steady state 
entrainment can be achieved for skeleton photophases up to 11 hours in duration, with 
the dawn signal producing a phase advance and the dusk a phase delay. As the 
skeleton photophase becomes greater than 11 hours a phase advance due to the 
subjective dawn signal has to be followed by another phase advance due to the 
subjective dusk signal falling in the advance section of the PRC. The next light pulse, 
which was the dawn signal, now lands in the delay part of the PRC and is taken to be a 
dusk signal. Steady state entrainment follows but the dawn light pulse is now taken to 
be the dusk pulse and vice versa in other words a phase-jump has occurred 
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In diurnal animals skeleton photoperiods replicate complete photoperiods up to 
a point, showing that circdian rhythms are entrained in a discrete fashion. However, 
continuous entrainment is also involved in preventing phase jumps occurring in 
diurnal animals entrained to long photoperiods. This continuous entrainment is partly 
due to the tendency of long photoperiods to result in Type 0 PRCs in which light 
pulses reset the rhythm to a fixed phase irrespective of the phase at which the light 
pulse falls. The sise and direction of a phase shift is still determined by the phase at 
which the light falls, but the final phase of the rhythm after a pulse is fixed at a set 
phase, about ctl2 (See Fig 1.3B). This is not the case, however, in some nocturnal 
animals which are naturally entrained by skeleton photoperiods rising at dusk and 
returning to their shelters around dawn. The duration of the skeleton photophase 
experienced by a nocturnal animal living away from the equator changes through the 
year, long subjective nights in winter, short ones in summer. Although some animals 
have been shown to demonstrate a seasonal phase jump, at certain times of the year 
being diurnal and at others nocturnal, it has been shown in rodents that seasonal phase 
jumps are avoided, in part, because they have PRCs with depressed advance sections, 
large delay sections and circadian periods of less than 24 hours. Together, these 




Away from the equator the seasonal changes in daylength mentioned above 
assume a mathematical accuracy. The duration of the day (or night) can be used to 
accurately predict the time of year at any given latitude (except the equator or poles). 
Many developmental processes and behaviours need to occur at certain times of the 
year when seasonal changes in environmental conditions are most favourable (for 
example, giving birth). But, because these processes may take many months to 
complete they often need to begin some time before the 'favourable conditions' 
required in the environment can be detected. Responses like these, geared to suitable 
environmental conditions but which take such a long time to develop, often use 
daylength as a cue to begin developing in a seasonally appropriate fashion. This is 
photoperiodism. 
The relative advantages of a photoperiodic response can be seen by comparing 
quiescence or developmental arrest with diapause as overwintering strategies in 
insects. Quiescence is a direct response to low temperatures or desiccation in which 
physiological reactions cannot occur and development is stopped until favourable 
conditions return. This can produce Mul development in mild winters with a few 
warm days, and such a direct response to cold relies upon the insect being able to 
survive the first cold days whenever they arrive. Photoperiodic diapause, however, is 
a developmental process that begins in response to the shortening days of autumn and 
which is usually complete before the first cold days of winter arrive. The process 
often incorporates physiological adaptions which increase the insect's chance of 
surviving very cold winters, for example, the production of cryoproteins protecting 
against sub-zero temperatures. As one looks further north (in the northern 
hemisphere) and winters become harsher and more predictable, diapause tends to be a 
more prevalent method of overwintering. 
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Diapause induction is by far the best studied photoperiodic response in insects, 
recorded in over 200 species from about 12 orders (Saunders, 1982). However, 
photoperiod has also been shown to control diapause termination (Baker, 1935), the 
appearance of seasonal morphs (Marcovitch, 1923), growth rates (Saunders, 1972), 
migration (Dingle, 1974), colouration (MacLead, 1967), sexual behaviour (Perez, 
Venlier & Pener, 1971), sex ratio (Hoelscher & Vinson, 1971), fecundity (Atwal, 
1955), insecticide sensitivity (Fernandez & Randolph, 1966), and recovery from heat 
stress (Pittendrigh, 1961). In all these cases the changing daylength stimulates the 
physiological response ensuring the correct timing of seasonally appropriate 
responses. In 1936 Bunning first suggested that the circadian system provides the 
'clockwork' behind daylength measurement. Since then, the circadian basis of 
photoperiodism has been suggested by evidence from a large number of organisms 
(Saunders, 1982). 
Photoperiodic responses to changing day/nightlength are most often 
experimentally replicated using a succession of stationary photoperiods. Separate 
groups of the test organism are exposed to different light-dark cycles with a period of 
24 hours for a part or all of their 'sensitive perid (the phase of the life cycle when 
photoperiodic induction can take place). The response to each light-dark cycle is 
measured, and when this is plotted against the light-dark cycle a photoperiodic 
response curve (PPRC) is produced (Fig 1.6). This figure shows that at some 
photoperiods a large proportion of individuals enter diapause whilst at other 
photoperiods a small proportion do so. The point at which 50% of the individuals 
switch from one developmental pathway to the other is called the critical daylength 
(CDL) [or critical nightlength (CNL)]. The steepness of the curve around this critical 
point is a function of the similarity of the photoperiodic responses of individuals 
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Fig 1.6 A schematic long-day photoperiodic response curve (PPRC) showing its 
properties. The solid vertical lines indicate the range of natural pho'operiods at5N. 
Regions a and d are therefore never experienced in nature at this latitude. Region b 
only occurs during winter when the temperature is probably below the minimum for 
development (and the insect is in diapause). Only region c is of ecological importance 
and this region is dominated by the critical daylength (CDL) which operates the 
seasonal switch in metabolism (From Saunders, 1982). 
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shows the PPRC for a long-day insect, in which long days of spring and summer result 
in individuals which grow, develop and reproduce and it is not until the short days of 
autumn and winter anive that diapause is induced. However, at ultra-short daylengths 
there is a drop in the response and at ultra-long days an increase in the response may 
occur. Both of these reflect processes within the photoperiodic system which occur 
outwith the normal photoperiods experienced by the organism, but which still need to 
be explained in any comprehensive description of photoperiodism. 
PPRCs do not demonstrate a circadian basis to photoperiodic responses, and to 
support Bunning's hypothesis, experiments involving 'extended or interupted nights 
need to be undertaken. The most widespread of these experiments is a 'resonance' or 
1-experiment, in which groups of individuIs are exposed to photoperiods conthining 
an inducing short daylength followed by nightlengths which range. from 8 up to 74 
hours or more. In this way the photoperiodic response of individuals exposed to the 
same 'daylcngth' (for example, 10 hours) but different 'nightlengths', and so different 
photoperiods, is measured. Evidence for the circadian measurement of nlghtlength is 
found when peaks of diapause induction are found in photoperiods of around 24 hours 
and modulo 24 hours (actually modulo t of the photoperiodic system which is close to 
24 hours). Troughs in the photoperiodic response are found in photoperiods of around 
36, 60 and 84 hours (modulo t + half r). Some of the strongest evidence however 
comes from experiments in which the 'nights' of extended light-dark cycles are 
systematically probed by light pulses. When time measurement involves the circadian 
system the results of such an experiment show periodic maxima of long-day or short-
day effect which occur with a circadian periodicity. Such experiments have been 
performed with a number of insect species and clear evidence for a circadian control 
mechanism in photoperiodic diapausc induction has been found in Nasonia viripennis 
(Saunders, 1970), Sarcophaga argyroswma, its flesh-fly host (Saunders, 1976), the 
mosquito Aedes atropalpus (Beach & Craig, 1977) and Pieris brassicae (Claret et a!, 
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1981). However in other insects the evidence is controversial and in the green vetch 
aphid Megoura viclae photoperiodic time measurement appears to involve an 
hourglass/Interval timer, not a cizvadian component (Lees, 1973). 
Several 'different! models for photoperiodic time measurement have been 
proposed (see Saunders, 1982 for review of these) which can be used to explain 
experimental data. These different models may reflect a large amount of convergent 
evolution producing several different mechanisms for completing the same function. 
(aighdength measurement) or may be less useful. The several different models can be 
simply classified providing a key to the photoperiodic modelling which follows; 
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Qi Is the circadian system involved in the measurement? 
NO ->Q2 
YES->Q3 
Q2 Is the photoperlodic system based upon one, or more than one component? 
ONE -> HOURGLASS MODEL 
MORE THAN ONE -> RESONANCE MODEL 
Q3 Is the photoperiodic system based upon one, or more than one oscillator? 
ONE -> EXTERNAL COINCIDENCE 
MORE THAN ONE -> INTERNAL 
Such a key will be helpful if the questions asked an valid. Any key can only 
classify things in an interesting and meaningful manner if the questions asked are 
themselves meaningfuL It would seem pertinent, then, to spend some time discussing 
these questions and the merits of the models and how they relate to each other. 
Evidence for a circndiAn involvement in diapause has been found in some 
species, not in others, and in some insects the evidence is controversial. When 
comparing Megoura viciae with Sarcophaga argyrostoma the division between 
hourglass and oscillator control appears straight forward. However, if resonance 
experiments are undertaken using 12 hour light pulses at lC, then the photoperiodic 
response in S.argyrostoma becomes apparently controlled by an hourglass (Saunders, 
1973). Furthermore, it is not only temperature which can cause a switch from one 
method of nightlength measurement to another. In Pieris brassicae, the large cabbage 
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white butterfly, photoperiodic time measurement appears to switch from an oscillatory 
control system to an hourglass when larvae axe reared on an artificial diet (Dumortier 
& Brunnarius, 1989). Is it feasible that insects have evolved two systems for time 
measurement, and they use each one in different environmental conditions, or, as in 
P.brassicae, one is iedwidnnt until larvae are reared on artificial medium in the 
laboratory? A more parsimonious solution to this hourglass/oscillator dichotomy 
might be that both systems are different expressions of the same tmdrlying time 
measuring system which the environmental conditions impinge upon. The clearly 
classifiable results from M.vlclae and S.argyrostona or Nasonla vftrlpennls may be 
extremes of a spectrum, where damping oscillators measure nightlength as suggested 
by Saunders & Lewis (1987a). Using computer modelling they argue that the division 
between hourglass and oscillator is unreal and unnecessary when one can think of an 
hourglass as an oscillator which damps out after one cycle. Individuals use oscillators 
to measure nighdength, but the amount of damping upon the oscillator is a function of 
the physiology of the species and its environment. 
The resonance model of photoperiodic time measurement was devised by 
Pittendrigh (1972, 1974) basing his argument upon the multioscillator nature of the 
circadian system. In this model the circadian system is involved in photoperiodism, 
but not necessarily in time measurement itself. Whatever system measures 
nightlength, the success with which this is achieved is a function of the proximity of 
the circdian system to resonance with the environmental light-dark cycle. This 
model draws support from observations that organisms 'do better' or 'differently' when 
driven by light-dark cycles which have periods close to the natural circadian period, 
tan, or modulo tau. One possible prediction from this model would be that within a 
population expressing a photoperiodic response in natural light-dark cycles, those 
individuals with endogenous periods closer to 24 hours ought to have a more 
successful photoperiodic response. Therefore, as photoperiodism is a major tool used 
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to avoid unfavourable conditions there ought to be selection upon a population forcing 
the mean thu to approach 24 hours, as those individuals with taus close to 24 hours are 
selected in favour of individuals with circzidinn periods further from the period of the 
environmental light-dark cycle. The period mutants, discussed later, of 
D.melanogaster would appear to provide a means of testing the resonance model. 
Short, or long, period mutants with cireadian periods of about 19, or 29, hours ought 
to exhibit less successful photoperiodic responses than wild-type flies with taus of 
about 24 hours. As will be seen later, this is not the case. 
A second means of dividing photoperiodic response mechanisms is by 
deciding whether they are based upon one, or more than one component. This 
specifically can be reduced to the debate between external coincidence (Pittendrigh & 
Minis, 1964) or internal coincidence (Pittendrigh, 1972). External coincidence relies 
upon a minimum of one circadian oscillator which is entrained by the light-dark cycle 
and also contains some photoinducible phase which, depending upon whether it is 
illuminAted or not, determines whether the insect enters diapause or develops without 
arrest. Internal coincidence relies upon the multioscillator nature of the circadian 
system. The success of photoperiodic induction is due to whether two or more 
oscillations have suitable phases overlapping. In short days, for example, two 
oscillations entrained to the light-dark cycle may have phase points Out of phase so 
that an inhibitory reaction occurs and diapause supervenes, However, in long days 
entrainment of the oscillators results in the phase points being close enough in time for 
the opposite reaction to occur and non-diapause will follow. This difference in 
models need not exist. Multicellular organisms will almost certainly have more than 
one circadian oscillation entrained to the external light-dark cycle, either directly or 
through some hierarchical arrangement of oscillators, and the internal coincidence 
model seems intuitively more appropriate for multicellular organisms. However, 
internal and external coincidence models are very similar, and external coincidence is 
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certainly the simpler to use for predicting results or modelling. Both ale, as models, 
intended to explain the experimental data in as simple a way as possible, and both are 
very successful. However, the external coincidence model is simpler and the internal 
coincidence model does not offer any moze accurate predictions. The external 
coincidence model whilst not ideal does appear to have an advantage, in terms of 
simplicity and case of use which is lost to some extent in the internal coincidence 
modeL 
One further model which has not been mentioned is the Dual System Theory 
(DST) originfihly described by Beck (1974a,b; 1980) to explain diapause in Ostrinia 
nubilalis. Vaz Nunes & Veerman (1979a,b; 1982) developed a DST model which 
they ultimately found inadequate for Tewanychus urdcae. This model is also very 
complicated and offers no greater depth of understnnding of photoperiodism than the 
external coincidence modeL It would appear then that Bnnning's original hypothesis 
(1936) that the circadian system provides the clockwork behind the photoperiodic 
mechanism is correct, but, bearing in mind that the nature of the circadian oscillation/s 
i(are unknown, does this help? All we can say is that an oscillatory system which is 
as yet unexplained can somehow measure nightlength, amongst its other many 
functions, and this is used to control the development of seasonally appropriate 
behaviours and physiologies. Clearly there is a lot of work left to be done. 
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The formal properties of circadian systems have been elucidated mostly by 
work on Drosophila pseudoobscura. The rhythm most investigated has been the 
eclosion rhythm, where individuals emerge from their puparia in daily 'gates'. Where 
comparisons have been made between this species and other Drosophilidne the results 
are contiguous and this comparative similarity within the family is believed to occur 
across the whole circadian system. However, although a lot of work on the eclosion 
rhythm of Dpseudoobscura has been documented, comparatively little work has been 
done on the locomotor activity rhythm. This is most probably because locomotor 
activity rhythms have traditionally been recorded in large insects, like cockroaches or 
crickets. 
Work on drosophilid locomotor activity rhythms suggests that in general these 
flies are crepuscular in habit (Dyson-Hudson, 1956; Lewis & Taylor, 1965; Hardeland 
& Stange, 1973), and in artificial light-dark cycles in laboratory conditions 
Drosophilidee appear to have bimodal locomotor activity rhythms (Hardeland & 
Stange, 1971; Engelmann & Mack, 1978). In some cases the activity rhythm appears 
unimodal (Roberts, 1956) but as Engelmann & Mack (1978) found, when 'bimodal' 
activity in Dpseudoobscura is allowed to enter continuous darkness and 'free-run' the 
'dusk' peak continues with a period of between 21.3 and 23.9 hours. The 'dawn' peak 
however, disappears apparently being an exogenous effect of the lights going on. 
By far the most work on the circadian control of locomotor activity has 
involved D .melanogaster, specifically in connection with the period locus. Originally 
isolated in 1971 by Konopka & Benzer, mutant strains with a short period, long period 
and an essentially arrhythmic strain have since been utilized extensively. A second 
long period mutant and another arrhythmic strain have been isolated (see Konopka, 
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1987). These mutants were isolated by massive 'brute foive' eclosion monitoring 
where a large population of flies were exposed to a chemical mutagen and the eclosion 
rhythm of their offspring recorded. Any adults which emerged at 'unusual' times 
outwith the normal eclosion gate of the population were isolated and bred from, tested 
and the mutant strains characterized. Whilst the details of the period locus and its 
effects upon the circadian expression of locomotor activity rhythms are given later, 
experimental evidence indicates that the period gene is involved, somehow, in the 
production andlor mtintenance of the flies central pacemaker. 
Populations of Drosophila adults express an eclosion rhythm which is 
probably the best known circadian phenomenon. Whilst the emergence of adults 
occurs around dawn,the exact phase relationship between the light/dark cycle and the 
peak in eclosion depends upon the photoperiod (Pittendrigh, 1965). In continuous 
darkness this rhythm free-runs with a period very close to 24 hours and is temperature 
compensated with a Qio of 1.02 (7immerman et al, 1968). The prnpertic., of this 
eclosion rhythm are obviously selectively advantageous for D1pseudoobscura and any 
other flies which have a subtelTanean pupal stage. 
Although the eclosion rhythm free-runs in constant temperature and darkness, 
if flies are raised from eggs in constant darkness an arrhythmic eclosion pattern can be 
seen. Transfer to light-dark cycles (LD) at any stage of larval or intrapuparial 
development rescues the eclosion rhythm (Bunning, 1935) as does a short single pulse 
oflight,aslittleaslt2000seconds,oratemperaturepulse. Sinceal2hourpulseof 
high temperature can rescue the arrhythmic eclosion rhythm, inespective of when it is 
applied, and because when these pulses are applied to a rhythmic population only 
weak phase shifts are produced, 7immerman (1969) concluded that the arrhythmia is 
'primary'. This means that thes inherit their circadian system controlling eclosion 'at 
rest' and require a light or temperature disturbance to start them oscillating. Pupal 
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eclosion rhythms in D.pseudoobscura and D,nelanogaster can be initiated by light 
pulses, temperature pulses or transfer from continuous light to continuous darkness at 
any stage of larval or intrapuparial development (Bunning, 1935; Pittendrigh, 1954; 
Brett, 1955; Zimmerman & Ives, 1971). Furthermore, the oscillation governing the 
eclosion of adults can be seen to operate throughout the developmental process from 
the embiyo onwards and is therefore unaffected by the extensive morphological 
reorgnizntion that metamorphosis entails. 
Phase response curves (PRCs) for Drosophila pseudoobscura eclosion 
rhythms to light pulses of 15 minutes (500 lux) (Pittendrigh, 1965), 12 hours, 4 hours 
and 112000 second (electronic flash) were the strong, Type 0, kind (Pittendrigh, 1960). 
The magnitude of phase shifts, however, has been shown to be a function of signal 
energy (Engebnann, 1969). PRCs for the eclosion rhythm of Drosophila 
m'lanogaster to 60 second light pulses have also been completed (Hall & Rosbash, 
1987) and appear to be Type 1. The PRC for D,pseudoobscura was used by 
Chandrashekeran (1967) to support the hypothesis that the eclosion rhythm was a 
gated response produced by a pacemaker eniraining to the light-dark cycle and in turn 
eniraining a slave oscillator controlling eclosion. The response to light pulses was 
shown to be instantaneous, transient cycles being the product of the slave oscillator 
entraining to the instantaneously phase-shifted pacemaker. 
Like other developmental rhythms, the eclosion rhythm in Dpseudoobscura 
(and therefore presumably in other Drosophilidae) damps out to arrhythmicity quite 
rapidly in continuous light, however when released into darkness again the rhythm 
always appears to start close to the start of the subjective night, circadian time 12 
(Pittendrigh, 1960, 1966). 
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A second population rhythm observed in Djnelwzoga.cter is an oviposition 
rhythm in light-dark cycles. With a light intensity of less than about 60 lux the main 
oviposition peak occurs shortly after lights off with a bimodal rhythm expressed when 
light intensity is greater than this (Rensing & Hardeland, 1967; Gruwez et a!, 1972; 
David & Fouillet, 1973; Allemand, 1976a, 1976b, 1977). Similfir rhytlmiicity has 
been seen in other drosophilids (Allemand, 1974). The rhythm in oviposition is 
paralleled by a 8iniilnr daily rhythm in light-dark cycles in the development of 
occytes and retention of developed eggs within ovarioles (AllemRnd, 1976b). When 
flies reared in continuous dark had their ovaries dissected over a 24 hour period no 
rhythm in vitellogenesis was observed.. This can be contrasted with results from 
jimilar flies raised in 11P 12:12 and then released into continuous darkness. Although 
the oviposition rhythm was not observed in these conditions, Allemand (1976c) 
observed a persistent rhythm in vitellogenesis. This resembles observations made on 
the eclosion rhythm in Dpseudoobscura (specifically: its primary arrhythmicity as 
shown in 7imnerman & Ives, 1971) and suggests that there may be a two oscillator 
control of vitellogenesis, which then possibly forces, in conjunction with light-dark 
cycles, a rhythm in oviposition. Furthermore, single female D.melanogaster had a 
clearly rhythmic oviposition rhythm in U) 12:12 which upon transfer to continuous 
light was observed for one cycle before oviposition became apparently random 
(Fleugel, 1978). 
Clearly there has been considerable work on the eclosion rhythm of 
Drosophila pseudoobscura and where comparisons can be made with other 
drosophilids the responses seem similar. However, the circadian control of locomotor 
activity has not been investigated quite so rigorously. Most of the work on 




Whilst the eclosion rhythm was used to isolate these period mutants, the free-
running period of the locomotor activity rhythm is also altered by the mutations. The 
direct alteration of this rhythm suggests that the period gene is somehow involved in 
the production and maintenance of a biological oscillator controlling both eclosion 
and locomotor activity. The period of the flee-running activity has been documented 
(Konopka, 1987; Rosbash & Hall, 1989) and a phase response curve for the eclosion 
rhythm of the wild-type and the short period mutant to 60 second light pulses has been 
published (Hall & Rosbash, 1987); the response was Type 1 for both the wild-type 
and short period mutant strains. Furthermore, the PRCs suggested that the alteration 
in the free-running period in the short period mutant was due wholly to a decrease in 
the subjective day of these flies. 
The free-running period of the locomotor activity rhythm has also been 
reconded at various temperatures (150C to 260C) in pei5 , pei-, andper (Konopka et 
a!, 1989). Whilst in the wild-type flies the period of the locomotor activity rhythm 
(r) was temperature-compensated with a Qio of approzrrly 1, in pets the Qio 
value was less than 1 and in pe,L it is greater than 1. Aside from this reciprocal 
temperature dependence int, observations of the free-running rhythm also show that 
the two mutants have other reciprocal behaviours. The average period in constant 
desschangesasaflrnctionoftime:inpei 5 rlengthensinthesecondtendaysin 
darkness when compared to the first ten days, whilst in pe,L t shortens. Finally, in 
constant light (intensities less than 0.1 lux) the periods of pei 8 flies have a tendency to 
shorten, whilst in pe,L  flies there is a tendency for t to lengthen. 
The period gene appears to effect a circndinn pacemaker in Dnelanogaster. It 
was originally hoped that genetic and molecular analysis of the period locus and its 
expression would describe the functioning of this molecular circadian clock 
However, this has proved to be no mean task. The period locus has been mapped and 
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cloned, its areas of expression have been localised down to the subcellular level and 
circadian expression of the per mRNA and protein gene product have been shown to 
oscillate with a circadian pertod. Clearly, the period gene has something to do with 
the production and maintenance of a circadian clock but how it does this is still a 
mystery (for reviews see Rosbash & Hall, 1989; Hall, 1990 Hall & Kyriacou, 1990). 
The period gene is a non-vital locus, with flies surviving after deletion of the 
relevant sectionJs of the X-chromosome (Smith & Konopka, 1982; Bargieflo & 
Young, 1984; Reddy et al, 1984). It maps to the 3B1-2 zeste-white region of the 
distal X-chromosome (Smith & Kónopka, 1982). The gene has been sequenced and 
its scnicture (in terms of exons and introns) resolved (Jackson et a!, 1986; Reddy et a!, 
1986; Curl, 1987; Yu et a!, 1987). When comparisons between per's structure and 
other genes were made with homology searches, it was not found to produce a protein 
with a known biochemical function. However, comparison of the amino-acid 
sequence encoded by the period gene has provided one siniilar Drosophila gene. 
Single-minded (sim) (Crews et al, 1988) encodes for a vital locus which controls the 
development of ventral midline neural cells from the ectoderm. However, this 
similarity is of very little help when discerning the molecular function of per as almost 
nothing is known about the function of sim either. 
The period locus is a 6kb piece of X-chmmosomai DNA (Hamblen er a!, 
1986). P-element transformations using DNA fragments of the period gene show 
several subsegments of the locus that can restore rhythmicity to pe,0 and per flies. 
These fragments overlap in a region which complements a 4.5kb RNA transcript, 
which is probably the per message (Hamblen eta!, 1986). Analysis of cDNA indicates 
that per codes for a 1218 amino-acid protein and at least two minor variants (Citri, er 
a! 1987). Most of the protein sequence is common among these three proteins, and 
biologically significant differences btween these polypepijcies are unknown. The 
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mutant alleles at the period locus are point mutations: pet°, 0 12  and pei°3 
turn out 
to be identical 'nun' genetic variants (Yu et a!, 1987; Baylies,et al, 
1987; Hamblen-
Coyle et a!, 1989) due to an 'ambef stop 
codon at amino-acid 464; pei5 is due to a 
serine to asparagine inissense mutation at amino-acid 589; and 
pei1- (and pep) due 
to a valine to aspartic acid missense mutation at amino-acid 243 (Baylies et al, 1987). 
What these changes mean in terms of the biochemistry of the period gene product are 
far from clear. The nonsense codon in pei0  presumably results in a short gene product 
with no or very little function and is phenotypicallY comparable with pei', in which 
the per gene has been deleted (Smith & Konopka, 
1981; Bargiello and Young, 1984; 
Reddy eta!, 1984). It has been postulated that the change in 
pei 8  means that this gene 
product cannot be meaningfully phosphorylated (Yu et a!, 1987). Although this in 
itself means very little it might lead to hyperactivity in the pe 5  gene product (Hall & 
Kyriacou, 1990). 
The period gene, like other X-linked genes in 
Drosophila, appears to be 
dosage compensated. Males with only one dose of any allele have periods similar to 
females with two doses. An extra dose of pert  in a female shortens the period by 
about 30 minutes, but an extra dose in males, equivalent to two doses in females, 
shortens the rhythm by about one hour (Konopka, 1987). The removal of one dose of 
perk has the opposite effect lengthening tau in a similar fashion. This supports the 
suggestion that pe 5  represents a hyper-activity in per 
gene product, and peyL hypo-
activity. However, the shortening effect upon mu of increasing the dosage of perk  
reaches a maximum when tau has been shortened by about 1.5 hours. 
The genetic analysis of the period locus points to a possible hyper and 
hypoactivity associated with pei5  and pdL/peyL , 2  resulting in the short and long 
periods expressed in both the locomotor activity and eclosion rhythms. Mosaic 
analysis of gynandromorphs (with part male and part female bodies) has located the 
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head as the most probable site for period gene control of a chv1ifin pacemaker. 
Rescue of circadian rhythmicity in per° flies has been achieved by surgical 
implantation of the brains of per8 flies into abdomens of the recipients. Some of the 
resulting flies expressed 19 hour locomotor activity periods suggesting, not only that 
the period gene is expressed sufficiendy in the brain to produce a rhythm, but that this 
rhythm can be transmitted humorafly from the brain (Hnd1er & Konopka, 1979). 
Rhythms have also been rescued in pe 0 flies by means of a heat-shock protein-70 
proniotor-per fusion gene (Ewer et a!, 1988) which causes per to be transcribed at 
certain temperatures and not at others. It was found that the per product is only 
required in the adult during expression of rhythmicity and that period is necessary and 
sufficient for pacemaker function (Ewer et a!, 1990). The speed with which 
periodicity can be turned on or off suggests that per is involved in the on-going 
production of circadian rhythmicity as opposed to being involved in the construction 
of a circadian clock through development. 
The localisatlon of period expression resulting in circadian oscillations has 
also been investigated within the brain. Immunofluorescent assay of Drosophila heads 
reveals a circadian rhythm in wild-type flies in period gene messenger RNA (Hardin 
et a!, 1990) in both light-dark conditions and constant darkness. Similnr cycling in 
per8  has been observed but with a shorter endogenous period in constant darkness. 
Further analysis of the CNS has revealed a circAdian oscillation in the period gene 
product which again persists in constant darkness and which has an altered time 
course in per8 (Zerr e: a!, 1990). The localisation of the period gene product in 
nervous cells appears to be nuclear (Liu et a!, 1992) when this localisation used 
immunoelectron microscopy. In an earlier report the period gene product appeared to 
be located, at least in embryonic salivary glands, at cell membranes around gap 
junctions (Bargiello et a!, 1987). This has now been retracted (Saez et a!, 1992). 
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Since 1971 the period gene has been extensively investigated, sequenced, 
cloned and its areas of expression located. This has not, however, produced a clear 
picture of how the period gene may be involved in the production of ciivadiin 
rhythms. There are several hypotheses. Dosage experiments suggest that pe 3 is 
somehow hyperactive and pe?L (and pe,U) hypoactive and this has been used to 
explain altered circRdin rhythms in two ways. Either the period mutants somehow 
alter the circadian clock during its development, which then runs either quickly (pe18 ) 
or slowly (pe,L/pe,).  Or the altered gene changes the way in which a circadian 
oscillation is maintained. Early work suggested that the former developmental process 
may be involved with mutant-like rhythms being produced in wild-type flies raised in 
constant darkness (Dowse & Ringo, 1989). The location of the period gene product at 
cell membranes in embryonic salivary glands and changes in diffusion rates between 
mutant cells (Bargiello et al, 1987), however, suggested an on-going maintenance of 
the rhythm through cell-cell interactions. Period was thought to couple 
together oscillators, and the strength of this coupling produced different periods in the 
composite pacemaker (Dowse, Hall & Ringo, 1987). This model was originally 
formalised with period gene product coupling together a group of ultrndisin 
pacemakers. 
When heat shock promoter proteins were fused with the period gene and used 
to rescue per° ifies by switching on and off period gene expression at different stages 
of the lifecycle it became clear that period is not involved in the developmental 
construction of a circdinn pacemaker (Ewer et a!, 1990). It appears that the period 
gene product is involved in the continuous maintenance of a ciivdin oscillator. This 
does not, however, exclude the possibility that the period gene is involved in cell-cell 
interactions and acts as a coupling agent between pacemakers. A model proposed by 
Konopka & Orr (1980) was based upon the analysis of the free-running rhythm in 
per+ and  perS  in which period encodes for a transmembrane protein which gates ion 
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flow across the membrane (in theory either cellular or nuclear). The subsequent 
change in ion concentrations is circadian and the period gene specifically controls the 
subjective day part of the circalhfin cycle, with a second unknown membrane protein 
controlling the subjective night. 
In general it is thought that the expression of the period gene has an immediate 
effect upon the expression of ci1vRdin rhythmicity and the hyperactivity of pe 8 and 
hypoactivity of pe,L  or pe is one way in which this effect can be produced. The 
per 8 allele is a gain-of-function mutation resulting in a gene product that is somehow 
more active than wild-type, peiL  or  pe,U  is a loss-of-function mutation resulting in a 
less active gene product. However, as Rutila et a!, discuss (1992) there ate several 
problems associated with this. They have produced a number of new short period 
circadian rhythm mutants by altering amino-acid 589 suggesting that the original pe 5 
mutant is not rare and therefore probably a more traditional loss-of-function mutation 
like perL  or peru is defective in some aspect of its biochemical interactions. They 
cite the recent observations of circadian fluctuations in cellular levels of per mRNA 
and PER protein (Hardin et a!, 1990; Zerr er a!, 1990) and evidence of possible post-
transcriptional regulation of per protein levels (Zwiebel et a!, 1991) to support the 
suggestion that the period gene is somehow involved in an autoregulatory loop 
producing these circadian fluctuations, and per8 andpe,Lipe,U  axe defective in some 
aspect of this, resulting in their expressed periodicities. 
Thus this gene is somehow involved in the production and maintenance 
of a circadian oscillator and evidence suggests that the period mutants are defective in 
some step in a biochemical system resulting in altered periods of the locomotor 
activity and eclosion rhythm. Circumstantial evidence that the period gene plays a 
fundamental role in the production of a circadian oscillator in Drosophila ,and that this 
system may have common elements across diverse groups comes from the comparison 
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of the period sequence with the Neurospora clock gene frq which share a common 
sequence element (McQung et a!, 1989). Also antibodies to per protein have been 
shown to recognize known circadian pacemaker neurons in the marine molluscs 
Aplysla and Bulla (Siwicki er a!, 1989) and also label antigens in the suprachiasmatic 
nucleus of the rat, the known location of the circadian pacemaker in mammals 
(Siwicki eta!, 1992). 
The period gene is not the only component of the circadian clock, other genes 
have been found which effect the free-running and entrained rhythms of locomotor 
activity and eclosion. An X-chromosomal 'clock' (cik) mutation which results in an 
expressed rhythm about 1.5 hours shorter than the wild-type has been isolated. Cik 
maps quite close to the period gene on the X-chromosome (Dushay et a!, 1990). 
Another X-chmniosomal rhythm mutant, 'Andante (And), causes rhythms of either 
ecloion or locomotor activity to fiee-run with a period about 1 to 1.5 hours longer 
than in the wild-type (Konopka et a!, 1990). And however maps to a classical 
pigmentation locus called dusky (dy). In a classical dy mutant normal circadian 
rhythms have been recorded, but in newly induced dys 25-26 hour rhythms and one 
new dy with a shortened rhythm were seen (Hall, 1990). This suggests that And-dy 
could be either a biochemical defect indirectly affecting rhythms or could perhaps be 
one of a number of genes directly involved in pacemaker functioning, which also has 
a pleiotropic effect upon pigmentation. 
Systematic artificial selection for 'early' and 'late eclosing strains of 
Drosophila pseudoobscura has produced two strains which differ in their peak 
eclosion time by about four hours (Pittendrigh, 1967). This difference was maintained 
in all photoperiods, but the phase response curves for the two strains were identical 
implying that selection had altered the phase angle between the primary A-oscillator 
(pacemaker) and the secondary B-oscillator (slave) controlling eclosion. This 
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experiment has been repeated once for D.melanogaster (Clayton & Pietta, 1972) 
when it was demonstrated that laboratory maintained strains responded to selection 
more favourably than recently captured wild-type parental stocks. This phase angle 
difference is Rimilfir  to results obtained by genetic mutation by Jackson (1983) who 
isolated three autosomal mutants. 
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Drosophilidfie have proved to be very 'popula? experimental animals and a 
great deal is known about them. However, because they have very little economic 
importance some area of their life histories, including their ecology, have not been 
extensively studied. In temperate and northern zones one of the most fundamental 
factors of the ecology of any organism is its breeding season, and overwintering 
strategy. The duration of the breeding season dictates how many generations can be 
produced in one year, when breeding can start and when it needs to end. The low 
number of drosophilid species found in northern zones attests to the qualitative 
problems incurred in adapting to the generally lower temperatures throughout the 
year, harsher winters and shorter breeding season. 
• Overwintering appears to be the fundamental way that populations synchronise 
their breeding season (Lakovaara et a!, 1972), and in a large number of temperate 
zone and northern drosophilids the onset of overwintering diapause appears to be 
regulated by photqperiod. To date, of 18 species of DrosophilidRe which have been 
found to have a photoperiodically controlled diapause, 17 overwinter as 
reproductively inactive pre-vitellogenic adults, and one, Ddeflexa, as a larva (Basden, 
1954). Of this 17, most attention has been paid to D.phalerata (Geyspits & 
Simonenko, 1970; Tyschenko et a!, 1972); D.liuoralis (Lumme et a!, 1974; Lnnkinen, 
1986); and D.auraria (Iwao et a!, 1980; Pittendrigh & Takamura, 1987). In most of 
the diapausing drosophilids the length of the breeding season results in a multivoltine 
life history. However, further north in the subarctic region, univoltine races of 
D.btfasciata and D.littorahs have been found and one univoltine species, Dubarctica 
(Hackman, 1969; Lakovaara & Saura, 1970). 
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In Dphaleraw the photoperiodic control of diapause has been found to 
respond strongly to changes in temperature with an increase resulting in a decrease in 
the critical daylength (CDL) (Geyspits & Simonenko, 1970). The interaction of 
photoperiod and temperature has been found to be very important in Drosophilidae 
and clearly in this case the two adaptively alter the time at which breeding stops each 
year. The CDL determines, for a given geographical location, when a population will 
stop breeding and overwinter in a developmentally more appropriate form i.e. not 
wasting valuable resources on vitellogenesis and laying eggs which will not survive 
the harsh winter. But if the temperature is higher than average, in for example a mild 
autumn, the resultant shortening of CDL will allow breeding to continue for longer 
until the photoperiodic system demands diapause. 
D.auraria has also been investigated in the laboratory. Various swains 
representing a geographical clime in CDL have been collected. Temperature effects 
upon CDL and the photoperiodic response at all photoperiods have been looked at in 
all the swains (Pittendrigh & Tnkkmura, 1987). The surprising conclusion from this 
study was that temperature appears to affect CDL by raising and lowering the 
response to all photoperiods. The assumption that systematic changes in CDL are 
derived from systematic changes in the circadian system's entrainment behaviour was 
also unfounded. "Major changes in CNL can be realized by selection without any 
detectable impact upon the circadian rhythm studied" (the eclosion rhythm) 
(Pittendrigh & Tknmura, 1987). 
Lakovaara et al (1972) found that D.littoralis had both multivoltine and 
univoltine races, univoltinism being exhibited by more northerly races, presumably as 
a result of the shorter breeding season in these conditions. At 1C 8 inbred swains of 
D.liuoralic display CDLs which spread from 13.5 hours to 18 hours, whereas at 220C 
this response was abolished in all the?e strains. When a series of crosses between a 
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univoltine and a multivoltinc strain was analysed it was found that multivoltinicmi 
appeared to be dominant over univoltinism and the genetic determination of diapause 
polygenic. Furthermore, a recent extension to this work on D.littoralis by Lnkinen 
(1992) has found that despite an initial study finding a partial co-inheritance of 
diapause and eclosion rhythm characteristics (Lankinen & Lumme, 1984), a more 
recent analysis of the same crosses after 40-70 generations has found a complete 
separation of eclosion rhythm characters from photoperiodism. 
The best known species in the Dmsophilidae is Drosophila melanogasrer, an 
animal extensively used with a great deal known about it (Ashburner, 1989). Until 
recently D.melanogaster was thought to be a thy-neutral species with no 
photoperiodic control of diapause. As a human commensal a specific overwintering 
strategy was believed to be either not necessary or involve simple quiescence in cold 
weather. However, Saunders et al (1989) found that at a temperature of 1C the 
Canton-S strain of D.melanogaster demonstrated a photoperiodic diapause with a 
CDL of 14 hours and in which short days (<14 hours) result in pre-vitellogenic 
ovaries. In vitro studies have shown that the production of juvenile hormone III and 
glands from long day flies (Saunders er a!, 1990). The reduction in the output of the 
c.a. results in the inability of the ovaries to extract yolk polypeptides (yps) from the 
surrounding haemolymph (which contains similar amounts of yps in long day and 
short day flies) and so remain pre-vitellogenic (Saunders er a!, 1990). 
Obviously, the period mutants in D.melanogasrer with their altered circadian 
rhythms, seemed to provide a way to test Bunnings hypothesis that the circadian 
system provides the clockwork used in daylength or mghtlength measurement Strong 
a priori predictions based upon entrainment theory can be  made about the  CDLs of 
the short and long period mutants when compared to the wild-type. The short period 
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mutant will entrain to light-dark cycles with the pacemaker oscillation 'phase leading' 
the light (Fig 1.4). Assuming an external coincidence model, (I will occur in the late 
subjective night shortly before the start of alpha. Entrainment of the rhythm is 
brought about in longer daylengths by the end of each light pulse being set to a 
particular circadian phase of the rhythm (usually about Ct 12) and so as the duration of 
the light pulse increases the start of the light pulse tracks back into the late subjective 
night Because in the short period mutant the pacemaker phase leads the light, 
entrainment theory predicts that for 41 to be illuminated (and non-diapause 
development to proceed) then a longer light duration is required than in the wild-type. 
In the long period mutant, entrainment of the rhythm by the light results in a phase lag 
(FIg 1.5) and so, by a similar argument, lZ)j  is illmninnted by light of a shorter duration 
than the wild-type. The short period mutant ought to have a CDL longer than the 
wild-type (14 hours) and the long period mutant ought to have a CDL shorter than the 
wild-type. The arrhythmic mutant, peA and pe,r  (with deleted period locis) ought to 
have severely disrupted CDLs. These predictions were not found to be the case, per, 
pe,Z andpevU had gimilnr  CDLs and pc,° andpW, whilst having CDLs shorter than 
perk could still tell the difference between long and short days (Saunders et a!, 1989; 
Saunders, 1990). Furthermore, resonance experiments revealed a weak 24 hour 
periodicity to the photoperiodic response in all mutants (Saunders, 1990) leading to 
the conclusion that whilst period has some involvement in the photoperiodic response, 
shortening the CDL in pci0 and per, the period gene is not causally involved in 
photoperiodic time measurement. 
This conclusion is supported by work on D.auraria (Pittendrigh & Takamura, 
1987) where prediction from two major and widely held assumptions were not 
experimentally supported. The assumptions made were that changes in CDL will be 
the result of changes in the entrainment behaviour of the circadian system,and that the 
eclosion rhythm can be used as a marker of all other components in the multioscillator 
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circadian system. The first assumption here is also made in the experiments with 
D.melanogaster in a priori prediction of changes in CDL due to alterations in the 
circadian system. However the second assumption that the eclosion rhythm is a 
suitable marker is replaced by the assumption that the locomotor activity rhythm (and 
implicitly the eclosion rhythm) is a suitable marker. The results from the resonance 
experiments (Saunders, 1990), which indicate a 24 hour periodicity in the 
photoperiodic response, imply that this second assumption may not necessarily be 
correct. Pittendrigh and TkRmura (1987) consider this to be of minor importance. 
The recent results of Lankinen (1992) which clearly show the eclosion rhythm and 
photoperiodism in D.Iiaoralis to derive from separate genetic systems suggests that 
the assumption that the eclosion rhythm or the locomotor activity rhythm can be used 
as accurate markers of the phase of the photopenodic oscillation is erroneous. 
Modelling of the ciivadian system and its involvement in the photoperiodic response 
in D.melanogaster and its mutants (see chapter 5) has replicated experimental results 
by assuming two oscillators which interact to a small degree through a one way 
coupling from a pacemaker which involves the period gene to a second pacemaker or 
slave which does not. This second pacemaker can entrain to the external light-dark 
cycle but is also influenced by the entrainment behaviour of the period oscillator and 
is responsible for the measurement of nightlength for the photoperiodic response 
(Gillanders & Saunders, 1992). 
Despite the possibilities that the period mutants and the discovery of an 
ovarian diapause in D.,nelanogaster provide for genetic dissection of the 
photoperiodic response, there axe several problems. The exact role that per plays in 
the maintenance of a circadian pacemaker is not yet known and the photoperiodic 
response in Djnelanogaster is very shallow. It appears that the photoperiodic 
response in this species is 'evolutionarily' quite novel and the alleles controlling the 
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General Materials and Methods 
Stock populations, consisting of 30 or 40 flies, of strains of Drosophila 
melanogaster, Canton-S (wild-type), pei5 , pe,U,  pe 0 and per were kept at 250C 
('7.100 In a light-dait cycle of 12 hours light to 12 hours dait (Li) :12). All 
stock populations were kept in labelled glass shell vials (75mm depth, 25mm 
diameter) stoppered with cotton wool and contnining 7m1 of standard Lewis agar-
cornmeal medium. The flies were transferred to fresh vials twice a week and the old 
vials were kept. The eggs laid in these vials developed under the same environmental 
conditions and the adults which emerged were used either to replace the stock 
populations every five weeks or used as expanded egg laying adult populations 
providing experimental flies. 
The wild-type population has been maintained in laboratories since its 
collection in Canton, Ohio over 70 years ago. Three of the mutant strains, pe 5 , pe 0, 
and peru,  were isolated by Konopka and Benzer (1971) and Konopka (1978) and 
have been maintained in laboratories since then. The mutant strains were isolated 
from the Canton-S population maintained here as a wild-type stock (Saunders, 1990). 
The per is a balanced stock carrying two overlapping deletions of per (provided by 
Dr M Young). 	The breeding stock of this strain consists of 
y Df(1)TE3f2O2(w) ly Df(1)64J4 	females with y Df(1)TEM202(W) / wY and 
y Dfl1)64J4v, / wY males. Females are yellow bodied with apricot eyes, and carry 
one of each deletion (both of which are recessive lethals) and have therefore had the 
period locus completely removed (Saunders, 1990). The males are red-eyed, 
behaviourally rhythmic and perk. About one to two percent of the females of this 
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stock are red-eyed and behaviourally rhythmic, and most probably are 'exceptional' 
females of the genotype y Dftl)TEM202(w) ly Df(1)64J4v0 I w 1' pdiwad from the 
per stock by non-disjunction. Red-eyed females were not included in the stock 
populations or in the experiments. The period deletion in these per stock has been 
confirmed by Southern blotting (Maniatis et al., 1982) usIng a 7.1kb HInd Ill fragment 
containing the period gene (Bargiello & Young, 1984) as a probe. The per females 
lacked the DNA corresponding to the period locus, while their male siblings and 
'exceptional' females showed the same hybridization pattern as pei5 and Canton-S 
wild-type (Saunders, 1990). 
Whilst the stock populations could provide enough adult flies for locomotor 
activity experiments they could not provide enough material for experiments where 
the photopeilodic response was measured, so the stock populations had to be 
expanded to provide experimental populations of laying adults producing an almost 
daily supply of fleshly eclosed adults. To expand a stock population, between 50 and 
100 flIes collected from a stock population were placed Into each of 3 or 4 113 pint 
bottles containing appmnnintely 250m1 of Sugar-Yeast medium. The bottles were 
stoppered with cotton wool bungs and kept at 250C (+1-1°C), LI) :12. The laying 
adults in these bottles were transferred to fresh S-Y bottles twice a week The old 
bottles containing the developing flies were kept at 250C and the emerging 
experimental adults collected daily. Every few weeks the adult laying populations in 
the S-Y bottles were replenished with the appropriate adults from the stock 
populations. 
Since only small numbers of adults were required for locomotor activity 
experiments it was possible to collect these females directly from the stock 
populations. Fat, healthy looking females, which were under about 4 days old (age 
being in terms of days since eclosici) were collected under CO2 anaesthesia and 
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placed in the locomotor activity recorders. However, much larger numbers of females 
were requited on a daily basis for the photoperiodism experiments and, furthermore, 
these females needed to be less than about 10 hours old when they entered the 
experimental conditions (a decrease in temperature to around 1C, Saunders et a!, 
1989). These large numbers were collected from S-Y bottles using a double collection 
procedure. Pupae on the inside of the bottles were checked daily to see if any had 
turned black. This change In colour occurred when the developing adults became 
pharate, and indicated that emergence of the adults would begin the following day. 
On the following day those bottles containing adults which were ready to emerge were 
cleared of any adults(/of an unknown age, at 'dawn'; these adults were discarded. The 
bottles were then left for 6 to 7 hours. After this time the bottles were again emptied 
by carefully removing the cotton wool hung and quickly turning the bottle upside-  
downplacingthemouthofthebottleintoaplasticfunnelwhichledintoaglassshell 
vial containing 7ml of standRrd Lewis medium. The flies in the bottle were then 
dislodged by gently but firmly banging the mouth of the bottle against the funnel. The 
adults collected in this way. had all emerged since the bottles were cleared, 6 or 7-
hours previously, and were therefore less than 10 hours old. 
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In order to record the locomotor activity rhythm of female D.melanogasrer, 
flies were collected from the stock populations. Because the females needed to be as 
large as possible so that the recording device could detect them more easily, they were 
left for two or three days in labelled glass shell vials contRining stnndiird Lewis 
medium. In this time the females built up large fat stores which combined with the 
start of vitellogenesis meant their abdomens were bloated. However, even though egg 
production had started, the resiriction of suitable egg laying sites within the recording 
device meant that throughout this investigation there were no larvae, which could 
inttrfeiv with the recording of the adult locomotor activity rhythm, found in the 
recording devices. The recorders consisted of a black perspex 'holder' housing an 
infiB-red light emitting diode (Radio Spares [ES] 306-077) and a matched detector 
(RS 306-083) arranged so that the beam passed verticaUy through a cylindrical hole 
which held a glass tube (50-70mm length, 5mm outer diameter) horizontally, in which 
was placed the experimental female (see Fig. 2.1). Food was provided for the flies in 
one of two ways. Intheflrst,sugarcrystalsweieplacedatoneendofthetubeasa 
food source and a water source, a wick leading from a water reservoir in a bijou bottle, 
was at the other end. The second method involved supplying a sugar solution by 
means of the wick which therefore provided water and sugar simultaneously. 
Clean,empty tubes were prepared several days before an experiment was due 
to begin. Of the two means of feeding the flies, the first was more difficult to set up. 
In addition it did not greatly improve locomotor activity records by inducing the flies 
towalkfrom oneendof the tube (the food ource) to the otherend(the water source), 
when compared to flies which had both the sugar and waler sources combined at one 
end.. The first arrangement used a pipette to place a quantity of hot, saturated 
sugar solution at one end of each of the tubes. This sugar solution cooled and 
It 
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power supply 
resistor 
infra-red I 	 water or sugar 
emitter 	L1 solution reservoir 
sugar crystals 
or cotton wool 4D 
bung 	 glass tube 
wick 
black perspex{jIJFj—infra- red 
holder 	 detector 
to BBC microprocessor via 
multiplexer 
common 
flg 2.1 Cross sectional diagram of the apparatus used to record the locomotor activity 
of Drosophila melanogaster. Each of 32 devices axe connected together, the 
emmitters in parallel to a 12V supply, the detectors share a 'common' earth, with 
individual signal leads connected to the computer via a 32 channel multiplexer. This 
allows the 8 input channels of the BBC to read all of the 32 recording channels. 
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calthdontotheinsideedgeofthetubesandthesugarcrystalwhichformedthen 
had a small air hole drilled through it using a pin; this hole was sealed with cotton 
wool, so air could get through to the fly. Selected females were carefully placed into 
the open end of the tubes under CO2 anaesthesia using a fine paint brush. A damp 
wick leading from a water reservoir in a bijou bottle was then used to seal the open 
end of the glass tube and the female inside the tube was allowed to recover from 
anaesthesia. When the experiment was due to start the glass tubes with their water 
reservoirs were placed in the holders. 
The second method was exactly the same except that instead of blocking one 
end of the tube with a sugar crystal it was closed with a cotton wool bung, which 
allowed the passage of air. Once the fly was in the tube it was sealed using a damp 
wick which, instead of leading from a water source lead from a weak sugar solution. 
The holders were set up in light-tight boxes in a walk-in constant temperatur room. 4 
Watt fluorescent lights inside the boxes, regulated by commercially available timers, 
were used to produce experimental light-dark cycles and light pulses, the mean fight 
intensity in the area of the flies in these boxes was 1.13 Win 2 (+/-0.05Wnf2). 
Two 8imi1r recording systems were used, one collected and recorded data 
from 32 flies simultaneously whilst the other took data from 30 flies. Each system 
consisted of the emitter-receiver pairs housed in the holders connected to a BBC B+ 
Master computer by a 32 channel multiplexer. This multiplexer enabled the 
compute? s eight input channels to monitor the 32 (or 30) recording devices. When a 
fly in the recorder was active it would walk along the length of the glass tube and 
break the infra-red beam. This event was detected by the computer which then 
recorded the total number of times each beam had been broken by the fly in ten 
minute bins for seven days onto a 525floppy disc. If the locomotor activity rhythm 
had to be recorded for longer than 7 days then the program was restarted. The 
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programs used to record and analyse the data were written in BBC BASIC and axe 
listed in Appendix i. 
The original recorded data file needed to be initially split up to produce the 
individual activity records of the 30 or 32 flies recorded together. Once this had been 
done the records of the flies could be viewed in an actogram format This plots 
subsequent days below each other with every day having the data from the following 
data plotted beside it as well. This means that for a seven day record an actogram 
would plot the locomotor activity recorded on day one to seven below each other and 
thentotherightofdayoneplotdaytwoagainandbelowthisdaythreetoseven(see 
Fig 2.2). 
The free-running nature of the activity rhythm in constant conditions can then 
be analysed in a number of different ways. If the rhythm is quite clear a least squares 
regression line can be plotted through the middle of the activity band and the slope of 
this line represents the period of the free-running rhythm. Alternatively two programs 
can be used which can calculate this period if the activity bands are not clear, 
periodograni analysis and mass entropy spectral analysis (MESA). The periodogram 
is a generally accepted and widely used method of time series analysis producing clear 
measures of the period of the rhythm; MESA however is believed to be more sensitive 
to subtler oscillations in the activity record. However, MESA does not produce 
confidence limits when calculating the presence and period of rhythms, and Edinburgh 
University does not hold a license for part of the Fortran control routine necessary to 
implement MESA (the data were consequently analysed using MESA at Birmingham 
University with the kind assistance of Dr Elfed Morgan). 
Comparison of the two methods of analysis can provide evidence that MESA 
is not necessary however. Fig 2.2 shows an actogram for a wild-type fly recorded 
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Fig 2.2 A) an actogram showing the double plotted locomotor activity rhythm of a 
wild-type D.melanogaster free-running for six days at 2(PC and subsequently 
exposed to a light dark cycle (the light pulses are shown by the red boxes). 
Comparisons of two methods of period analysis B) periodogram picks out a 
significant rhythmic element within the first six days of 23.8 hours and C) Mass Entropy Spectral Analysis (MESA) picks out a rhythm of 23.2 hours over the same six 
days. 
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Fig 2.3 4. actogram showing the double plotted locomotor aclivity rhythm of a 
mutant pe strain of D.melanogasrer free-running in constant darkness for 6 days 
and then exposed to a 22 hour light-dark cycle (U)  fi- 16) (the light pulses are shown 
by the red boxes). Comparison of the two methods of analysis highlight a difference 
between them. B) periodogram analysis determines no significantly rhythmic elements 
in the record whilst C) MESA picks out an ultradian rhythm of 13.3 hours. 
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over 14 days. Below this, periodogram analysis of the first six days of activity pin-
points a locomotor activity rhythm with a period of 23.8 hours whilst MESA shows 
the rhythm to be. 23.2 hours. In Fig 2.3 the same two methods have been used to 
analyse the activity of a per02  fly. During the first six days of this record, the 
periodogram picks out no clear periodicity, whilst MESA finds evidence of an 
ultradiRn rhythm with a period of 13.3 hours. This sort of analysis has been used to 
argue that the locomotor activity rhythm is the product of a group of ultradinn 
oscillators, which when coupled together are expressed as a cirvadian rhythm, the 
MESA test being more 'sensitive' to subtle underlying rhythms than perlodogram 
analysis. However, there is no indication in the MESA test whether the periods 
identified an significant (which periodogram analysis does give). There is also an 
argument that the "more sensitive" MESA may be confusing the issue by highlighting 
rhythms which are not significant Furthennore even if the periods identified by 
MESA ale significant they axe not necessarily the product of underlying ultradian 
oscillators; they could be the product of an interaction between a number of rhythmic 
elements with much longer periods. 
For these reasons it was decided not to use MESA for routine analysis of the 
locomotor activity rhythm. Periodogram analysis and least-squares regression through 
midpoints were taken to be accurate tests for detecting periodicities and did not have 
the  theoretical problems associated with MESA. 
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For a fly to enter diapause in short day conditions it has to experience a low 
temperature (about 120C) within the first ten hours after emergence from its 
puparium. At this temperature, short days can maintain the flies in a state where 
vitdilogenesis does not begin. In long days, however, a slow cycle of vitellogenesis 
occurs. Because of this temperature requirement it is essential that only flies which 
are less than 10 hours old are used. To collect the large number of flies necessary, the 
procedure described earlier was used. Each daily sample was divided into groups of 
approximately equal numbers of flies and these were placed into labelled glass shell 
vials contnining 7m1 of stapdMd Lewis medium. These vials were placed in 
experimental photoperiods at 120C in light-tight boxes inside a walk-in constant 
temperature room, or placed in two plant growth cabinets which could provide light 
cycles (LEEC model PU). In the light-tight boxes the photoperiods were regulated 
by commercially available timers controlling 4W fluorescent strip lights. The flies 
were left in these conditions for two weeks. The females were then dissected and the 
ovaries visually inspected to determine whether each fly had entered diapause or not. 
A female was said to have entered diapause if none of the egg follicles had developed 
passed stage 7 (King, 1956), that is none of the oocytes had begun to collect yolk 
proteins from the surrounding haeniolymph (see Fig. 2.4). The number of females 
dissected from each vial and the number of these which had entered diapause were 
recorded. For each strain three separate groups of flies were placed in each 
experimental photoperiod and the percentage of adult females which entered diapause 
was calculated. To produce mean diapause responses for each strain the three separate 
percentages were combined by inverse sine transformation. This geometrical method 
of combining percentages is excellent for binomial data points which cover a large 
range.The average number of females dissected, in each condition,was 99 24. 
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Fig 2.4a Cross sections taken from King (1970) of ovarian maturation from stages 1 
to 9. Stages 1 to 6 are shown within the vitellium. Stage 7 is still considered to be 
pre-vitellogenic whilst any flies found to contain oocytes developed beyond this stage 
after two weeks of post eclosion development are considered to be undergoing full 
ovarian maturation, i.e. not in diapause. 
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Fig 2.4b Further cross sections taken from King (1970) of ovarian maturation from 
stages 10 to 14 demonstrating complete, non-diapause development. 
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CHAPTER 3 
The Locomotor Activity Rhythm In D.melanogaster 
Inuoduction 
Analysis of the locomotor activity rhythm in wild-type and period mutants of 
Drosophila melanogaster has involved the automatic recording of the rhythm by 
computer in constant darkness. The exact nature of the arrangement varies from 
laboratory to laboratory but most recordings are made using an infra-red beam which 
is broken by the moving fly in a manner similRr  to the one used here (see chapter 2). 
Analysis of the flee-running rhythm has involved measuring the period of the rhythm, 
andintwocasestheproducdonoflightphaseresponsccurvcs(PRCs) Foragene 
believed to be directly involved in the production of the locomotor activity rhythm 
very little behavioural analysis of this phenomenon has been undertaken. Most of the 
work done on the period locus has involved the investigation of the molecular biology 
of the gene. 
Konopka (1987) recorded the locomotor activity rhythm in pert, p e,S and 
peru at a constant temperature of 22°C in constant infra-red light Pe# had a mean 
endogenous rhythm of 19.0 hours (+1-0.3 hours) whilst perk had a rhythm of 23.9 
(+1-0.3) hours and perU, 29.2 (+1-1.6) hours. Pe,- is reported to have a rhythm of 
29.6 (+1-0.7) hours. It is now known that pe' and perU are identical mutants (Hall, 
pers comm). Further analysis of the free-running locomotor activity rhythm in pert 
and per 5 by Konopka & Orr (1980) has demonsuated that the reduction in tau in pe,S 
is due solely to a shortening of alpha, the duration of the active portion of the rhythm. 
pert had an active phase lasting 12 hours and an inactive phase which also lasted 12 
hours. In perS, however, whilst the inactive phase was 12 hours, the active phase of 
i-Hall & Rosbash(1987) 
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the locomotor activity cycle was only 7 hours. This observation led Konopka & Orr 
(1980) to propose a model for the generation of locomotor activity rhythms in which 
the period gene controls the duration of the active portion of the cycle. A second, 
unidentified, gene controls the duration of the inactive portion. They predicted that 
the lengthening of thu seen in pe,L mutants would be a direct result of an increase in 
alpha. 
Two further period mutant strains, per0 (which is the same as pe?02 and 
per° 3) and per, appear to be arrhythmic in constant darkness. However, it has been 
suggested that this arrhythmiR1  which can be clearly seen in traditional actogram plots, 
is the result of noisy data masking an underlying rhythnücity. More 'precise' analysis, 
relying upon filtering of 'unwanted noise from the records has revealed that over 50% 
of both per0 and per, flies contain periodic elements within their records (Dowse, Hall 
& Ringo, 1987). Six out of eleven male per0 flies tested were found to have periodic 
activity rhythms with a mean value of 13.1 (+1-5.3) hours. Eight of sixteen per 
females also expressed locomotor activity rhythms with a mean period of 14.6 (+1-4.2) 
hours. These rhythms were discovered using correlograms and Mass Entropy Spectral 
Analysis (MESA). The same tests calculated periods for per5 of 20.2 (+1-1.3) hours, 
per' of 24.0 (41.0) hours and per-' of 30.6 (43.7) hours. These tests found 
u1trndin rhythms in the records of apparently azrhythmic ifies and also found periods 
for the three strains per 8 , perk, and pei' which agree with data collected by other 
workers and analysed in different ways. Whether these analyses find evidence of 
rhythmicity in the records of perO and per flies which is intrinsic to the oscillator 
controlling locomotor activity and which periodogram analysis is too 'insensitive to 
locate, or whether the periods pin-pointed by MESA are functions of some other 
component is still unknown. 
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Rearing wild-type flies in continuous darkness for several generations results 
in flies with locomotor activity records which resemble those of the mutant strains 
(Dowse & Ringo, 1989). In dark reared flies 33% of the recorded flies expressed 
wild-type rhythms, 16% expressed phenocopies of pei1- flies, with long rhythms, and 
52% were phenocopies of per° flies. An interesting comparison can be drawn here 
between these dark reared flies with 'pen' locomotor activity rhythms, and the 
eclosion rhythm expressed by dark reared D.pseudoobscura (7immerinan, 1969). In 
the later case, ariiiythmic eclosion rhythms were recorded. The pacemakers in these 
individuals are inherited at rest and require a stimulation to 'kick stan' them 
(7immerman, 1969). The alternative hypothesis used to explain the aniiythmia was 
that the individuals within the population were out of synchrony with each other and, 
although each expressed a circadian rhythm, the population rhythm was masked. 
Obviously the locomotor activity rhythm in wild-type flies is not expressed for 
long periods of time in constant darkness outwith the artificial laboratory 
environment. Light-dark cycles entrain the rhythm so that it expresses a 24 hour 
period. As was discussed earlier, one clear way to understand how this  entrainment 
can take place is through phase response curves (PRCs). PRCs also provide clues to 
the  underlying dynamics of the oscillator producing the rhythm. Two PRCs are 
shown in Hall & Rosbash (1987), one for pert and the other for per3, both to 60 
second light pulses. Both are of Type 1. The shortening of tau in pe 3 is shown to be 
due to a decrease in the length of the 'dead zone', the animals subjective day, to 7 
hours. This agrees with Konopka & On's (1980) evidence that tarn is shortened in per3 
because alpha, the subjective day, is shortened from 12 to 7 hours. There are, 
however, no published PRCs for per-' or p erU, or pert and per 3 to light pulses of a 
longer duration. 
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PRCS provide a way of describing free-running rhythms as well as predicting 
entrainment behaviour in natural and non-natural light-dark cycles. A second way of 
describing the response of a free-running rhythm to a light pulse is by plotting a phase 
transition curve (PTC) (Johnsson & Karlsson, 1972; Var Nunes, 1981). FFCs also 
provide a very convenient way of visualising the strength of the response to the light 
pulse and can be used to categorise the response to light into Type 1 or Type 0 
(Winfree, 1970a, 1980; Var Nunes, 1981). 
In 1987 Heifrich & Engelmann published results from a series of experiments 
in which wild-type and pet0 ifies were entrained to diel and non-did light-dark cycles. 
Entrainment theory was used to predict the behaviour of pet° flies. If pet0 flies truly 
did not contain circadian oscillators then they ought to respond equally well to 
light-dark cycles of any duration. In contrast, per flies would demonstrate 'limits to 
entrainment, light-dark cycles of such a duration (either longer than or shorter than 24 
hours) that the flies could not entrain to. Instead they would express a free-running 
rhythm despite the presence of light-dark cycles. The results, it was suggested, 
demonstrated that pet0 flies contain circadin oscillators which respond to light-dark 
cycles in a way that would be predicted from oscillator theory (i.e. in 122 they would 
phase-lag the Zeitgeber and in 726 they would phase-lead the Zeitgeber as shown in 
Fig 1.4 and 1.5 on pages 17 and 18). 
In a P9016d.  more recent paper (Hamblen-Coyle et a!, 1992), locomotor 
activity has been recorded in males exposed to 24 hour light-dark cycles. In LI) :12, 
the rhythm was seen to consist of two peaks, one around dawn the other around dusk. 
The entrained rhythms of the wild-type and a series of mutants were compared. The 
morning peak was found in a similat position in all the mutants tested, whilst the 
evening peaks of activity were found to occur earlier in short-period mutants and later 
in long-period mutants. Entrainment theory can predict changes in the phase 
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relationship of a rhythm to its entraining light dark cycle when the period of the 
rhythm changes. Fig 1.4 and 1.5 clearly demonstrate that when t is shorter than the 
period of the entraining light dark cycle then the rhythm phase leads the light, and 
when it is longer than the period of this Zeitgeber cycle the rhythm phase lags the 
light. This difference in the phase relationship of the rhythm to the light is seen in the 
changing position (relative to the light) of the evening peaks in activity which are 
therefore taken to be the product of an endogenous oscillator, influenced by period. 
The morning peaks, however, do not exhibit this predictable changing phase 
relationship and are presumably due to an exogenous effect of the light coming on, 
possibly a 'startle reaction to the sudden increase in light intensity. 
There is still a large amount of work that can be done on the behavioural analysis of 
the locomotor activity rhythm in the wild-type and mutant flies. To this end, work 
here has concentrated upon three aspects of the locomotor activity rhythm. Firstly, the 
free-running rhythm has been analysed, secondly, a series of PRCs and PTCs has been 
produced for pulses of different duration and thirdly, the behaviour of pei, pe?° and 
per flies entrained to light-dark cycles has been investigated. 
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Materials and Methods 
The free-running locomotor activity rhythm of females of the wild-type 
Canton-S strain, the short period mutant, pei5 , and the long period mutant, 
were analysed at 2(PC (+1-1°C). Flies were placed in the activity recording devices 
described In chapter 2 and entered constant daiicness for six days. During this time the 
computer system recorded the amount of activity of each fly in ten minute 'bins'. 
These data were stored on disc and analysed at a later date. Analysis consisted of 
measuring the period of the free-running rhythm by periodogram analysis and by 
plotting a least squares regression line through the mid-point of the active portion of 
the rhythm. These two measures of thu were compared for thirty flies by means of a 
t-test. The mid-point of the active portion of the rhythm, or alpha, was found using a 
computer program in which a mouse was used to specify the start and end of alpha. 
The middle of this activity band was taken to be the middle of the subjective day, or 
circadian hour 6 (ct6). This computer program is listed in Appendix i. The same 
program simultaneously calculated the mean duration of alpha. 
The mean period of the free-running locomotor activity rhythm and the mean duration 
of alpha were found by a regression line through ct6 for each of 50 females. From 
these two measures the mean value of the duration of the subjective night, or rho, was 
found by subtracting mean alpha from mean thu. These three parameters of the free-
running locomotor activity rhythm were then statistically compared by means of a 
sequence of I-tests. The amount of locomotor activity recorded within alpha was also 
calculated and a mean value for each of fifty females compared between the three 
strains of Drosophila melanogaster using t-tests. 
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Fig 3.1 Actograms and periodograms of the Lxomotor activity rhjns of A) wild- 
type D.melanogaster and two mutants strains B) peiS  and C) pei in constant 
darlmess. The periods of the free-running rhythms have been calculated by regression 
curve through the midpoint of the activity band (circadian time 6) and by periodogram 
analysis. 
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Results 
Examples of the flee-pinning locomotor activity rhythm for all three types of 
fly are shown in Fig 3.1 with accompanying periodogram analysis and regression lines 
through ct6 predicting thu. 
The two different ways of measuring tan, periodogram analysis and regression 
line, when compared by t-tests for each of the three strains did not prove to be 
significantly different (F for perk 1.880 T for per8 -0.310; T for pe,U  2.487). Mean 
thu values and standard deviations using periodogram analysis are given in Table 3.1. 
The  parity between the two methods of calculating tau for individual flies means that 
the alpha and rho values calculated are representative of the duration of the subje4..tive 
day and night respectively. 
Using the regression line program to measure tau, alpha, rho and the mean 
locomotor activity within alpha, means and stfindaid deviations for these parameters 
for the three strains are given in Table 3.2. The free-running rhythms for the three 
strains are significantly different as shown by Anova (F =848.3 Pc0.001) as are the 
values of alpha and rho. T-tests show that the differences revealed are due to 
differences between the periods of the free-running rhythms of all three strains (T 
perk vs per8 = 26.451 P<0.00; Tper vs perL 2  = -19.434 P<0.001; Tper 5 vs pe, 
= -36.569 P<0.001). However the difference in alpha (Anova F = 32.5) is due to 
alpha in the per8 strain being significantly shorter than alpha in both perk and pe,L 2 , 
which are not themselves significantly different ( T perk vs pei3 = 6.613 P40.001; T 
pert vs perU = -1.311; Tper8 vs perU = -4.5244 P<0.001). The reverse is true in 
the case of rho, where perk and per8 have similar values which are both significantly 
shorter than rho in the perU strain (T perk vs per8 = 0.574; T perk vs pe,L2 = - 
6.510 P<0.001; T per8 vs perU = -7.139 P<0.001). No significant difference was 
found between the amount of locomotor activity within alpha in the three strains. 
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Period of Activity Rhythm 
per 4 	 per S 	 per Ll. 
per4 	 - 	 P<0.001 	 PczO.00i 
per 	 - 	 P<O.00i 
per 	 - 
Length of alpha 
	
per 	 per t 	 per 17- 
pert 	 - 	 P<0.001 	 NS 
per S 	 - 	 P<O.00i 
per - 	 - 
NS - T—test did not show a significant result 
Table 3.1 Sample size and mean tau values for the three strains of D.melanogaster 
calculated by periodogram analysis 
	
PCI_s 	Perk 	pL2 
N 	 30 	30 	30 
Mean Tau(hrs, 	19.73 	24.35 	30.19 
STD 	 0.50 	1.13 	2.15 
Table 3.2 Analysis of the free-running rhythm of the three strains of D.melanogaster 
calculated using least squares regression and measurement of alpha and rho using a 
computer pmgram designed for this purpose 
PcI_S 	Perk 	Pei 
N 	 50 	50 	50 
Mean Tau(hrs) 19.70 23.72 29.10 
STD 0.57 0.90 3.64 
Mean Alpha(hrs) 8.47 12.18 12.99 
S1D 2.35 2.84 3.64 
Mean Rho (hrs4 11.23 11.54 16.11 
STD 2.37 2.87 3.99 
Mean Activity 319.0 476.5 282.1 
within Alpha (ho 
STD 393.6 455.4 289.5 
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The distribution of individual free-running periods and of alpha are shown in 
the histograms in Fig 3.2. The distribution of thu values (Fig 3.2a) about the mean for 
each strain is larger in the long period mutant, pePU than in either the wild-type or 
perS. The three strains clearly have separate mean thu values, each normally 
distributed about their means. This is not the case, however, with the mean duration 
of the subjective day (Fig 32b). The distribution of alpha in the wild-type and pe 
strains overlap, and both have the same mean value. The mean duration of a is 
shorter in pet5 and its distribution does not overlap either of the other two strains. 
When correlations within each of the strains were sought between the period of the 
free-running rhythm and the length of alpha and rho no significant relationships were 
found. 
Discussion 
The values of thu for the three strains compare well with those recorded 
elsewhere (Konopka, 1987; Dowse, Hall & Ringo, 1987). A novel result is found 
when comparing how the free-running rhythm is divided into active and inactive 
portions. As Konopka & Orr (1980) found, thu in pet3 is shortened by a shortening in 
alpha, the active phase, from 12 hours in the wild-type to 8 in this mutant. 
Surprisingly, though, and in contrast to the predictions made by Konopka & Orr 
(1980), the increase in tau in pet-' 2 is not caused by a lengthening of the active 
portion but by a lengthening of the Inactive portion. This categorically rules out their 
model for the generation of the rhythm. It appears that the period gene plays some 
role in the overall control of the rhythm and the two mutations causing different 
amino-acids substitutions in the PER product result in different sections of the rhythm 
being affected. This may be another example of the reciprocal behaviour of the period 
mutants which will need to be explained in any model of period-mediated rhythm 
production. A diagrammatic representation of the effects of the two mutations upon 
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Fjg3.2a Histograms showing the distribution oft values of wild-type, pe,S  and 
per female D.melanogaster ifies. The mean period of the free-running locomotor 
activity rhythm has been calculated by least squares regression through the midpoint 
of the activity for 50 individuals of each strain. Each strain has a normal distribution 
with peTS  strain showing a smaller §tndard deviation. The two other strains have 







Locomotor activity rhythm. 
Duration of activity band (hrs) 
Fig1.2b Histograms showing the distribution of a values of wild-type, pei3 and 
per'- female D.melanogaster ifies. The duration of a was calculated by computer 
whilst the mean period of the free-running locomotor activity was calculated. The 
three strains appear to have a normal distribution about means. The .hon period 
mutant shows a distribution of values different from the other two mutant strains 
which appear to have very similar means and distributions about the mean. 
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wild type 
T= 23.72 





- a= 12.99 	 I P = 16.11 
Fig 3.3 Diagrammatic representation of the locomotor activity rhythm of female 
Djnelanogaster. The short period mutation reduces t by shortening a, the active 
portion of the locomotor activity rhythm, and apparently does not change the inactive 
portion, p. The opposite is seen in the long period mutant, the mutation causes an 
increase in the duration of 't by increasing the duration of p, apparently not altering a. 
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The activity levels within alpha in the three strains investigated show that in 
per+ and pe,U, where the mutation does not affect the duration of the active portion, 
the amount of locomotor activity is similfirly not affected. However, in the pe# 
mutant, with its reduced duration of alpha, there appears to be compensation for this 
with flies as active in their 8 hours of activity asper andpe,U  flies are in their 12 
hour subjective days. This could be either due to a pleiotropic effect of per or because 
activity levels are controlled by a separate genetic locus or loci. Given that most 
homeostasis is lost in the period mutants it would seem more appropriate to conclude 
that this constancy in mean activity level in the three strains is due to the second 
hypothesis. However, a caveat stems from the standard deviation involved in the 
calculation of the mean, which is so large (and therefore so is the standard error) that it 
would be difficult to find any significantly different activity levels. Whilst the 
locomotor activity recorders were similnr they did have individual differences in their 
responsiveness, which was most probably due to deterioration in function through 
time. In order to control this soirrce of variation the infra-red emitters and receivers 
were adjusted at the start of every nm to maintain a maximum sensitivity.  The large 
numbers of flies used to calculate the mean activity levels (50) would also probably 
result in any error variation being so small as to be negligible. Ultiintely it is felt that 
the  non-significant difference in levels of activity due to large standard deviations 
(and therefore standard errors) cannot be entirely the result of individual variation in 
the recording devices. There is probably a large amount of individual variation in the 
unwise  
any one cause for the apparently similar locomotor activity levels in these ifies. 
Perhaps in future, the activity levels could be investigated in greater detail. 
Within each of the strains the general relationship between a short period and a 
reduced alpha, and a long period and an increased rho, which is demonstrated in Fig 
3.3 was not found. The normal distribution of tau in each of the three strains (Fig 
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3.2a), and the distribution of alpha in Fig 3.2b are not conelated, i.e. perk flies with 
thus shorter than the mean do not have significantly shorter active phases (alpha) and 
those with longer than average thus have no lengthened inactive phases (rho). It 
appears that the changes in these two parameters which lead to the penods measured 
in the two mutants are not exaggerated effects, due to mutation, of a phenomenon that 
can be seen in wild-type flies and which leads to the variation in tau seen in the 
population. The general (or mean) changes seen in alpha and rho in the two period 
mutants ale separate from the changes causing individual variation in tan in wild-type 
populations of Canton-S, and also, indeed, different from the changes causing 
individual variations in thu in both pei 8  andpe,U 
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Materials and Methods 
Female Canton-S, per 8 and pe,U flies had phase response curves (PRCs) for 
their free-running locomotor activity rhythm produced for different durations of white 
light of intensity 1.13 Wn72 (+I-O.0) at 20°C (+1-1°C). Flies were placed in the 
recording devices and left to free-run in constant darkness for 6 days After this time a 
single pulse of light was administered to the flies of one, two, six or ten hours in 
duration at different phases of the free-running rhythm. The fly was then left in 
constant darkness for a further 7 days before the activity recoid was analysed. 
Analysis of the records was undertaken by means of a computer program given in 
Appendix i. For the first six days in constant darkness, alpha was demarcated on a 
computer drawn actogram using a mouse to highlight the start and end of the activity 
band. The middle of this band in each subjective day was taken to be circadian time 6 
(ct6). A least squares regression line was drawn through these midpoints and 
extended on to include the day of the light pulse. This regression line marked when 
ct6 occurred during day 7 of the locomotor activity recording and the computer used 
this marker to calculate the phase at which the light pulse began. The same procedure 
was followed for the steady state rhythm after the light pulse (i.e. this did not include 
any obvious transient cycles) and this regression line was used to calculate when the 
light first illuminated the endogenous rhythm. The program therefore calculated two 
values for when the light illuminated the locomotor activity rhythm, the first with 
respect to the rhythm before thepulse was seen and the second with the resPect to the 
rhythm after it had been disturbed by the light pulse. The difference between the two 
values is equal to the phase shift caused by the light pulse, measured in circadian time. 
Fig 3.4 shows this phase shift calculated for a short period fly with a light pulse of six 
hours starting in the late subjective day. 
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't before the pulse = 20.06 hours 
t after the pulse = 19.96 hours 
phase shift = -7.19 circadian hours 
Fig 3.4 An actogram plot of the locomotor activity rhythm of a female petS  mutant 
fly exposed to constant darkness for fourteen days except for a short pulse of light on 
day 7 (arrow). The two lines are least square regression lines calculated through the 
midpoint of the activity band on days 1 to 6, before the light pulse, and on days 8 to 
12, after the light pulse. The difference in the position of these two lines on day 7 is 
due to a phase delay in the rhythm caused by the light pulse illuminating the flies late 
subjective day. 
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The raw data are plotted so that the phase shift induced by a light pulse (in real 
time) is plotted against the number of hours since the midpoint of the previous activity 
band (Fig 3.5-3.8). The phase shifts produced, in chvsdinn time, were then plotted 
against the phase at which the light pulses were administered in circadian time (with 
respect to the undisturbed rhythm) for the three strains, per, pe 8 and pe?U  (Fig 39, 
3.12 & 3.13). Such PRCs were produced for pe 5 flies exposed to one, two, six and 
ten hours of light, whereas the other two strains were exposed to only one and six hour 
pulse durations. The unusual practice of plotting the phase shift in terms of circadian 
time (where one circadian hour equals taut24 real hours) enabled the PRCs of different 
strains to be directly compared, and also acted to normalize the phase shifts obtained 
from diffrrent individuals. Within a population with a mean free-running rhythm, 
different individusis have different free-running rhythms and presumably slightly 
different underlying oscillators. Given that one of the purposes of a PRC is to 
measure the time course of the underlying oscillator, it seems sensible to standardise 
the data from different individuals. 
When the original data are plotted so that the phase of the cycle illuminated by 
the pulse with respect to the undisturbed rhythm (old phase) is plotted against this 
phase with respect to the disturbed pulse (new phase) then a phase transition curve 
(FFC) results (Fig 3.11). FFCs are useful in determining which type of phase 
response (Type 1 or Type 0) the light pulse produces, as Type 1 responses produce 
FFCs with an average slopeof 1 andTypeOreponses anaverage slopeofO. Afurther 
intricacy, discussed by Vaz Nunes (1981) following Johnsson & Karisson (1972), 
involves the inclusion of the duration of the light pulse itself to produce phase 
transformation curves. Summation of successive light pulses can then be used to 
produce theoretical PTCs for long durations of light (equivalent to constant light, LL) 
because, for example, a 12 hour light pulse can be thought of as two six hour light 
pulses falling immediately after one another with no dark gap in between. This 
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information can be used to predict the phase of the rhythm at a transfer from extended 
penods of light into darkness (LIJDD transfer). 
About 30 flies were used to construct each PRC. A PRC (and FFC) was 
produced by averaging the phase shifts in overlapping 2 hour bins. The bins 
overlapped by an hour on each side, and this produced sufficient data to calculate 
mean phase shifts and standfird deviations, and also incorporated into the calculations 
a certain amount of 'smoothing' 
Results 
The general conclusions that can be drawn from the PRCs and FFCs are that 
for per 8, all the responses are of Type 0, one, two, six, and ten hour light PRCs, 
wheieasinperandperonehourPRCSareOfTypC 1 and six hour PRCs are of 
Type 0. The difference between the response of the per8 and perk and pe,12 smns  
to one hour light pulses reflects some form of increased sensitivity to light in the short 
period mutant, which can also be seen to a lesser extent in the other two strains. The 
raw data are plotted in FIg 3.5 to 3.8 showing the phase shift in free-running rhythm in 
real time plotted as a function of the time (in real hours) since the previous midpoint 
of the activity band (ct6). These figures show areas where the phase shifts tend to be 
phase advances and areas where they tend to be phase delays. Because the pei5 
mutants have a free-running rhythm of about 20 hours there can only be a maximum 
phase advance and delay of 10 hours, in per4 the maximum can be 12 hours and In 
per12 the maximum can be about 14.5 hours. The raw data are used to plot PRCs and 
PTCs and these are given in Fig 3.9 - 3.16. 
Fig 3.9 compares PRCs for per8 to increasing light pulses ) plotting mean 
circadian phase shifts in two hour bins and Fig 3.10 compares the 'smoothed curves 
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Fig 3.6 Raw data taken from perS ifies at 2(PC showing phase shifts in the free- 
running locomotor activity rhythm in real time following disturbance of the rhythm by 
a light pulse of A) six hours and B) ten hours in duration failing at different times after 
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Fig 3.7 Raw data points for wild-type D.melanogasrer at 200C showing the 
distribution of phase shifts (real time) due to a disturbance of the free-running 
locomotor activity rhythm by A) one hour light pulses and B) six hour light pulses 
illuminating different phases of the rhythm, measured in hours since the midpoint of 
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Fig 3.8 Raw data for perU  mutants at 2(PC showing phase shifts (real time) of the 
locomotor activity rhythm due to A) one hour light pulses and B) six hour light pulses 
illuminating various phases of the rhythm measured in hours since the midpoint of the 
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Fig 3.9 Four phase response curves at 20°C for the pe,S  mutants strain plotting the 
mean phase shift in the locomotor activity rhythm (in circadian time) and the standard 
deviation for consecutive overlapping two hour bins for light pulses of A) one hour in 
duration, B) two hours in duration, C) six hours in duration and D) ten hours in 
duration. 
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smaller phase advance section. The phase shifts do not stretch acmss a full 24 
circadian hours, the phase adVances reaching a maximum of about 7 circadian hours. 
However, following a graphical analysis of the FFC for a One hour light pulse (Fig 
3.11) used by Vaz Nunes (1981) it may be shown that the response is Type 0 but 
borderline Type 1. 
The PRCs for per to one and six hour light pulses in Fig 3.12 demonstrate the 
change between a Type 1 and Type 0 response, the same occurring in Fig 3.13 for 
peru. The comparison of the form of PRCs to one and six hour light pulses for the 
three strains of fly are shown in FIg 3.14. An outstanding difference between these 
PRCs is in the position of the phase delay and advance sections. In pe 5 and perk 
these two portions of the PRCs occupy 5imi1r  positions but differ in size. The delay 
section of the PRC of pei5 is clearly larger than the advance section, whereas in per 
both sections are about the same size. However, me PRC for pei1'2 is shifted right 
along the x-axis to such an extent that the delay section in this PRC lies in a similar 
position to the advance section of the PRCS forpe,S and perk. 
Fig 3.15 shows PTCs for 1 hour light pulses and the FrCs for 6 hour light 
pulses for the perk, pe,S  and  pe,U  strains. The change from Type 1 to Type 0 
response in per+ and pei4 with an increase in the duration of the light pulses from 
one to six hours can be seen when these two figures an compared. In Fig 3.15A the 
average slope of the pe,S curve is 0, indicating a Type 0 response to light, whilst in 
pert and perL2 the average slope is 1 (Type 1 response). In Fig 3.15B all three 
strains show FFCs with average slopes of 0, demonstrating that in perk and pe 2 the 
increase in the duration of the light pulse results In a change in the response from 
Type 1 toType0. 
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Fig 3.11 A phase transition curve for the perS mutant strain at 2(PC to one hour light 
pulses disturbing the free-running locomotor activity rhythm. The phase of the 
rhythm at which the light falls (old phase) is plotted in circadian time against the 
phase illuminated by the light with reference to the rhythm after the pulse (new pulse) 
in circadian time. This diagram demonstrates that the PRC of the pe,a mutant strain to 
one hour light pulses is of Type 0 
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Fig 3.14 A comparisqzof the smoothed PRCs of the locomotor activity rhythm of 
wild-type, peTS and per'- mutant flies at 200C to A) one hour light pulses and B) six 
hour light pulses. The position of witldctypc and peTS PRCs in both A) and B) are 
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Fig 3.15 A comparisongf phase iransition curves of the locomotor activity rhythm of 
wild-type, perS  and per'- mutant flies at 200Cto A) one hour light pulses and B) six 
hour light pulses. In B) all three strains demonstrate a Type 0 response whilst in A) 
perS has a Type 0 response with the other two mutant strains showing a Type 1 
response to light. 
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Discussion 
Phase response curves can be used for two purposes: 1) they can describe the 
time course of the underlying oscillator, and 2) they can be used to predict phase 
relationships during steady state entrainment to diel and non-did light-dark cycles. 
Comparing the PRCs for six hour light pulses in per 8 , perk and pe,L2 strains 
(Fig 3.14B)it appears that the underlying oscillator has a cycle, which as well as being 
shorter in per 8 than perk which is shorter than pe rU, also has maximum phase delays 
and advances earlier in the cycle in per8 than perk than perU. In per8, per and 
per- 12 (circadian) hour phase delays occur at about ct 13.5, 14.5 and 17.5 
respectively. This difference in the positioning of the PRCs can be more clearly seen 
when comparing the PRCs of the three strains to one hour disturbing light pulses (Fig 
3.14A). The 'position' of a PRC along the x-axis is best defined by the circadian time 
when the curve crosses this axis with the phase shifts rapidly changing from 
maximum phase delay to maximum phase advances. There are several possible 
expinntions for this shift in the PRC position. Light pulse duration can be thought of 
as being equivalent to light pulse intensity and Fig 3.10 shows the effect of increasing 
light pulse duration upon the position of the PRC, namely increasing duration shifts 
the position of the PRC to the left along the x-axis. Therefore we might expect to we 
a shift in the position of the PRC depending upon the intensity of the light pulse, or 
reciprocally depending upon the photosensitivity of the oscillator. This suggests that 
per12 flies are less photosensitive than the other two strains, a finding which is 
supported by the PRCs shown in Fig 3.15A. 
Comparing these PRCs demonstrates another difference in their shape. Daan 
& Pittendrigh (1976) have shown correlated differences in the duration of t and the 
shape of PRCs, namely that individuals or species with mean iv's shorter than 24 hours 
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have larger phase delay sections than advance sections and those with 't's longer than 
24 hours have advance sections larger than delay sections. This result has recently 
been elegantly demonstrated in the Djungarian hamster, where PRCs were plotted 
using data taken from a population of individuals but the data were plotted in one of 
two PRCs depending upon whether the individual tested had a mean free-running 
rhythm of less than or greater than 24 hours. The two PRCs produced were slightly 
different in shape (Puch1ski & Lynch, 1992), the PRCs from those animals with iv's 
greater than 24 hours had advance sections larger than delay sections and the PRCs 
from animals with Vs shorter than 24 hours had delay sections larger than advance 
sections. In the present study the PRCs of the three strains of D.melanoga.uer to one 
hour light pulses also demonstrate this 'rule (Fig 3.14A). 
The FFCs show that pei 5 has a response to one hour light pulses of Type 0 
whilst perk and perL 2 have a Type 1 response (Fig 3.15A). This indicates that the 
per 3 mutant Is somehow more responsive to light than the other two strains, a 
conclusion also reached by Winfiee & Gordon (1977) when they compared the 
eclosion rhythms of per3 and per+ flies. Furthermore, when one compares the one 
hour PTCs of peY 4  and petL2 in detail it appears that pert is more photosensitive than 
perL 2 but not markedly so. The more photosensitive a strain is to the light pulse the 
greater the Fit departs from a 45 degree line and approaches the horizontal. In fact, 
the difference between the sensitivity of the pe mutant and the other two strains is 
greater than the differences between the sensitivity of the perk and pei-'2 strains. 
This would lead one to expect the positions of the PRCs of pert and pei- 2 along the 
x-axis to be similar and the position of the PRC of pei 5 to be drastically altered. This, 
however, is not the case. In actual fact the positions of the PRCs of perk and pe 5 are 
similar and the position of the PRC of petL 2 is drastically altered (Fig 3.14a,b). 
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How the period mutant affects photosensitivity is an important question 
providing clues to the nature of the underlying oscillator. The altered photosensitivity 
could be due to an alteration in the input pathway of light to the oscillator controlling 
the locomotor activity rhythm. However, this argument would require the period 
locus to have a pleiotropic effect upon both the oscillator, changing tan and alpha in 
constant darkness, and simultaneously changing the input pathway of the light A 
moie parsimonious argument would have the period mutant affecting photosensitivity 
within the oscillator itself and connected in some way with the changes in the free-
pinning rhythm. One way that period could affect both tau and photosensitivity is by 
altering the amplitude of the oscillator (Pittendrigh eta!, 1991). An oscillator running 
with the same angular velocity but smaller amplitude than a second will have a shorter 
period. So assuming per 5 has a smaller amplitude than pert which has a smaller 
amplitude than pe,U, and because a given intensity of light has a larger proportional 
effect upon an oscillator with a smaller amplitude, one could expect pe 8 to he more 
photosensitive than perk which will be more photosensitive than pe,U. 
The second use PRCs have is in predicting steady state entrainment to diel and 
non-did light-dark cycles and especially for predicting the phase relationship under 
such conditions between the light and activity. For the wild-type to entrain to a light-
dark cycle of LI) :18 it needs to alter its period from around 23.7 to 24 hours, that is 
to phase delay the oscillator by 0.3 hours every cycle. To do this the light pulse must, 
in steady state, illuminate a phase of the cycle which results in a phase delay of this 
duration, i.e. at ct 3.7. The active portion of the cycle is centred around ct 6 and so 
steady state entrainment will result with the light pulse starting near the start of the 
activity band. For per8 to entrain to LI) :18 a phase delay of 4.3 hours is required 
every cycle. This phase delay is equal to a phase delay of 5.2 circadian hours which is 
produced when light falls at Ct 10.6 near the end of the activity band. pe 5 entrains 
with the activity beginning several hours before the light comes on and is said to 
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'phase-lead' the light When the same procedure is followed for peP flies which 
require a phase advance of 5.1 hours, or 4.2 circadian hours, then the light has to 
illumintc ct 3.7, the same point required to entrain the wild-type. This prediction is 
quite unexpected as within natural populations long thus are associated with 'phase-
lags' during entrainment where the activity band lags behind the light pulse during 
steady state entrainment (refer to Fig 1.4 and 1.5). However, the perU mutant cannot 
be classified as natural, and the mutation has, as well as lengthening thu, somehow 
caused the PRC to shift to the right, which in turn results in this entrained phase 
relationship. 
Another possible exphnt4on for this change in the PRC position is that PRC 
shape is a1teed in order to conserve the phase relationship between the rhythm and the 
Zeitgeber during steady state entrainment This would appear to be successful for the 
per1d2 mutants but not for the per3 mutant strain. However, this conservation of phase 
relationship is not successful at all photoperiods as the perU strain was isolated after 
mutagenesis by collecting flies which emerged at 'unusual' phases of a population 
eclosion rhythm. This may explain why the two mutants have differently positioned 
PRCs in U) 1:23 and : 18. If with increasing light intensity this phase conservation is 
lost then we could expect the per 3 mutant to lose its phase conserving properties at 
light pulses of shorter duration than the perU mutants. If at lower light intensities or 
shorter pulse durations the per3 mutant begins topy phase conservation then this 
would require the PRC to be displaced to the right of the wild-type PRC. 
However, another explanation for the difference in relative positions of the 
PRCs when compared to the wild-type may lie, in our definidonof the midpoint of the 
locomotor activity band as being ct6. If this were not the case then whilst the shape of 
the PRCs would not change, the relative positioning of the PRCs along the x-axis 
would be altered. How likely is it then that the position of ct6 is not the same in the 
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three strains of fly? Circadian time 6 is defined as the midpoint of the activity band, 
which is unaltered in petL 2 when compared to the wild-type. It would appear to be a 
fair assumption that ct6 is correctly defined in the wild-type and pejL2  mutant. 
Whereas, from the analysis of the free-running rhythm of the pei5 mutant we know 
that the activity band, alpha, is altered by the mutation. If the duration of alpha is 
altered because a section of the activity band is 1ost from its end then the predicted 
position of ct6 will be wrong. In fact ct6 will be nearer the end of the activity band, 
not in the niidAle, and this will have the effect of repositioning the PRC to the left of 
its current position. The two mutant PRCs would then be positioned on either side of 
that for the wild-type. However, it is equally likely that if a section of the activity 
band is missing in the pe 5 mutant then it is missing from the front of alpha which 
would result in repositioning the PRC to the right of the wild-type and in 5imilflr 
position to the perL 2 mutant. 
Ultimately, however, there is no reason why the two mutations in per ought to 
have reciprocal effects upon the position of their PRCs. The observation that the pe?5 
and peru mutations have different effects upon PRC shape may reflect different 
effects of the mutations that are not the product of a hypothetical reciprocal loss-of-
function (perU) and gain-of-function (perS) of the period locus. This conclusion 
draws support from the recent findings of Rutila et al. (1992), where data from a large 
number of recently produced short period mutations indicate that a short endogenous 
oscillator is not the result of a gain-of-function (which proves to be very rare). 
PRCs can also be used to predict the phase relationship between light and 
activity during steady state entrainment to non-did light-dark cycles. For example, a 
six hour light PRC can be used to predict the entrainment pattern of pert ifies toLD 
ñ:16 (F=22), fi: 18 =24) and :20 (T=26). These predictions are used as the basis for 
the next set of experiments in which evidence for circadian oscillators controlling the 
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locomotor activity rhythm in pe 0 and per flies is sought. Entrainment theoiy 
demands that the phase relationship between the activity and light will change as the 
T-cycle changes. Just as Fig 1.4 and 1.5 show that the phase relationship between a 
rhythm and its entraining light-dark cycle changes as the period of the rhythm 
changes, so the phase relationship changes as the duration of the light-dark cycle (T-
cycle) changes. If the duration of this is longer than the period of the free-running 
rhythm then this rhythm phase-leads the light-dark cycle (as in Fig 1.4) whereas if the 
T-cycle is shorter than the period of the rhythm then this rhythm phase-lags the 
light-dark cycle (as in Fig 1.5). However, if no circadian oscillators control activity 
and light-dark cycles simply force the activity into bands, then the phase relationship 
between light and activity ought not to change as T changes. This was tested in wild-
type, pe 0 and per ifies in the next section in an attempt to find evidence for a 
circadian basis to the locomotor activity rhythm in these arrhythmic mutants. 
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Materials and Methods 
Wild-type, pe 0 and per females were entrained to light-dark cycles which 
consisted of six hour light pulses of intensity 1.13 Win 2 (+1-0.05) and dark intervals 
of either 16, 18or20hours thusproducing T-cycles of 22, 24or26 hours induration. 
The flies were placed in the locomotor activity recorders and allowed to free-run in 
constant darkness (DD). They were maintained in DD for six days and then exposed 
to the experimental light regimens. The flies were maintained in these T-cycles for 
seven further days before they were again released into DD. 
The PRC for Canton-S flies for a six hour light pulse (Fig 3.12) was used to 
predict the phase relationship of the wild-type flies to each of the three T-cycles. 
These predictions were then compared with the mean form estimates of ten wild-type 
flies in each condition. The form estimates for the individual flies were produced by 
an adapted periodogram analysis program (listed in Appendix ii) which also merged 
standardized individual form estimates together to produce a mean strain form 
estimate from the ten flies entrained to each T-cycle. Similar mean strain form 
estimates were produced for the pei° and per? strains for each T-cycle and these were 
compared with those produced for the wild-type, and the theoretically produced ones. 
Results 
The mean form estimates for each of the three strains entrained to the three T -
cycles are shown in Figs 3.16-3.18. Clearly for each T-cycle the three strains do not 
show the same entrained phase relationship oetween the locomotor activity rhythm 
and the light. There is, however, one simiFtr peak in all nine form estimates, namely a 
sharp increase in locomotor activity when the lights go off. The similarity between 
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this point in all the records and because it does not change its phase relationship with 
the light pulse in different T-cycics, suggests that it is an exogenous effect of the shaip 
transition from illumination to darkness (a 'startle' reaction). It may be similar to the 
dawn peak reported in Dpseudoobscura which disappeared when flies entered free-
run conditions after entrainment (Engelmann & Mack, 1978). Fig 3.19 shows a 21 
day actogram for a wild-type By entrained toLD :16 from day7to 14. The increase 
in activity at the end of the light pulse during entrainment corresponds to the peak 
seen in the form estimate. This increase in activity is not seen in the free-running 
recordof the fly afterits release intoDD. As well as predictable changes in the phase 
relationship between entraining light pulses and an entrained rhythm indicating an 
endogenous control of the rhydun, release into DD after entrainment will be 
accompanied by a continuation of endogenously controlled characteristics of the 
rhythm or a few cycles of the free-running rhythm. This further suggests that the 
peaks seen in Figs 3.16 to 3.18 at the end of the light pulse are exogenous products of 
a startle reaction. The same thing is demonstrated in Fig 3.20 and Fig 3.21 for pei°2 
and per flies respectively, exposed to T-cycics of 24 and 26 hours in duration. 
The wild-type strain demonstrates a shift in the phase relationship of activity to 
light dependent upon the duration of the light-dark cycles to which it is entrained as 
would be predicted from entrainment theory (Fig 3.16). However, both the perr and 
pe,m strains do not appear to show this change. Comparison of the form estimates of 
these two strains of fly, however, shows them to be different The petO 2 strain looks 
to be almost as active during the dark as the light with activity levels only slightly 
raised during the light, especially around the light to dark and dark to light transitions 
(FIg 3.17). There appears to be no consistent change in phase relationship between the 
light and activity, and no suggestion of any phase leads or phase lags. The pef strain, 
on the other hand, demonstrates a clear drop in activity levels after 'lights off with an 
increase in activity before 'lights on' (Fig  3.18). Measurements show the time before 
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Fig 3.19 An actogram of a wild-type flies locomotor activity rhythm (A) free-running 
for 7 days before being exposed to a T-cycle of 22 hours and containing 6 hours of 
gh fora further 7daysafldthefl fifla11ybe1flgraSedmt0DD. Thelightpulses are 
shown highlighted in red. B) is a periodogram analysis of the rhythm free-running for 
the first 7 days demonstrating a significant periodicity of 23.5 hours. Periodogram 
analysis in C) of the 7 days exposed to the T-cycle highlights a 22 hour period, whilst 
mD) a peakis seen in the analysis of around25 hours which does notreach 
significance levels. The arrhythmicity of this wild-type fly is possibly due to its age. 
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Fig 3.20 An actogram of a pe,m ifies locomotor activity rhythm (A) free-running for 
7 days before being exposed to a T-cycle of 24 hours and containing 6 hours of light 
for a further 7 days and then finally being released into DD. The light pulses are 
shown highlighted in red. B) is a periodogram analysis of the rhythm free-running for 
the first 7 days demonstrating an arrhythmic pattern. Periodogram analysis in C) of 
the 7 days exposed to the T-cycle highlights a 24 hour period, whilst in D) another 
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Fig 3.21 An actogram of a per flies locomotor activity rhythm (A) free-running for 7 
days before being exposed to a T-cycle of 26 hours and containing 6 hours of light for 
a further 7 days and then finally being released into DD. The light pulses are shown 
highlighted in red. B) is a periodogram analysis of the rhythm free-running for the 
first 7 days, demonstrating an arrhythmic pattern. Periodogram analysis in C) of the 7 
days exposed to the T-cycle highlights a 26 hour rhythm, whilst in D) another 
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this rise in activity brings the level of activity above the mean level varies with the T-
cycle to which they are enirained. In T = fl hours (LI) : 16) this time is 4.8 hours, in 
T =24 hours (LI)  fi: l8) this is 7.5 hours and in T =26 hours (LI) :20) it is 8.4 hours. 
The way that pe,m and per enter constant darkness and subsequently free-run 
isalsoimporiant. Inpeg32l)aftcrthefinallightpulseofldayl4thereisa 
period of inactivity, in the absence of fwther light pulses the locomotor activity 
becomes arrhythmic. There is no gradual break-down of the rhythmic pattern into 
arrhythmicity over a number of cycles in DD. 
The data taken from the wild-type PRC to six hour light pulses have been 
incorporated into a computer program which predicts entrainment patterns and can 
produce theoretical square-wave form estimates. These are shown in Fig 3.22 
superimposed on the experimentally produced mean form estimates for the wild-type 
flies entrained to the three T-cycles. Predictions from the PRC and the experimental 
data axe close: in T22 activity phase lags the light, whereas in  126 it phase leads it 
when compared to 124. When the same model form estimates are superimposed upon 
the mean form estimates from pe? (Fig 3.23) and per (Fig 3.24) no such phase 
relationships may be seen. 
Discussion 
It would appear then that the wild-type flies are entrained by 22,24 and 26 hour light 
dark cycles in a way predicted by entrainment theory and the PRCs produced for this 
strain. The per°2 and per strains, however, do not. perO 2 does not show any 
evidence of a changing phase relationship with T-cycles andper has behaviour which 
is not predicted by the wild-type PRC and is probably not due to an underlying 
circadian oscillator controlling the locomotor activity rhythm. 
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What expintion is there for these results? Clearly the hypothesis that pei°2 
and per flies have the same underlying oscillator as wild-type flies is not 
substantiatet The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the 
truncated period gene product produced in pe,m mutants does not have a 
phenotypically identical effect upon the locomotor activity rhythm as not having the 
product at all. The records for pee' and pe flies are different showing clearly that 
the shortened period gene product in pe,02  flies performs some function. This result 
is not wholly unexpected as the photoperiodic response in pe,r and pepO2  mutants are 
qualitatively different. It appears therefore that the truncated pei02 gene product 
plays some part in the production or maintenance of a much weakened circadian 
rhythm. 
The change in the shape of the mean form estimates of the perr strain with 
different T-cycles is not equivalent to the changes in phase relationship seen in the 
wild-type. There is, however, a difference in the beginning of activity relative to the 
end of the previous light pulse in the different T-cycles. This need not be because the 
light is entraining an endogenous oscillator and, if it is, then this oscillator is not the 
same as the one being entrained in wild-type flies. A possible explanation is that 
locomotor activity in DD is determined in purely energetic terms, energy input 
balancing energy expenditure. However in the presence of a light cycle, the 
organising effect of the light and the 'startle' reaction it produces may disturb the 
balance of energy so that shortly after the lights go off the flies have a lower activity 
level until they rest and build up their energy stores. Although the duration of the 
light pulse is constant in the three T-cycles, the length of the dark interval is not, and it 
may be possible that the increased inactivity in the longer T-cycles is due to a larger 
energy deficit after lights-off in longer T-cycles due to a greater amount of activity 
since the last lights off. 
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One model for period-gene involvement in the production and maintenance of 
a biological oscillator maintains that the circadian oscillator actually consists of a 
number of ultrRdinn oscillators coupled together (Ringo & Dowse, 1987). The period 
gene product is then believed to be the coupling agent, the tighter the coupling, the 
shorter the composite rhythm. This model argues that apparent arrhythmlcity in peV 
and perO mutants is observed because the ultrdifin components free-run 
Independently. The periods of these ultradin components can be seen when sensitive 
Mass Entropy Spectral Analysis (MESA) techniques are used to analyse the data, and 
when exposed to LI) the ultradinn components will coalesce into a forced activity 
band, gradually breaking down into arrhythmicity again upon re-entry into constant 
darkness. 
Another explanation for these results could revolve around period having an 
intrinsic function in  the production of an oscillation, as opposed to acting as a 
coupling agent The hypothesis that period couples together ultrwliuin components to 
form a composite ci1vRdirn oscillator relies upon the assumption that ultiwin 
rhythms detected by the sensitive MESA technique are fundnmental indicators of an 
underlying organisation from which circadian rhythms are built. However, this may 
not be  true;  the  apparent ultrdiin components detected by MESA may not be 
produced by uluadian oscillators but by a number of out-of-phase circadian oscillatcrs 
which interact to produce apparent ultradian components in their total activity. 
Alternatively, the apparent ultradin rhythms may be the product of ultradian 
oscillators which under normal conditions are not observed because they are masked 
by the dominant rhythm of a circadian oscillator. 
In this case, one explanation for the behaviour of pef and petO 2 flies in LI) 
and free-running conditions could be that the oscillator controlling locomotor activity 
is a highly damped circadian oscillator, which behaves to all intents and purposes like 
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an hourglass. Light 'kick starts' the oscillator which then expresses an inactive phase 
after the light is switched off, but this oscillation damps out very quickly, before one 
cycle of activity and rest is complete. Under damped conditions the hyperactivity 
expresses ultradian oscillations when the coordinating circadian oscillator is not 
organising activity and masking ultrndinn components. In this model period gene 
product (PER) plays some role in maintaining the free-running oscillation. Lack of 
PER means that the oscillatory system conuolling locomotor activity damps out. The 
period gene thus plays some role in mamtnining the oscillation. 
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SummAry 
The duration of the free-running rhythm compares well with those recorded 
elsewhere. Wild-type 23.7 hours, pe,2 19.7 hours, perL2 29 1 hours. 
The duration oft in pe,S is shortened because a is shortened from 12.1 hours to 8.5 
hours, the duration of 't in pe,U is lengthened because p is lengthened from 11.5 
hours to 16.1 hours. 
Individual flies free-running in constant darkness respond to light pulses which can 
Induce a phase shift In the rhythm. The direction and magnitude of these phase shifts 
depend upon the duration of the light pulse, the phase of the free-running rhythm 
illuminated and the mutation at the period locus. 
The short penod mutant appears to be more light sensitive than the wild-type which 
is mote light sensitive than the long period mutant 
The PRCs for the long period mutant have been found to be positioned to  the right 
of the PRCs of the two other strains. 
The behaviour of the wild-type flies exposed to light dark cycles of different 
durations, but all contAining six hours light, is not found to be the same as that of the 
perO 2 mutant, or of the pet strain which lacks the period locus altogether. 
Whilst light PRCs of wild-type flies can be used to predict entrainment to different 
T-cycics, the same predictions do not produce comparable results in petO2 or pet 
strains. 
Arrhythmia appears almost immediately in the records of pet flies after the 
locomotor activity rhythm has been forced by a light dark cycle. There is a non-
locomotory phase after the last light pulse and then in the abseuce of a further light 
pulse, activity appears completely arrhythmic. This can be compared with the gradual 
breakdown in rhythmia observed in pei. 
The arrhythmia observed in the pet and perO2  strains could be the result of a 
damped oscillator controlling locomotor activity, which in these two strains is so 
damped as to resemble an hourglass control mechanism. 
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The Photoperlodic Response In D.melanogaster 
Introduction 
Photoperiodic time measurement relies upon a clock which can measure the 
duration of either the day or night and use this information to control 
seasonally-appropriate developmental strategies such as diapause. It was Bunning 
(1936) who first suggested that the circadian system could provide the 'clockwork' 
behind photoperiodic time measurement (PPTM). Since then a large body of evidence 
has accumulated which supports this hypothesis (Saunders, 1982). Specific 
experiments demonstrating the circadian involvement in PFFM have been described 
in chapter 1, the most generally used being the 'resonance or 'F-expetiment in which 
an organism's photoperiodic response is compared in different light dark conditions 
cOntfiining the same duration of light but varying lengths of darkness and therefore 
different light-dark cycles. Maximum short day responses are observed with a short 
light pulse when this pulse is embedded in a light dark cycle with a period equivalent 
to the cilvadifin clock or multiples of it (e.g. in approximately 24, 48 or 72 hour 
cycles). Minimum responses are observed between these peaks when the light dark 
cycle has a duration equivalent to modulo mu + 1/2 mu (e.g. in 36, 60 or 84 hour 
cycles). Clear results of this kind, indicating a circadian involvement, have been seen 
in Sarcophaga argyrostoma (Saunders, 1973a) and Calliphora vicina (Vaz Nunes et 
a!, 1990), whereas peaks and troughs of diapaüse induction are not observed with 
other species such as Megoura viciae. 
Further evidence of a circadian involvement in PPTM comes from 
comparative responses of the circadian system to symmetrical skeleton photoperiods 
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formed by two short and equal pulses of light per cycle. The entrainment of circadian 
rhythms to such skeletons was discussed in chapter one (p 16). Symmetrical skeleton 
photoperiods effectively replicate complete photoperiods up to about 10 hours, but 
when the simulated photophase is longer than about 14 hours, entrainment of the overt 
rhythm switches so that the smaller gap between the two pulses is taken as the day. 
Between about 10 and 14 hours the circadin system can adopt either of two steady 
states depending upon a) the duration of the first dark gap seen and b) the ciivadian 
phase illuminated by the first pulse in the train. The region between 10 and 14 hours 
is called the zone of bistabllty (Pittendrigh, 1966). 
Symmetrical skeletons are known to mimic many of the diapause inductive 
effects 'f complete photoperiods. For example, in Sarcophaga argyrostorna 
(Saunders, 1975), the system has a tendency to take the shortest gap between the light 
pulses in the skeleton photoperiod as the photophase, inducing a short day response, in 
the same way that overt rhythmicity entrains to the skeleton. Such experiments have 
been used as evidence of a circadian control of photoperiodic time measurement 
which relies upon the same or $imilMr  oscillators that control overt rhythmicity. The 
fact that the two systems (overt rhythmicity and photoperiodism) appear to share an 
underlying circadinn system has meant that overt rhythmicity has been used as a 
marker for the phase of the clock underlying photoperiodism, i.e. the overt rhythms 
are considered to be accurate "hands" of the photoperiodic clock. This assumption has 
often been used to great effect; for example the use of the eclosion rhythm in the 
analysis of photoperiodic timing in Sarcophaga arg,yrostoma (Saunders, 1978; 1982). 
With the discovery of a photopenodically controlled diapause in Drosophila 
melanogaster (Saunders et a!, 1989) a genetic dissection of photopenodic control 
appeared possible. Newly eclosed female Canton-S flies exposed to less than 14 
hours of light a day at a temperature of 12°C were shown to enter a fairly shallow 
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reproductive diapause. Similfir females exposed to 16 hours of light a day at this 
temperature avoided diapause, exhibiting a slow rate of vitellogenesis. Th diapause 
response was maintained at J.1D IQ: 14 for 6-7 weeks before the females emerged from 
diapause spontaneously. Transfer to a higher temperature or to long days 'broke' the 
diapausc at any time during the 6 to 7 weeks. 
A comparison between four wild-type strains of D.melanogaster showed 
5imilar photoperiodic responses for two recently collected strains, with a minimal 
response found in a laboratory maintained Oregon-R stock (Saunders & Gilbert, 
1990). Exposure of the pupae to long or short days at high or low temperatures did 
not effect the diapause response in the emerging adults, indicating that the 'decision' to 
enter diapause is made after the adult emerges from its puparium (Saunders & Gilbert, 
1990). The temperature to which the females are exposed after eclosion is crucial to 
the strength of the response with 120C being the most effective. It appears that 
experience of this low temperature enables a photoperlodic control system to influence 
ovarian development by altering the rate of synthesis of juvenile hormone by the 
corpus allatum (Saunders et al, 1990). Release of juvenile hormone by the corpus 
allatum causes the egg follicles to take up yolk polypeptides from the haemolymph 
and mature ova are produced. A photoperiodic block to juvenile hormone production 
and release means that the ovarioles remain immature and pre-vitellogenic. 
Comparisons of the photoperiodic response curves (PPRCs) of wild-type 
(Canton-S) females and females taken from period mutant stocks, pet8, pe,U,  pet° 
and per, ought to provide further evidence for circadian involvement in photoperiodic 
time measurement For example, entrainment behaviour of pet8 and petL 2 flies could 
be used to predict changed PPRCs if the oscillator controlling the locomotor activity 
rhythm also controls nightlength measurement (see p  55). The external coincidence 
model (Pittendrigh & Minis, 1964) assumes a photoinducible phase in the late 
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subjective night/early subjective day. In light-dart cycles an oscillation is set by the 
light-dart transition to a phase which is roughly constant irrespective of the daylength 
and usually about ctl2 (Pittendrigh, 1966). Because this phase is fairly constant the 
effect of increasing the light pulse duration is that the 'light-on' signal tracks back 
across the late subjective night Fe,5  females, with a shortened period, entrain to 
light-dark cycles in such a way that the oscillator phase-leads the light (Fig 1.4). 
Assuming that this oscillation contains the photoinducible phase and that this occurs at 
the same phase in the mutant as it does in the wild-type, then the photoinducible phase 
will occur earlier in the dark period than in the wild-type and will therefore require a 
longer light pulse to illuminate it The critical daylength will theoretically, therefore, 
be longer in pei 5 than in wild-type. The same but opposite argument (that the 
oscillator in perL 2  mutants phase-lags the light-dark cycle) can be used to predict a 
shorter critical daylength in the pe,U  mutant than in the wild-type (Fig 4.1). 
This hypothesis was tested by comparing the critical daylengths of per', pe 5 
and perU (Saunders, 1990) along with their response to resonance protocols. The 
PPRCS of the three strains were found to be almost identical whilst the resonance 
experiments showed peaks of high diapause at T24 and T48. Since the CDLs were 
not altered, despite the known periods of 19 or 29 hours, the data suggested that 
whilst photoperiodic time measurement in Drosophila melanogaster was based upon 
the cizeadian system, the locomotor activity rhythm (and the period gene) was not an 
accurate marker of the phase of the photoperiodic clock, i.e. the locomotor activity 
rhythm and the period gene do not play a causal role in photoperiodism. 
The present work on the photoperiodic responses of D.melanogaster attempts 
to investigate how photoperiodic timing may be controlled by the circadian system. 
Initially, photoperiodic response curves (PPRCs) were produced at 1C for pert 
pe,S and perL2 ifies to ascertain whether the CDLs were similar. Responses to 
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synuneuical skeleton photoperiods were also investigated in an attempt to show 
circadian involvement in PPTM, and, using two temperature controlled cabinets, the 
photoperiodic responses of the three strains were measured at a range of temperatures. 
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Materials & Methods 
Flies from perk, pei 5 and perU laying adults were raised from eggs in S-Y 
bottles at 250C, LD 1112 as- described In chapter 2. Similnrly, the collection 
procedure described in that chapter was followed to provide a large daily supply of 
virgin females and males which were less than 10 hours old. These experimental 
adults were placed in glass shell vials contfiining 7m1 of gtRndfird  Lewis medium in 
light-tight boxes held in a walk-in constant temperature mom at 1C. illumination of 
the flies was by 4W fluorescent light bulbs, held in water jackets, and controlled by 
commercially available timers. The light intensity in the boxes in the region of the 
flies was measured by light meter and found to have a mean intensity of 1.13 Win 2 
(+/-0.05Wm 2). 
Collected flies were divided into a number of sub-groups: pe,5 and pe,U 
suains were divided into two groups, each of which was placed in reciprocal light-
dark cycles; if one vial of flies was placed in LI) £:16 then the second vial would be 
placed in LI) :8. The wild-type flies, however, were divided into four sub-ups. 
Two of these groups were wrapped in tinfoil so that they would be confined to 
constant darkness throughout the experiment Then one vial in tinfoil and one of the 
other vials were placed in an experimental light-dark cycle, the other two vials of ifies 
being placed in the reciprocal light-dark cycle. This meant that groups of wild-type 
flies were exposed to constant darkness but also experienced the small unavoidable 
temperature cycle associated with the light going on and off. This was done because 
accurate measurement of temperature inside the light boxes indicated that the 
fluorescent tubes had a heating effect upon the ambient temperature. This effect was 
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quite large when compared to the low temperature at which the photoperiodic 
response was observed. 
Over a period of time, three experimental sub-groups of each suain were 
exposed to each experimental condition ranging from constant daitness through to 
constant light, in two hour incremental steps. Obviously those wild-type flies 
wrapped in tinfoil were not exposed to any light but did experience the varying 
temperatures associated with the changes in light intensity within the boxes. The flies 
were left in the experimental conditions for two weeks before being dissected to assess 
the vitdilogenic state of their ovaries (in the manner described in chapter 2). The 
number of females with pre-vitteilogenic ovaries and the number of females dissected 
were recorded, and the percentage of females in diapause in each group calculated. A 
mean response for each photoperiod was computed by arc-sin transformation of the 
raw data. 
Results 
The photoperiodic responses of the three suains, wild-type (pert), p e,S and 
pei, are shown in Fig 4.2. The PPRCs an clearly not the same as those predicted, 
either from previous data (Saunders, 1990) where the critical daylength (CDL) of all 
three strains were identical, or from entrainment theory (Fig 4.1) where pei5 would be 
expected to have a longer CDL than wild-type and pe,U would be expected to have a 
shorter CDL. In addition, the wild-type does not demonstrate 100% diapause in short 
days whereas the mutants do. Because 100% diapause is never achieved in per+ the 
CDL is taken to be the duration of the light pulse which induces diapause in half of 
the maximum number of ifies which can enter diapause, in this case 40%. This gives 
perk  a CDL of 10 hours. The PPRCs of perS  and pe,U are similar to each other with 
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Fig 4.2 Photoperiodic response curves for three strains of D.ne,anogaster, wild-type 
(per+), short period mutant (perS)  and long period mutant (per'-'') strains. The curves 
show a photoperiodic control of diapause where short days induce diapause and long 
days complete ovarian development. The PPRCs here do not support Saunders (1990) 
nor do they follow predictions based upon oscillator theory. The fourth curve (per4 in 
DD) plots the diapause response of wild-type ifies in constant dark conditions but 
exposed to the small temperature changes associated with the different light regimens 
showing that temperature plays a part in diapause development. 
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highlight a difference in the rate of change from a short day to a long day response. 
The two mutants have a fairly rapid switch from high to low diapause whilst perk 
shows a gradual decrease in the diapause response as daylength increases. 
The fourth curve shown in Fig 4.2 is the diapause response of pert flies in 
constant darkness but exposed to temperature cycles in the light boxes. The heat 
produced by the fluorescent lights clearly effects the diapau3e response in the wild-
type. If temperature had no effect, a constant diapause level of around 60% (the DD 
response) would be seen Irrespective of 'photoperiod. However, exposure to 
increasing photoperiods whilst being maintained in constant darkness, i.e. a longer 
duration of heating from the fluorescent bulbs, reduces the level of diapause. Instead 
of a rapid switch from high to low diapause at the CDL there is a gradual decrease in 
the incidence of diapause. 
Discussion 
These results offer only partial support for earlier data (Saunders, 1990). 
However, they also differ from theoretical predictions based upon entrainment theory. 
In addition, the data suggest that diapause incidence is being regulated by something 
in addition to photoperiod. It would appear that raised temperature within the light 
boxes lowers diapause incidence in the absence of a light dark cycle. This effect of 
temperature, however, is not a thermoperiodic effect, where the thermoperiod is read 
by a clock and the duration of the hot (or cold) part of the day (or night) determines 
seasonally specific development and behaviour. Thermoperiods have been shown to 
replicate many photoperiodic responses in constant darkness e.g. Nasonia vitripennis 
(Saunders, 1973), Pieris brassicae (Dumortier & Brunnarius, 1977) and in Diatraea 
grandiosella (Chippendale er a!, 1976). However, in all these cases the difference 
between the high and low temperature of the cycle has been in the order of 1(PC, not 
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the 1 or 20C difference caused here by the fluorescent tubes. The small rise in 
temperature experienced in longer photoperiods almost certainly increases the ambient 
temperature in the boxes above 120C and causes some flies to break or avoid 
diapause. This explains the gradual decrease in diapause incidence as photoperiod 
increases. The photoperiodic response is clearly very sensitive to ambient 
temperature, an increase of only a few degrees being sufficient to cause a female to 
break or avoid diapause. 
The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from these experiments is that 
the light boxes are unsuitable for measuring the photoperiodic response in Drosophila 
melanogaster because these flies are unusually sensitive to the small changes in 
ambint temperature which are produced in this equipment This sensitivity is 
probably due to the "shallow" nature of the response. 
For subsequent work the only alternatives to the light boxes were two plant 
growth cabinets which had very accurate control of temperature but which obviously 
would take a long time to produce a full PPRC. Incontrast the advantage of using the 
light boxes was that there was a large number of them. In order to get around this 
problem, a compromise solution was adopted, in which the accurate temperature 
cabinets were used to assay the photoperiodic response at different temperatures but 
only at selected photoperiods. The light boxes were also used to investigate responses 
to skeleton photoperiods on the assumption that each one hour light pulse used to 




Materials and Methods 
Per 4 , per 8 and peru flies were collected daily from S-Y bottles in the usual 
way, ensuring that the adults were less than 10 hours old. Collected flies were placed 
in glass shell vials over 7m1 of standard Lewis medium and then placed in plant 
growth cabinets for 2 weeks before being dissected and scored.for diapause. Four 
experimental conditions were chosen: DD, LI) 10:14 (a short day), LI) j:8 (a long 
day) and LL. The DD maintained flies were kept in glass shell vials wrapped in 
aluminium foil and placed in constant light at the same time as the IL flies. This was 
done for two reasons, the first to speed up the experimental procedure, and the second 
to act as an internal control ensuring that the changes in diapause response were not 
due to temperature differences. The experimental flies were maintained in constant 
temperature cabinets with time control of both light and temperature. The cabinets 
could be set to a given temperature when the lights were on and then reset to the same 
temperature when the lights were off. This ensured that the temperature within the 
cabinet was constant irrespective of the heating effects of the light. The three strains 
of fly were tested three times each in all four conditions at five different temperatures, 
11 to 150C. 
The mean wv-sin transformed percentage diapause responses of the strains of 
flies at all photopenods at all temperatures were measured and compared. The aim of 
the experiment was to determine if photopenodic control of diapause could be 
observed at temperatures other than 12 0C, and to see if the CDL changed in response 
to temperature in a predictable way in the three strains. 
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Table 4.1 The mean percent diapause response of females of the three strains of fly 
tested in four different conditions at 5 different temperatures. 
Temperature i°C 
11 	12 	13 	14 	15 
Canton-S 
DD 37.7 6.5 8.2 0.2 7.6 
1f:14 64.9 74.2 63.7 12.4 13.0 
j: .8 72.6 1.4 15.3 0.2 2.9 
LL 64.9 2.4 11.2 7.6 3.0 
Pers  
DD 71.0 41.3 25.0 2.6 
m:14 99.8 99.5 96.6 18.7 5.4 
1: 8 97.6 7.7 96.3 5.8 6.9 
LL 87.8 26.0 64.3 4.9 7.7 
PeAl  
DD 85.9 3.1 16.7 3.3 33.9 
j:14 98.5 98.9 98.0 4.6 3.6 
Ifi- 8 99.6 4.1 92.3 3.0 0.0 
LL 100.0 27.8 70.2 0.0 3.0 
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Fig 43 Three graphs showing the photoperiodic response of flies to a selection of 
experimental conditions ADD, LI) .111:  14, LI) 1:8, LL) at five difierent temperatures 
ranging from 1 l0Cto 15 C. A) shows the response in wild-type ifies, photoperiodic 
control canply clearly be seen at 12 0C and 13°C. B) and C) show the responses of 
perS and per flies respectively. In both cases photoperiodic control of diapause can 




The diapause responses of the three strains at each temperature are given in 
Table 4.1 and in Fig 4.3. For all three strains the portion of females entering 
diapause, in all the photoperiods, at 140C and 15°C is low. On the other hnnd, at 
11°C the three strains have a high incidence of diapause irrespective of the 
photoperiod. In addition, pei3 and perU at 130C appear to demonstrate very little 
photoperiodic control of diapause in contrast to the wild-type which demonstrates a 
response at this temperature as well as at 120C. At 120C all three strains demonstrate 
a clear photoperiodic response with a decrease in the incidence of diapause in LD 
:8. 
A comparison of the photoperiodic responses of the three strains at 12 and 
130C is shown in Fig 4.4. The three strains respond to the different photoperiods at 
120C in a 8imilar fashion, with the same critical daylength although the level of the 
response in the two mutants again appears to be higher than in the wild-type when 
they are exposed to LI) m: 14. 
The final figure, Fig 4.5, shows the change in diapause at each photoperiod at 
different temperatures, for perk, pet 5 and perU respectively. In pe,* it appears that 
diapause incidence is low in DD, LL and LI) 1:8 at all temperatures except 11 0 C. 
Diapause incidence in LI) JQ:14 is quite different, rising at 13°C and peaking at 12°C. 
The response of the two mutant strains, however, is not the same. In petS,  the 
incidence of diapause in DD increases with decreasing temperature. The response of 
flies in J.P  m:14 to different temperatures is similar to the response of the wild-type 
flies with an increase in diapause at 130C. However, the response in Li) :8 and LL 
are surprising: at 13 0C there is a rise in diapause which is followed by a sharp 
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Fig 4.4 A comparison of the data shown above for per+,perS and peP at A) 1C 
and B) 130C. In A) all three strains appear to have a very similar critical daylength of 
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Fig 43 Three graphs showing the response of a population of flies to different 
temperatures in the same lighting conditions. A) shows the high diapause response of 
perk flies in LI) IQ:14 begi1njing at 130C and peaking at 120C. B) and C) show the 
response of perS  and per'-" respectively. These two strains have high diapause 
responses at 130C in all lighting conditions. 
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respond in a similar  fashion to the wild-type at the different temperatures with an 
increase in the incidence of diapause at 130C. The response In DD is also veiy 8InhiIRr 
to the response of the wild-type flies with an increase in the response at 11 0C. 
However, the response of pe,U in LL and U) 1:8 at different temperatures differs 
from the wild-type with an increase at 130C but a swift decrease again at 1C. 
Discussion 
The diapause response measured in this experiment is the response of the flies 
to light alone. The plant growth cabinets accurately control the temperature so that 
there are no large fluctuations in the ambient temperature when the lights go on or off. 
The procedure ought to remove the differences caused by changing temperature 
shown in the earlier photoperiodic response curves (Fig 4.1). 
Responses of all three strains to the four photoperiods at 11°C are 8imilar  and 
are not a photoperiodic effect. The lack of ovarian development is probably due to 
quiescence caused by low temperature at which developmental/biochemical processes 
cannot proceed, or proceed so slowly that it takes more than 14 days for yolk 
deposition in the oocytes to be detected. Similarly, at 14°C and 150C the low level of 
diapause in all three strains is not due to photoperiodic control but to temperature 
stimulating full ovarian development even in short day conditions. As such, these 
temperatures mark the boundary of the photoperiodic response in Drosophila 
melanogaster. the photoperiodic system seems to only operate in a very narrow range 
(120C to 130C). This range of temperature is even more restricted in both mutant 
strains. These results show how important temperature is to the expression of the 
photoperiodic response, and may highlight the primitive nature of the system (see 
chapter 5 & 6). 
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Comparing the photoperiodic responses of the three strains of fly at the 
different temperatures would seem to indicate that all three strains are simiIr  in their 
responses at all the temperatures but one (13°C). At 11°C, 14°C and 15 0C the three 
swains have very similnr responses which do not involve the photoperiodic system, or 
at least if the photoperiodic system is involved then its control of ovarian maturation is 
over-ruled by the ambient temperature. At 12°C the photoperiodic responses are 
8imilnr with the three strains having 8imilnr critical daylengths (CDLs). This result 
supports Saunders (1990). However, the fact that a PPRC can be produced for the 
wild-type at 130C and not for pepS  or pe,U implies that mutations at the period locus 
plays a modulatory role in the photoperiodic response. 
The narrow range of temperatures at which photoperiodism can be observed 
strengthens the conclusion that the PPRCs produced in the light boxes were influenced 
by temperature. It would not take a large rise in temperature for the photoperiodic 
response to be over-ridden by the temperature and obviously the longer photoperiods 
are more likely to have an increase in ambient temperature than the shorter ones. 
However, strong evidence for the photoperiodic control of diapause is provided by 
these experiments with accurately controlled temperatures. In all three swains at both 
120C and 130C (Fig 4.4) there is a much lower incidence of diapause in constant 
darkness when compared to the short day condition. 
Fig 4.5 plots the change in diapause induction in each photoperiod with 
temperature for the three strains. The data suggest that the temperature effects on the 
photoperiodic response at 12°C are due to a reduction in diapause induction in long 
days. The effects of temperature on the diapause response of all three strains in LI) 
jQ:14 are very similar: a rise in diapause incidence at 130C which reaches a maximum 
at 120C. However, in longer photoperiods (LI)  :8 and LL) the loss of a 
photoperiodically controlled diapause response in pers and pe,L2  strains at 130C 
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appears to be due to a higher level of ovarian quiescence i.e. the photoperlodic effect 
of long days (low diapause) is over-ruled by the low temperature. This suggests that 
in Dnelanogaster the photoperiodically important mechanism is a foiving of ovarian 
development at low temperatures due to long day conditions. 
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Materials and Methods 
Two methods were used to investigate responses to skeleton photoperiods. 
Both methods attempted to synchronize suspected photoperiodic oscillators in the 
freshly emerged adults so that all flies would experience the first pulse of light at the 
same phase. 
Method A: Freshly emerged adults were collected from S-Y bottles in the usual 
manner (Chapter 2) ensuring that they were under 10 hours old. These flies were 
divided into two groups and placed in glass shell vials over standard Lewis medium. 
Both vials of flies were then placed into a light box in the walk-in constant-
temperature room at 129C. These flies were then exposed to a light pulse which 
ensured that at 'lights off all the flies had experienced a 12 hour photophase during the 
previous 24 hours. After this first 12 hour light pulse, into which the adults emerged 
and experienced the drop in temperature necessary for photoperiodic control of 
ovarian maturation, the flies experienced a further 12 hours of darkness. At 'lights on' 
the following morning the flies were exposed to the first one hour light pulse of the 
skeleton photoperiod. The two vials of flies collected from each strain were placed 
into reciprocal skeleton photoperiods (e.g. j:x:j:y or j:y:j:x) for 14 days before the 
females were dissected and their diapause status assessed. For each experimental 
lighting condition three vials of flies from each strain were used to assay the response. 
The raw data were combined by arc-sin transformation to produce mean diapause 
responses to each skeleton photoperiod for the three strains. 
Method B: The experimental adults were raised from eggs in constant light and 
collected upon emergence in the usual manner, ensuring that all the experimental 
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adults were less than 10 hours old. Freshly emerged per', pers and pe,U adults were 
collected daily and divided into two groups, each placed into glass shell vials over 
standid Lewis medium. The experimental adults were then placed in reciprocal 
skeleton photoperiods at 120C experiencing the first dark gap in the skeleton 
photoperiod at the same time. This protocol was intended to ensure that all the 
females began measuring nightlength at the same phase because the photoperlodic 
oscillators would in theory begin at the approximately the same time (around Ct 12) at 
the first light/dark transition (Pittendligh, 1966). The flies were left in these skeleton 
photoperiods for 14 days before being dissected and their diapause status assessed. 
Three separate vials of flies of each strain in each photoperiod were used to assay the 
photoperiodic response to that photoperiod. The raw data were combined in the way 
described for method A. 
Results 
Responses to the symmetrical skeleton photoperiods were produced by both 
method A and method B (Fig 4.6). This figure shows a difference between the wild-
type and pe,S  and  perU  mutants, consistent with earlier results for complete 
photoperiods. That is, the maximum diapause response of the pei8 and pe flies is 
higher than the maximum for perk. It appears that both mutant strains have a greater 
tendency to enter diapause in diapause inducing conditions than the wild-type. 
In Fig 4.6B (method B), aside from this quantitative difference in response, 
there appears to be no qualitative differences. The response of the ifies, in terms of 
diapause induction, is quite high in these low temperature conditions and not 
significantly influenced by the skeleton photoperiod. 
Method A (Fig 4.6A) shows both a quantitative difference in the response of 
per+ and the mutants, and a qualitative difference. Again the period mutants tend to 
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have higher maximum levels of diapause induction. These two strains appear to have 
elevated diapause responses across the whole of the skeleton range. In the wild-type, 
however, the response curve has an area in the middle when the diapause response is 
depressed. Skeleton photoperiods of about 13 hours in duration (e.g. J.1DJ.D 
j: 11:1:11) induce a drop in diapause induction, which then quickly rises again. The 
amount of diapause induced in the skeleton of 12 hours and 15 hours is significantly 
higher than the level of diapause induced in 13 or 14 hour skeleton photoperiods 
(P<O.00l and P0.01 level by Qii Square). 
Discussion 
The first most obvious difference between the strains in both experimental 
protocols is the higher maximum diapause response in the two mutants when 
compared to the wild-type. This difference was also seen in the previous section 
(p121). Why the period mutant strains have this elevated diapause incidence, and 
whether the difference is due to the period mutant per se, are questions that need to be 
addressed. There are two possible explanations for thIs: (1) that this difference is due 
to a general similarity in response of all mutant females because of their genetic 
simiIrity; or  (2) that the two period mutants somehow effect the level of response in 
these strains in the same way perhaps by changing the tendency of the females to 
respond. 
The other major difference between the skeleton PPRCs is the presence of a 
depressed region of diapause induction in the skeleton PPRC of wild-type when 
method A was used. This drop in diapause induction has been taken to indicate a 
circadian basis to photoperiodic time measurement in some organisms because it 
implies a parallel between the photoperiodic system and overt behavioural rhythms in 
the zone of bistability (Saunders,1982). This one result suggests that the 
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photoperiodic time measurment system is controlled by a circadian oscillator which 
entrains to the skeleton photoperiods in a 'classic' fashion. This is not seen in either 
mutant strain or in the wild-type when method B is used. The expIna1ion tbr this is 
obscure. However, it may lie in one or more of the following: the experimental design 
in method B was inadequate; the presumed constituent oscillators might be excessively 
damped; or the changed periods of the mutant flies might cause a loss of entrainment 
to the 24 hour skeleton photocycles. 
If the oscillator(s) controlling photoperiodism are damping, it implies that this 
clock is separate from the locomotor activity rhythm, which is remaitably self-
sustained. In other words, the circadian oscillator(s) governing locomotor activity in 
per8 and perU are self-sustained and show periods of 19 and 29 hours respectively, 





I. Wild-type, per 8 and peP strains of flies measure daylength or nightlength in 
order to determine season and use this to control ovarian development. 
The measurement of day/nightlength is extremely temperature sensitive in wild-
type, per8 and perL 2 flies. 
At 120C the critical daylength Of the photoperiodic response in Drosophila 
melanogaster is about 13 hours in the wild-type and in both long and short period 
mutant strains. 
Loss of photoperiodic control at low temperatures appears to be due to an inability 
of the system to overide low temperature-induced quiescence in long day (summer) 
conditions. 
Evidence suggests a circadian control of photoperiodic time measurment although 
the oscillator measuring day/nightlength appears to be highly damped and have a 
similar period in the wild-type, per8 and peyL2  flies. 
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Modelling the Circadinn Photoperiodic Clock in D.melanogaster 
Introduction 
Models in biological reseaivh can fall into roughly three categories: 
descriptive, computer/mathematical, or animaL As a solution to a biological problem 
models provide a working hypothesis which can successfully summarise all the 
available data. Any model can be deemed successful only so far as it can explain 
these data, and as new results show a model to be enDneous then it can either be 
adapted to account for the new data or replaced by a more effective modeL Such 
models are not intended to be 'true' representations of the underlying biological system 
but active developing descriptions which help in undersmnding the possible workings 
of a biological phenomenon. 
A large number of different types of physiological rhythms have been 
modelled in a large variety of ways. The models used can be generally classified into 
two types; relaxation oscillator models, or limit cycle oscillations. Of the later class of 
model there are a number of different mechanisms. The "integrate and fire" models 
are clearly more straight forward. For example, in the micturation reflex the bladder 
fills as time passes until eventually micturation takes place, the bladder empties and 
the process starts anew. In general, such models have a quantity called the activity 
that rises to a threshold and this leads to an event. The activity then instantaneously 
relaxes back to a second lower threshold from where it begins again to rise. 
Oscillations in systems associated with limit cycle oscillations are most commonly 
modelled by non-linear equations. Limit cycle oscillations are ones that are usually 
re-established after a small perturbation. 
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The vast number of rhythmic systems modelled and the variety of models used 
makes it impossible to distil the list into anything but a crude categorization which 
splits limit cycle oscillators into either pacemaker models, in which a cell or group of 
cells spontaneously oscillates, or neural network interaction models, in which neural 
cells produce a rhythmic output as a result of network interactions between the 
different cells or cell groups of the network. It is now generally accepted that 
circadian rhythms can be modelled successfully as limit cycle oscillators, and, in fact, 
phase response curves have been successfully modelled by these and their responses 
to perturbations (Winfree, 1980). 
The modelling of circadian oscillators has itself become very popular, partly 
due, no doubt, to the fact that very little is known about their general physiology or 
biochemistry. Models based upon biochemical interactions (Pavlidis & Kauzmann, 
1969), time delays (Johnsson & Karlson, 1972; Engelmann et al, 1973) and 
membranes (Njus et al, 1974; Njus, 1976)...have all been described in the literature. 
The variety of different models reflects the relative ease with which simple oscillators 
can be produced which in turn may be reflected in vivo in the variety of different 
oscillatory systems developed through natural selection. Selective pressures upon 
organisms will affect the accuracy and reliability of the biological timing mechanism 
but not necessarily their underlying structure. Different oscillatory systems may have 
evolved several times in different groups of organisms and convergent evolutionary 
forces acted on these systems resulting in a seemingly "universal" biological clock. 
Such simple dynamic models that have been described in the literature appear 
initially to be very successful models of biological data; however, nearly all of them 
have a common criticism. They only appear to be able to model 'free-run period 
lability', that is, such things as spontaneous change in the period of the free-running 
rhythm or rhythm splitting, when random variations in the parameters, noise or an 
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increase in the number of parameters are incorporated into the model. Inclusion of 
such processes are biologically feasible but they no longer leave models simple to use 
or understand. Pavlidis (1969) fIrst suggested that the coupling of individual 'pacers' 
to produce a composite clock enables the more abeirant behaviour seen in vivo to be 
observed in the models. 
Many of the ideas behind models of circadian oscillations have been used to 
describe the period mutants' involvement in a circRdin oscillation and experimental 
evidence has been sought, and found, to support these. One of the first models was a 
membrane model proposed by Konopka & Orr (1980). Evidence for this model came 
from two sources. The first was from analysis of the amino-acid sequence of the 
period protein product which appeared to contain a ThreonineGlycine repeat 
sequence similar to those found in transmembrane proteins. In this model Konopka & 
Orr proposed that the basic oscillation controlling locomotor activity and eclosion 
consisted of the establishment of an ion gradient across a membrane. The period gene 
product (PER) is an ATP-requiring ion pump which during the subjective day 
establishes an ion gradient. During the subjective night a second transmembrane 
protein which is photosensitive opens and allows the ion gradient to deplete. 
Mutations at the period locus would, theoretically, alter the duration of the subjective 
day so, for example, per 5  ought to have a short v because the duration of the 
subjective day, a, is shortened, whilst the subjective night, p, remains the same as in 
the wild-type. This has been shown to be the case (Konopka & Orr, 1980; chapter 3). 
However, the model also predicts that the increase in t seen in pe,U ought to be due 
to an jncreaseintheduration of c&withpremaining the same asinthe wild-type. This 
is not supported by the data in chapter 3. 
Another model for periods involvement in the production and maintenance of 
a circadian oscillation comes from observations in the larval salivary glands of 
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Drosophila melanogaster in which period gene product was seen to be localised at 
cell membranes, and appeared to control cell-cell interactions by acting at gap 
junctions (Bargiello et a!, 1987). In preparations of larval tissue period seemed to 
modnite gap junction channels so that their conductance varied inversely with the 
period of the behavioural rhythm in the mutants. It was proposed that a similar  effect 
on junctional communication in the nervous system may explain. how period 
influences behavioural rhythms. This idea seemed to fit exceptionally well with 
MESA analysis of the locomotor activity rhythms of pe° flies which appeared to 
exhibit ultradian rhythmicity within ostensibly arrhythmie records. It also agreed with 
the Pavildis (1969) model of ultrdian pacer interaction. Cells within the adult 
nervous system could spontaneously oscillate with ultrfictian periods and period could 
influence the coupling between such cells allowing them to fonn composite clocks of 
different periodicities. However, this model has lost favour for a combination of 
reasons, including an inability to replicate the evidence from salivary glands and 
evidence that far from being localised at cell boundaries in the adult nervous system 
the period gene product is nuclear (Liu et a!, 1992) and the per mRNA and PER have 
been shown to cycle with a circadian period in the wild-type (Hardin eta!, 1990). 
Molecular analysis of the period gene function has more recently suggested 
that the PER product is a DNA binding protein involved in sequestration of a 
transcriptional factor (Rosbash, pers comm). There are four pieces of evidence which 
Rosbash claims indicate this: the period gene product is predominntely nuclear; it 
influences its own circadian transcription; PER bears a family resemblance to other 
DNA binding proteins like S1M (protein product of single-minded in Dnelanogas:er), 
ARNT and AHR (human gene products involved in DNA binding and sequestration 
of transcription factors); and flnaliy there appears to be no association of PER with 
chromatin. 
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Modelling has also been used by Lewis & Saunders (1987) to provide a 
simulation of Bunning's original (1936) hypothesis that the circadian system provides 
the clockwork for photoperiodic time measuzement. This means that a circadian 
oscillator is used to determine daylength, and daylength is used as an indicator of 
season. The Lewis & Saunders model assumed an external coincidence model of 
photoperiodic induction in which light il1uminting a photoinducible phase during 
steady state entrainment causes non-diapause development, whereas, when this phase 
is not illuminated, diapause supervenes. 
The computer model was based upon a control system feedback model for the 
locomotor activity rhythm in Hemideina thoracica (Gander & Lewis, 1979; 
Christensen et a!, 1984). The single oscillator involved depends upon the interaction 
of a temperature dependent synthesis of an oscillating chemical, c, and its temperature 
independent loss. The synthesis of the oscillating chemical c is controlled by the 
difference between an arbitrary reference concentration (con%f) and time delayed 
levels of c. Each time c is synthesised the amount produced is added to the existing 
concentration of it and simultaneously a portion of c is lost from the system. The 
amount of c that degrades is determined by two processes, the first light independent 
and the second light dependent The light independent loss is determined by a 'loss' 
function such that a proportion of the concentration of c degrades. If, however, the 
system is exposed to light then a further amount of c is destroyed by the light. The 
amount destroyed by this process is determined by the strength of the light. Synthesis 
and loss are thus major components in a negative feedback system in which time delay 
is a prerequisite for the oscillation. 
The photoindircible phase 	is incorporated into this circadian oscillation 
through the use of a threshold. In the model 'Z is the point on the oscillation when 
the level of c falls below the threshold. If this point occurs in the dark then a 
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"diapause titre" (INDSUM) is synthesised in a temperature dependent way. If, on the 
other hand, this point is il1nminted then this titre is broken down. The tine is 
synthesised only during a temperature dependent "sensitive period", at the end of 
which the total amount of titre synthesised is taken to be an indication of the 
population diapause response. 
When the parameters of this model were changed, simulated photoperiodic 
response curves were produced which were remarkably similRr to experimentally 
produced PPRCs in a variety of insects (Saunders & Lewis, 1987a). Specifically, 
changing time-delay alters the free-running period of the oscillation which in turn 
changes the critical daylength, all other parameters remaining equal. A large time-
delay, and consequently a long free-running period, produces a PPRC with a short 
critical daylength and vice versa. 
The use of time delay in this model to control the period of the circadian 
oscillator underlying photoperiodism is appropriate for two reasons. The first is that 
in modelling the photoperiodic system it is not necessary to accurately model the 
oscillatory mechanism. The data show that the period mutants are involved in the 
production and/or maintenance of a central pacemaker, and the aim is to model how 
this oscillator can be used to measure season. The negative feedback system is a 
convenient tool for producing oscillations with 19,24 and 29 hour periods. Secondly, 
however, the time delay and negative feedback may also be an appropriate model for 
central pacemaker function. The molecular biology data discussed above appear to 
require some form of post-transcriptional control which will incorporate a time delay. 
Lewis & Saunders' model (1987), however, will clearly not model the 
photoperiodic response in Drosophila melanogaster as their work showed that when 
the oscillator controlling overt rhythmicity also controls PPTM then the alteration of 
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the period of the oscillator controlling overt rhythmicity had predictable effects upon 
the critical daylength of the photoperiodic response; namely a short t resulted in a 
long CDL and a long t resulted in a short CDL. This is not what is observed in this 
fly. This chapter therefore aims to model the photoperiodic response in two ways. 
Using the light PRCs produced in chapter 3 it is possible to predict the phase 
relationship between oscillator and light during steady state entrainment. This can 
then be used for wild-type, petS  and perL2 to predict either CDL or the 
photoinducible phase, assuming that the oscillator controlling locomotor activity and 
incorporating period is the same one that measures nightlength in the photoperiodic 
system. Secondly the Lewis & Saunders' model will be adapted to account for the 
results of chapter 4. i.e. that period mutations have no causal effect upon CDL, and 
also results reported in other drosophilids. 
Modelling the response 
Materials and Methods 
For equivalent photoinducible phases in the three swains, wild-type, pei5 and 
per, their critical daylengths can be predicted, or, for similar CDLs the 
photoinducible phases of the three strains can be predicted. This relies upon two 
assumptions; the first is that photoperiodic time measurement can be adequately 
described using the external coincidence model; the second, that one long light pulse 
can be conveniently modelled by a series of shorter ones end to end (Johnsson & 
Karisson, 1972). 
Using the one hour and six hour PRCs for perk, per 8 and pe,U a computer program 
was wntten in BBC BASIC (Appendix in) to calculate the circadian phase of the 
locomotor activity rhythm first illuminated by the light during steady state 
entrainment Light pulses other than one and six hours in duration were modelled by 
adding different light pulses together, so entrainment to LI) £: 16 could be modelled by 
assuming the light pulse consisted of eight one hour pulses one after the other with no 
dark gap in between or, alternatively, one six hour pulse followed by two one hour 
pulses. Assuming a one hour light pulse initially falls at ctl2 of the wild-type free-
running rhythm, the FFC (Fig 3.15) can be used to predict the phase of the rhythm 
after the light pulse due to the phase shift induced by the light pulse and the 
subsequent continuation of the rhythm during the one hour of light to ct8.7. A second 
one hour light pulse immediately after this first (to produce a composite two hour light 
pulse) then falls at this new phase of the rhythm, resulting in the oscillator entering 
darkness at ct 7.2. After a further 22 hours of darkness the next one hour light pulse 
illuminates the rhythm F=24; LI) 2:22) at ct5.5 (ct7.2 + 22.2circadian hours of 
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darkncss-24=5.5). Thefirstofthetwolightpulsesinthe nextlight-darkcyclefalls 
at ct5.5 shifting the rhythm to ct5.9, the second pulse shifts the rhythm to 6.1 and 
then 22 hours of darkness (= 221 ciredin hours in the wild-type) means that the next 
light pulse illuminates ct4.3. This process is continued until steady state entrainment 
is observed when the light pulses illuminate the same phase of the rhythm over 
number of consecutive cycles. Statistical comparison of the two methods of 
modelling long light pulses (using only one hour light pulses or using six hour and one 
hour light pulses) for the three strains showed no significant differences and therefore, 
for consistency, only the one hour light PRCs were used to model the photoperiodic 
system (Mann Whitney U =39,n1=9,n2=9). 
Results 
The model used the PRC data to predict the phase of the rhythm first 
illuminated by light during steady state entrainment and these values are shown in 
Table 5.1. The critical daylength of the three strains of flies was around 14 hours (see 
chapter 4). When these flies were entrained to Li) J410  Jifferent phases of the 
locomotor activity rhythm were first illuminated by the light. lnper it was ctl6.51, 
in per 5 it was ctl9.61 and in perU it was ct2l.53, i.e. the photoinducible phase in the 
three swains is not the same. If on the other hand we assume that the photoinducible 
phase is the same in the mutants as it is in the wild-type (ctl6.5) then we can plot the 
position of the photoinducible phase as a function of the entraining light dark cycle 
(Fig 5.1). 
Discussion 
This figure (5.1) cleaily demonstrates that the critical daylength (the point 
when the photoinducible phase is first illuminated) would not be the same in the three 
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Table 5.1 Predicted phase of rhythm first illuminated by light during steady state 
entrainment using experimentally measured one hour light PRCs 
Duration of 	Phase of rhythm first 
Light in 24 illuminated for 
hour light 
cycle 	 pert 	perS 	 per' 2 
2 3.41 9.89 
4 1.35 7.79 
6 23.82 5.35 3.86 
8 22.35 2.91 2.46 
10 20.49 0.48 0.69 
12 18.51 22.04 23.18 
14 16.51 19.61 21.53 
16 14.49 17.17 19.88 
18 12.47 14.73 18.23 
20 10.44 12.30 16.58 
22 8.42 9.86 14.93 
* calculated by summating the phase shifting effects of consecutive one hour 
light pulses. 
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Fig 5.1 Model predictions qfhe phase relationship between the locomotor activity 
rhythm in perk, perS  and per-L- 1 and various light-dark cycles. The phase marker is a 
hypothetical photoinducible phase, cDi, (assuming that the oscillator controlling 
locomotor activity also measures nightlength in the photoperiodic control of diapause) 
of the wild-type response producing a critic& daylength of 14 hours (CDL). Using 
the ljgjt PRC data collected in chapter 3 predictions for the CDL of pei5  (CDLb) and 
per'-' (CDLc)  show that if the oscillator controlling locomotor activity also measures 
nightlength then one could predict different CDLs in the three straiflS• 
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strains of By if the oscillator controlling the locomotor activity rhythm also contained 
the photoinducible phase at Cr 16.5 in all strains. The figure actually predicts that 
peru would have the  longest CDL at 20 hours, per8 the next longest CDL at 16.6 
hours and the wild-type the shortest CDL at 14 hours. Qearly this is not what is 
shown in Fig 4.2 
The other expInn1ion for 8iniilnr CDLs is that the photoinducible phase is 
different in the three strains. However, for CDL to be the same in the three strains 
then the photoinducible phase would have to be at Cr 19.6 and Cr 21.5 forpei3 and 
perL2 respectively. This is not supported by the evidence in chapter'3. In the case of 
the short period mutant the change in the photoinducible phase is from Cr 16.5 (wild-
type) to Cr 19.6. Whilst this cannot be ruled out the evidence in chapter 3 shows that 
the per 8  mutation appears only to effect the subjective day, and does so by reducing it 
in duration from 12 to 7 hours, a decrease of 5 hours. This figure of five hours is not 
compatible with the three hour change in position of the photoinducible phase during 
the subjective night. The modelling of the CDL of the photoperiodic response using 
the light PRCS of the locomotor activity rhythm does not produce data consistent with 
experimental results. 
This work implies that the oscillation controlling the locomotor activity 
rhythm in D .melwzogaster is not the same oscillator as that involved in photoperiodic 
time measurement, a conclusion also reached by Saunders (1990) when he compared 
the photoperiodic respnse curves and resonance responses of the period mutant flies. 
This work leads to the conclusion that whilst period may be involved in 
photoperiodic time measurement at some level, it is not causally involved, and 
therefore, by extension, neither is the oscillation controlling the locomotor activity 
rhythm. In other words, although the locomotor activity rhythm and photoperiodic 
time measurement are both based on circadian rhythmicity, they do not have a 
common pacemaker. 
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Materials and methods 
The success of the original damped oscillator model (Lewis & Sa"nders 
1987), and its ability to describe a range of experimental situations (i.e. the PPRCs of 
a number of insects) cannot easily be dismissed. The model proposed here, therefore, 
builds upon it, and involves two circndikn oscillators, a 'pacemaker' and a 'slave'. The 
pacemaker is self-sustained in constant darkness, light entrainable but without a 
photoinducible phase. It is regulated by the period gene and as such can have a free-
rnnning period of 19,24 or 29 hours. A second oscillator (the 'slave'), which does not 
involve period and is therefore the same in all three strains, contains the 
photoinducible phase which determines whether the ovaries develop along a diapause 
or non-diapause pathway. This oscillation (the slave) is the same as that described in 
Lewis & Saunders (1987); it is damped and light entrainable, but also entrained by the 
first oscillation, or pacemaker. The level of entrainment from the pacemaker is 
determined by the strength of a coupling factor (CF). The modelling program was 
written in BBC BASIC and is given in Appendix in. The control system for this 
model is shown in Fig 5.2. The following description can be applied equally to the 
production of the 'pacemaker' or 'slave' oscillators, except that, as was mentioned 
above, the 'slave' has an additional input from the 'pacemaker' through the 'coupling 
factor' (CF). A reference concentration of the oscillating chemical c is compared with 
the concentration of c a fixed amount of time in' the past, governed by the 'time delay' 
(ID), alarge TDresults in anoscillation withalong periodanda smallTD results in a 
short period oscillation. The difference between the reference c and the time-delayed 
c is used to determine the amount of c synthesised. The rate of synthesis (SR) can be 
altered with a high SR producing a self-sustained oscillation, a low SR producing a 
damped oscillation. A percentage of c, determined by a 'LOSS' function, is lost and 
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Fig 5.2 Control systems diagram for the photoperiodic detennination of diapause in 
Drosophila melanogaster using a self-sustained pacemaker oscillation and a damped 
slave, both of which are light sensitive. The slave oscillation is entrained by both the 
pacemaker through a variable coupling factor and the external light-dark cycle. Both 
oscillations are produced because synthesis and loss of a substrate are interlinked by a 
time delay factor. 
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light degrades c at a raze proportional to the intensity of the light The oscillating 
chemical (c) has a 'threshold level which determines the phase of 4. When the 
concentration of c falls below the 'threshokf the system determines whether it is 
iiluminted or not and this signal is used to determine whether diapause ensues or not 
through a 'counter' system. 
Computer :imulatlons 
The parameters were set for the pacemaker oscillation so that it was self-
sustained (SR=O.14)b and ran with a free-running period of either 19.5 hours (Ti) = 
23; P5 equivalent to per 8) or 29.4 hours (TI) = 37; P1 equivalent to peiU). The 
parameters for the slave oscillation were set so that this damped Out in constant 
conditions (SR=O. 10)and had a period length of 23.4 hours (TD = 28). The threshold 
value was set so that the photoinducible phase was in the late subjective night/early 
subjective day and the critical daylength (CDL) of the slave oscillation kAth no 
influence from the pacemaker) was 14.5 hours, 8imilnr to the CDL of wild type 
Dnelwzogaster. The other parameters are given in the program listed in Appendix iii. 
The model was used to simulate PPRCs for coupled systems with different 
levels of the coupling factor. The aim was to show how CDL can be conserved in the 
three strains of fly with radically different pacemaker periods, and how CDL can 
change without necessitating major changes in the circadian system. The results of 
the computer simulations are shown in Fig 5.3. The PPRC for the slave oscillation 
alone is shown in the bottom panel with a critical daylength of 14.5 hours. The series 
of PPRCs on the left show the effect of increasing coupling strength on CDL and 
PPRC shape when the slave is coupled to a short period pacemaker, Ps. Increasing the 
coupling factor leads to an increase in CDL. However, a CF of 2 (weak) produces a 
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Fig 5.3 Computed photoperiodic response curves (PPRCs) for pacemakers slave and 
coupled pacemaker-slave systems. A) PPRC for a hypothetical shofl period 
pacemaker in isolation, period 19.7 hours. B) PPRC for a hypothetical long period 
pacemaker in isolation, period 29.4 hours. C) PPRC for the uncoupled light 
entrainable slave oscillation, period 23.4 hours. The other panels show PPRCs 
computed for various coupling strengths (CF 2 to CF 20) between the pacemaker and 
the slave. With increasing CF the critical daylength approaches that of the pacemaker. 
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hand panel shows the change in PPRC shape and CDL for the photoperiodic sy8tem 
due to increased coupling strength when the slave is coupled to a long period 
pacemaker, P1. Increasing CF leads to a decrease in CDL, but with a CF of 2 this 
system produces a PPRC with a CDL of 14.5 hours, the same as the slave. 
Discussion 
The coupled pacemaker-slave model described above provides a theoretical 
explanation of the photoperiodic responses in the wild-type and period mutant strains 
of Drosophila melanogaster. With a weak coupling between pacemaker and slave the 
two oscillations, and the rhythms they control, can act virtually independendy. This is 
unusual because most experimental work has assumed that the locomotor activity (and 
eclosion) rhythm provide an accurate measure of the phase of the photoperiodic clock 
This assumption, that the locomotor (and eclosion) rhythm and the photoperiodic 
oscillator are 'hands' of the same underlying 'c1ock, has in some insects, like 
Sarcophaga argyrostoma, been used to great effect. In Sarcophaga argyrosroma the 
eclosion rhythm does appear to provide an accurate marker of the phase of the 
photoperiodic clock The model proposed here does not preclude this possibility. 
With increasing coupling strength the slave oscillation will be increasingly 
controlled/entrained by the pacemaker oscillation leading to a slave oscillation that is 
not independent of the pacemaker. 
In other drosophilid species there is also evidence that the two rhythms of 
locomotor activity or eclosion, and photoperiodic time measurement are not closely 
linked. In D.auraria the photoperiodic response and circadian system of populations 
from a geographic clime, were investigated by Pittendrigh & Takamura (1987). It was 
found that changes in the phase relationship of eclosion as a function of photoperiod 
did not support the hypothesis that changes in CDL are caused by changes in an 
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underlying ciivAdian system controlling eclosion/locomotor activity and 
photoperiodism. The hypothesis that the eclosion rhythm may not provide an 
adequate marker for the behaviour of a separate 'photoperiodic pacempker' is rejected 
by Pittendrigh & Taknmura. The explanation provided by Pittendrigh & Takamura 
(1987) for the changes in CDL expressed in the latitudinal clime relies upon changes in 
the level of response at all photoperiods. For example, the reduction in CDL In a 
southern strain compared to a northern strain is due to a general reduction in the level 
of diapause at all photoperiods. In the D.melanogaster results reported here a similar 
difference in the general diapause response can be seen in the three strains, but this 
difference is not accompanied by a difference in CDL 
The independence of a photoperiodic oscillation from a pacemaker controlling 
locomotion and eclosion is further supported by genetic evidence from Drosophila 
linoralis (Lankinen, 1986; 1992). Original experiments involving crosses between 
northern and siuthern strains of this species revealed that lengthening of CDL in more 
northerly populations was associated with a decrease in the free-running period of the 
eclosion rhythm. However, this relationship is not causal: rather the correlations 
observed were associative and linked to similnr effects of changing latitude on both 
the overt rhythm and photoperiodism. Further work on these original crosses has 
provided evidence that the two systems are separate through complete genetic 
segregation of one system from the other. Strains have been produced which express 
entrainment behaviour typical of a population from the far north but which expresses 
CDLs expected from a population from the southerly end of the clime and vice versa. 
Clearly this genetic independence may be reflected in the virtual independence of the 
two oscillators in the model proposed here. 
The present model adequately describes the shape of the PPRC in Drosophila 
melanogaster, wild-type and period mutants, and in a more general way reflects 
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photoperiodic responses in other. drosophilids. The model may also be effective for 
other insect species which seem to express linked locomotor rhythms and 
photoperiodism (when the coupling strength is increased, the independence of the 
photoperiodic oscillation is lost) and can explain how natural selection may act to 
produce latitudinal climes in CDL without disturbing the circadian system in general. 
This is important because the circadian system has to control a whole series of 
rhythms, each of which needs to be correctly phase set to the external light dark cycle 
(Pittendrigh, 1981b). 
Reliance upon changing the central pacemaker in order to alter CDL could 
have disastrous effects upon the phase relationship of other rhythms to the light dark 
cycle and to each other. The present model allows the changes in CDL to be brought 
about by changes in coupling strength between a pacemaker and slave with different 
ts. However, correlations between pacemaker period and CDL will be produced in 
large geographic climes for two reasons. Firstly, the coupling strength will not be able 
to change CDL to extreme values because it is restricted ultimately by the period of 
the pacemaker, and any gross changes in CDL may possibly require changes in the 
pacemaker period. Secondly, the pacemaker period will vary latitudinally because the 
entrainment behaviour of the whole circadian system will need to change with 
latitude. So there will be two factors controlling CDL in a population of insects with a 
large latitudinal range. Gross changes in entrainment behaviour and CDL can be 
achieved simultaneously by alterations in the period of the central pacemaker, whilst 
more precise local variations in CDL can be produced by changes in coupling strength 
between the pacemaker and slave. This latter variation will also have the advantage 
that it will be more responsive to selection because there will be few potential 
drawbacks to changing CDL associated with changes in the central pacemaker. 
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The model is useful as it not only replicates the photoperiodic response curves 
of wild-type and period mutant strains but it can also be applied to a range of other 
animals like the spider mite, Tetranychz&s urticae, (Vaz Nunes et al, 1991a, b). As 
such, it is not a specific representation of the photoperiodic system in Drosophila 
melanogaster. 
The model is not so successful in modelling the responses to skeleton 
photoperiods shown in chapter 4. However, with a few minor adjustments it could 
probably model the response but at the expense of losing its general applicability. For 
example, D.melanogaster is known to lack a sensitive period as such. The decision to 
enter diapause is made possible by exposure to a low temperature within the first ten 
hours after eclosion. Subsequent entrainment to light-dark cycles can break this 
diapause response in long days. It would seem that this exposure to low temperatures 
primes a proportion of the population to enter diapa use, exposure then to short days 
may increase the numbers of flies exhibiting a diapause state whilst long days break 
diapause in those already primed. 
In constant darkness 50% of the emerging adults may be primed by the 
temperature to enter ovarian diapause. The coupling between pacemaker and slave is 
weak in this system allowing the two oscillators to act almost independently. 
Consequently the oscillation measuring nightlength quickly damps out within a few 
cycles and not many more flies are stimulated into diapause. In a short photoperiod 
(i.e. LI) jQ:14) the light pulses entrain the oscillation preventing it from damping 
below threshold, and in addition to the original 50% of flies that were primed to 
remain pre-vitellogenic, exposure of the photoinducible phase to darkness in each 
cycle induces a proportion of the remainder to enter a photoperiodically controlled 
diapause. When the same population of ifies is exposed to long day conditions (i.e. 
LI) 16), entrainment results in the photoinducible phase being illuminated in each 
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cycle which induces flies predetermined to remain pre-vitdllogenic by low 
temperature to undergo ovarian maturation. In constant light the oscillation again 
damps below threshold effectively annihilating the photoinducible phase oefoze 
cliapause is induced. In this specific model both temperature and photoperiod interact 
Initial low temperature (about 120C) arrests the onset of viteliogenesis. Short days 
then maintain this previteliogenic state (diapause) whereas long days allow a slow 
cycle of yolk accumulation to begin. Fig 5.4 is a diagram representing the 
photoperiodic system determining diapause in Drosophila melanogaster as described 
above. This system has not been modelled on the computer (although this would be 
relatively straight-forward) because a specific explanation of diapause induction in 
such a model would be gained at the expense of a more widespread applicability of 
the model to Diptera and other insects. 
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Fig 5.4 Diagram representing the interaction between temperature and photoperiod in 
the diapause control system of D.melanogasrer. Low temperatures predetermine a proportion of the emerging adults to remain pre-vitellogenic, daylength can then 
adjust this proportion through a coupled pacemaker-slave system. The major 
component of this is the forcing of ovarian maturation at low temperatures in the 




Throughout this thesis the relationship between circadian rhythms and 
photoperiodism has been discussed. Particular attention being paid to the role of 
circadian rhythms in measuring daylength and using this information to determine 
season. This idea is not recent. In 1936 Bimning first suggested that the circadian 
system could be used to determine seasonality. Since then work has attempted to 
show, in various organisms, that the daily biological clock controlling many overt 
circadian rhythms is also used to control seasonally appropriate behaviour or 
development. This often involved comparing the responses of circadian rhythms and 
the photoperiodic system in simihr lighting regimens. Comparable responses were 
used to argue that just as circndinn oscillators lay behind the behavioural daily 
rhythms so they also were involved in photoperiodic time measurement (F/FM). 
In some organisms both circadian rhythms and photoperiodism have been 
shown to have very similar underlying circadian oscillators. In these cases both overt 
behavioural rhythms and the photoperiodic response could be considered as "hands" 
of the same circadian clock. However in Sarcophaga argyrostoma the period of the 
endogenous eclosion rhythm has been shown to be about 23.8 hours and self-sustained 
whereas the rhythm underlying PFFM has a period of about 25 hours and appears to 
damp (Saunders, 1986) and in Calliphora vicina there is a broad parallel between 
locomotion and PFFM but these have different ts and damping coefficients (Kenny & 
Saunders, 1991). Whilst in detail the nature of oscillators controlling locomotor 
activity and photoperiodism appear to be different, in many cases one (locomotor 
activity) can be used as an accurate marker of the phase of the oscillator controlling 
the other (photoperiodism). 
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The isolation in 1971 of Drosophila melanogaster mutants with considerably 
different overt rhythms from the wild-type (Konopka, 1971) and the discovery of a 
photoperiodically controlled diapause (Saunders er a!, 1989) seemed to provide an 
ideal situation in which to test B'inning's hypothesis. If the oscillator controlling the 
locomotor activity rhythm in this insect also controls photoperiodic time measurement 
then mutations altering the period of the former ought to produce clear changes in the 
response of the latter. 
In Drosophila melanogasrer it has become clear that both the locomotor 
activity rhythm and PFM are governed by the circadian system. The evidence for 
this claim comes from work covered in the preceding chapters and previously 
published experiments (Saunders, 1990). The locomotor activity rhythm in 
D.melanogasrer can be seen to free-run in constant darkness with a period of about 24 
hours. This rhythm can also be entrained by the external light-dark cycle and 
expeiiments have produced several phase response curves which are typical of overt 
rhythms controlled by circadian oscillators (chapter 3). These PRCs can be used to 
predict entrainment behaviour of the locomotor activity rhythm by light-dark cycles 
(p147 and Fig 5.1). 
The period mutants also show free-running locomotor activity rhythms, with 
endogenous periods that are different from each other and the wild-type. Effects of 
the period mutations upon the locomotor activity rhythm are parallelled by similar 
effects upon the eclosion rhythm in these strains. The one allele can apparently cause 
alterationsin the period of a number of overt rhythms anditis thisevidence that 
suggests that the period gene and gene product are somehow involved in the 
maintenance and/or production of a central pacemaker. This central pacemaker is 
believed to be the primary oscillator which entrains to the external light-dark cycle 
and internalises this signal. In turn, the pacemaker may entrain a whole series of 
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hierarchically-arranged slave oscillators. It is one of these slave oscillators which is 
believed to measure daylcngth in the photoperiodic time measuring system, and to 
determine the onset of diapause or non-diapause development. 
Circadian involvement in PFIM has been demonstrated in Dnelanogas:er. 
Resonance experiments performed on the wild-type flies have shown approximately 
24 hour peaks in diapause induction (Saunders, 1990). Such an experiment, where 
groups of flies are exposed to the same light pulse embedded in light-dark cycles of 
different durations, implies that the underlying mechanism in PFM has to be 
circadian because the period of the light-dark cycle changes and not the duration of 
the light pulse. The same duration of light can elicit either a long day (summer) or a 
short day(winter) response depending upon the period of the light-dark cycle. 
The  response of PFM on exposure to skeleton photoperiods (p134) also 
suggests a circadian involvement, although only a weak one. If the circadian system 
controls PPTM then one would predict that the photoperiodic response to skeleton 
photoperiods (where a photoperiod is replicated by two short light pulses representing 
the start and end of a complete long light pulse) would be simihr to the entrainment 
response of the overt rhythms to such skeletons. Typically, such a response involves 
(1) entrainment of the rhythm to the shortest gap between the two light pulses and (2) 
a 'zone of bistability' when the gap is close to i12. For the photoperiodic system 
results show that the incidence of diapause within the zone of bistability is variable. 
In the experiments covered in chapter 4, the wild-type has a high diapause (short day) 
response when exposed to skeleton photoperiods from LI) 1:1:1:21 to 1:7:1:15 or 
from 1:15:1:7 toj:21:j:1. In these skeletons the circadin system is assumed to take 
the shorter gap as 'day' and therefore produce a high incidence of diapause. Within 
the zone of bistability, LI) 1:8:1: 14 to j: 14:1:8, however, diapause incidence may be 
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reduced depending upon the phase of the circadian rhythm first illuminated by the one 
hour light pulse and the duration of the first dark gap. 
Whilst the evidence suggests that both locomotor activity and PPTM are 
controlled by a circadian oscillator, both systems appear to have different properties. 
The oscillator controlling locomotor activity is, like a large number of behavioural 
oscillators, remarkably self-sustainecL In constant conditions the rhythm free-runs 
with a period of approximately 24 hours in the wild-type. In pets and pe mutants 
a free-running rhythm is still observed although with drsstically altered periods. The 
locomotor activity rhythm does not appear to damp out in these strains. This is typical 
of a self-sustained rhythm which in other organisms can be seen to free-run for a 
considerable length of time (Fig 1.2). In the arrhythmicpe 0 andpef strains, release 
into constant darkness results in an arrhythmic locomotor activity pattern. The 
implication of this is that period plays some part in maintaining the rhythm 
contributing to its self-sustained nature. The oscillator governing PPTM in wild-type, 
pe,S and perL 2 mutants, on the other hand, appears to be highly damped. The 
evidence for this comes from resonance experiments (p24) (Saunders, 1990) and the 
weak responses to skeleton photoperiods given in chapter 4 (p137). Clearly the fact 
that the oscillatory systems controlling locomotor activity and PFFM have different 
properties is strong evidence that they are different 
However, there is further evidence that the two systems are governed by 
different oscillators. The locomotor activity rhythm has a period which is somehow 
per encoded. The period of the rhythm is clearly effected by the period allele, with 
mutations producing both short and long period locomotor activity rhythms. In the 
preceding chapters, rhythms in locomotor activity have been seen with periods of 
about 19 hours, 24 hours and 29 hours as well as the two arrhythmic strains which 
may or may not express ultradian rhythms. However, period mutants have now been 
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produced with locomotor activity rhythms which extend from 16 hours up to 40 hours 
(Hall, pers comm). In the case of the 19 and 29 hour period mutants (pei8  andpe,U) 
the mutations have separate effects upon different sections of the  locomotor activity 
rhythm, per 8 shortens cx whilst pe?I2  lengthens p (p68 and Fig 3.3). The changes in 
the period of the rhythm are also reflected in changes in the shape of the PRCs. pei8 
appears to be more light sensitive than per which, in turn, is more light sensitive than 
perU. The evidence clearly points to period playing some sort of role in the 
production and maintenance of the oscillatory rhythm governing activity and eclosion. 
In PPTM it appears that the period of the oscillator is not per encoded. The 
similnrity in critical daylength (CDL) in the wild-type, pe 8 and pejL 2 strains and the 
siriilar resonance experiment results suggests that period is :Iot direcdy involved in 
the production of the oscillator measuring daylength in the photoperiodic response. 
Similar CDLs imply that the oscillators have simiIr periods and the results of 
resonance experiments show all three strains (perk, pe 5 and pe,U)  have a rhythm 
underlying PFFM with an endogenous period of about 24 hours. Evidence from pei0 
and per (where CDLs are 3 and 5 hours shorter than wild-type respectively) suggest 
that period does play a modulatory role in PFFM (Saunders, 1990), as do the 
responses to skeleton photoperiods, where the wild-type has a different response from 
the two mutants. However, since per flies, with the period locus deleted, can 
distinguish long from short days in a photoperiodic response, then period cannot be 
essential to PFFM. 
One problem with this argument is that the two systems, photoperiodism and 
locomotor activity, have been analysed at different temperatures (1C and 2(PC 
respectively). Normally, circadian rhythms have been shown to be 
temperature-compensated and so this difference in temperature would have little 
effect In the wild-type temperature-compensation of the period of the locomotor 
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activity rhythm has been demonstrated (Konopka et al, 1989). However, in pei3 and 
perL2 there is evidence that temperature compensation is altered. The period of the 
locomotor activity rhythm in pei5 lengthens as temperature decreases and the period 
of perU shortens as temperature decreases (Konopka et a!, 1989). At 120C it is not 
inconceivable that the oscillators governing locomotor activity in all these strains 
might have the same period, and this oscillator could therefore control PPTM 
producing similfir CDLs for all three. The evidence that photoperiodic time 
measurement also occurs in perO and per (Saunders, 1990) does not help to solve this 
dilemma either, as the locomotor activity rhythm of both these strains can be 
organised by light-dart cycles. If the light-dark cycle forces an underlying highly 
damped "oscillatory system" which cannot free-run but does entrain in contiguous 
light-dart cycles, in theory, such a rhythm may also measure daylength. 
It has proved impossible to resolve this problem by measuring the CDL of the 
photoperiodic response of D.melanogoster mutants at 2(PC, because diapause does 
not occur at this temperature. 
However, the one difference between the two systems which cannot easily be 
put down to temperature differences is the level of supposed damping in locomotor 
activity and PFM. Analysis of the free-running nature of the locomotor activity 
rhythm at 120C could prove usefuL However, at such low temperatures the recording 
system used here is not appropriate because the flies become almost totally inactive. 
In the paper by Konopka et a! (1989) no mention is made of a change in the self-
sustained nature of the locomotor activity rhythm with changing temperature. It may 
be fair to assume that such changes do not take place and, therefore, we can conclude 




A model has been proposed which can demonstrate how the self-sustained, 
period encoded oscillator underlying the locomotor activity rhythm can Influence a 
second damped oscillator which does not involve period to produce photoperiodic 
response curves resembling those found in Drosophila melanogasrer and the period 
mutants (Gillanders & Saunders, 1992). This model not only explains the data in this 
species but can also be used to explain the photoperiodic responses of other 
insects (p151). 
The diapause response can only be observed when females are exposed to a 
low temperature, of about 120C, within the first ten hours after eclosion. This low 
temperature signal somehow allows the diapause system to determine ovarian 
development. Wild-type flies never respond to light-dark cycles with a 100% 
population diapause response (as opposed to a 100% quiescence which does not rely 
upon daylength). The switch from high to low diapause around the critical daylength 
is also quite protracted and the temperature range in which photoperiodic control of 
diapause can be observed is veiy narrow. All of these imply (1) that ovarian diapause 
in Drosophila melanogaster is comparatively shallow; (2) that the photoperiodic 
system is evolutionarily quite novel and, (3) that the overwintering strategy of this 
species cannot rely upon this system to any great extent outside the protection of the 
human environment. Nevertheless, the recently evolved photoperiodic diapause in 
D.melanogas:er (see below) must offer a distinct selective advantage over mere 
quiescence. 
Analysis of the photoperiodic response at carefully controlled temperatures 
clearly shows the shallow nature of the photoperiodic response. At 11°C a switch in 
development due to daylength cannot be observed because this temperature causes a 
quiescent ovarian state (i.e. the ovaries remain pre-vitellogenic irrespective of 
daylength). At 140C and above the 'high' temperatures appear to override any 
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photoperiodic response, forcing ovarian development, again iiTespective of daylength. 
It is only at 120C and 130C (in the wild-type) that a clear photoperiodic control of 
diapause can be observed. 
A comparison of the response of perk, pei 5 and pe,U flies at 130C to 
different photoperiods highlights a difference which implies that period might play 
some modulatory role in diapause determination. Namely there is a photoperiodic 
control mechanism in perk but not in per 5 or pe,U. Furthermore, the lack of 
photoperiodic control at this temperature in the two period mutants appears to be due 
to a loss of the ability of long days to reduce diapause induction (Fig 4.5). Put more 
simply, at 130C the period mutants have lost the tendency for long days to force 
ovarian maturation. 
Because the photoperiodic control mechanism in D.melanogaster appears so 
shallow it leads to speculation about the evolution of photoperiodically controlled 
diapause development in this and other species. The melanogasrer group is tropical in 
origin (Lemeunier er al, 1986). However, whilst tropical environments do have 
seasons, the variation in the duration of the light throughout a year is not marked. The 
changes in season cannot be 'tied' to changes in daylength through a photoperiodic 
control mechanism because changes in daylength are not large enough. Therefore it is 
a fair assumption that tropical drosophilids do not have a highly developed 
photoperiodic control mechanism, if any at all. Any weak photoperiodic response 
present can only be assumed to be the remnants of an ancestral system. Spread of the 
melanogasrer group northwards has meant that individuals have experienced more 
seasonally changeable environmental conditions and larger seasonal changes in 
daylength; these have presumably resulted in natural selection adapting the PPTM of 
this group to suit their environment 
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Drosophila melanogaster has spread northwards as a commensal with humans 
and as such it has been able to avoid most of the harsh environmental conditions 
associated with different seasons at higher latitudes. As a commensal, flies would 
overwinter in and around buildings and this has probably relaxed the selection 
pressures on the species which would normally lead to a highly developed 
photoperiodic control system. Because the extreme effects of winter conditions at 
higher latitudes could be cushioned by the living conditions of humans, any 
developing photoperiodic system can be considered to be evolutionarily novel and as 
such may provide Insight into PPTM by determining how it may have evolved. 
Eighteen other drosophild species have been shown to express a 
photoperiodically controlled diapause. Of these, 17 have an ovarian diapause and 
most of these tend to express a fairly strong response to changing daylength. A 
review of the most highly studied of these, D,phalerata (Geyspits & Simonenko, 
1970 Tyshchenko, 1972), D.11ttoralls (Lumme et a!, 1974; Lsmkine.., 1)86), and 
D.auraria (Iwao et a!, 1980, Pittendrigh & Taknniura, 1987), has been given in 
chapter 1. It is clear that the diapause control mechanism in these three species has 
evolved to be stronger than the response seen in D.me!anogaster, and any explanation 
of the evolution of the photoperiodic response in melanogaster must be extended to 
incorporate further development to evolve along the lines seen in other drosophilids. 
Obviously the evolution of the photoperiodic response in D.melanogaster must 
begin from the passive developmental quiescence induced by low temperatures. This 
process does not take into account daylength but is an immediate response to low 
temperature, which stops or slows down physiological processes, reducing the uptake 
of yolk-polypeptides by the ovaries and leaving them pre-vitellogenic. Quiescence is 
an immediate response, and cannot take account of 'expected seasonal temperatures. 
So a cold day in early spring will have the same effect upon ovarian development as a 
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5imilnr day in autumn despite the difference in future 'expected environmental 
conditions. Such a response to temperature cannot be too complex and cannot involve 
developmental changes which require a relatively long period of time. One of the 
main selective advantages of photoperiodic control of diapause lieS in the ability to 
disassociate the immediate environmental conditions from the developmental 
response, and enable complex overwintering processes to protect individuals from 
harsh environmental conditions to come. 
The means by which a photoperiodic control of development can be linked to 
quiescence could be two-fold. At temperatures higher than those which induce 
quiescence a daylength measuring system can determine short daylengths (winter 
conditions) and inhibit full ovarian maturation. Or in long days (summer conditions) 
at temperatures below which quiescence normally prevents ovarian development, this 
could be over-ridden. Which of these mechanisms is initially incoiporated into the 
life cycle depends upon which developmental process (entering diapause or avoiding 
diapause) provides the most appiopriate control. In Drosophila melaizogaster 
experiments have suggested that the diapause response is due to a forcing of ovarian 
maturation in long days at temperatures which would otherwise results in quiescence 
(p125). 
Such an initial control mechanism would seem intuitively more appropriate as 
it enables individuals to maximise their reproductive ability once summer conditions 
arise by linking ovarian development with daylength and not local temperature. 
Presumably, if inhibition of ovarian development was a developmentally more 
'difficult' task and had to be accurately tuned then photoperiodic control would evolve 
with short days preventing ovarian maturation at temperatures which normally cause 
normal vitellogenic development. 
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As the photoperiodic system develops and the advantages of a diapause stage 
iely less heavily upon temperature (or the necessity of diapause induction is required 
at higher temperatures) the drosophilid system would begin to incorporate short-day 
induced diapause development as well as long-day induced ovariaz, development at 
low temperatures. Clearly the further evolution of PPTM in drosophilids relies upon 
the response occurring over larger temperature raliges and then some form of 
temperature-compensation of the photoperiodic response to be incorporated. 
Bnnning (1936) suggested that the control mechanism governing 
photoperiodic time measurement is based upon a circadian oscillator. However, this 
oscillator is distinct from the circadian oscillator(s) controlling overt rhythmicity and 
involving period. The model proposed to explain periods modulatory role uoon the 
photoperiodic response involving two oscillators weakly coupled can also be usefully 
adapted for other drosophilds and other species (Vaz Nunes et al, 1991). However, 
whilst Drosophila melanogaster is an ideal organism for genetic analysis of the 
circadian system, and molecular and genetic analysis of the period locus is beginning 
to indicate a molecular mechanism for circadian thythm generation, the photoperiodic 
response appears rather too shallow for extensive analysis of the photoperiodic time 
measuring mechanism. Hopefully, future research may circumvent the shallow nature 
of the response seen in Canton-S wild-type by either analysing photoperiodic 
responses of more northerly wild-type strains with more robust photoperiodic 
responses, or by attempting to identify and mutate period homologues in other 
drosophilids with more robust and less temperature sensitive photoperiodic responses 
like, for example, Drosophila littoralis. 
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The following lists the computer programs used and listed in Appendix i to iii, 
describing their major PROCedures. 
Record:- 
PROCinit, issues instructions to run the program, sets the dimensions for the 
various variables and inputs the filename on which the data will be stored. 
PROCbox, draws on the screen the rectangular boxes in which the data will be 
displayed. 
PROC1og, 	for each of seven days, the program constantly checks the state of 
each of the 32 infra-red receivers in turn. The number of times each beam is 
broken in a ten minute 'bin' is counted. 
PROCdisplay, the number of times each channels beam is broken in the ten 
minute bin is displayed in the appropriate box produced in PROCbox on the 
screen. 
PROCstore, for each channel the number of times the beam is broken is 
converted to a string variable and added together to produce a long string of data 
listing consecutively the number of times each channel recorded a beam being 
broken in a ten minute bin. 
PROClog to PROCstore is repeated for each of 144 ten minute bins. 
Each of the strings of data are added together so that at the end of 	a day 
there is a long string of data which records the data for 	channel 1 for the 
first ten minute bin, followed by the data far 	channel 2, to channel 32, 
followed by the data for channel 1 for the second ten minute bin e.t.c.The 
following lists the computer 	programs used and listed in Appendix i to 
iii, describing their 
major PROCedures. 
Record:- 
PROCinit, issues instructions to run the program, sets the dimensions for the 
various variables and inputs the filename on which the data will be stored. 
PROCbox, draws on the screen the rectangular boxes in which the data will be 
displayed. 
PROCIog, for each of seven days, the program constantly checks the state of each 
of the 32 infra-red receivers in turn. The number of times each beam is broken 
in a ten minute 'bin' is counted. 
PROCdisplay, the number of times each channels beam is broken in the ten 
minute bin is displayed in the appropriate box produced in PROCbox on the 
screen. 
PROCstore, for each channel the number of times the beam is broken is 
converted to a string variable and added together to produce a long string of data 
listing consecutively the number of times each channel recorded a beam being 
broken in a ten minute bin. 
PROC1og to PROCstore is repeated for each of 144 ten minute bins. 
Each of the strings of data are added together so that at the end of 	a day 
there is a long string of data which records the data for 	channel 1 for the 
first ten minute bin, followed by the data far 	channel 2, to channel 32, 
followed by the data for channel 1 for the second ten minute bin e.t.c. 
PROCsave, the filename given in PROCinit is opened up and the string of data 
collected is recorded onto floppy disc. 
PROC1og to PROCsave is repeated for each of seven days. 
Recov32:- 
PROCinit, issues user instruction, inputs the name of the file holding data to be 
separated, the numbers of the channels to be recovered and the number of days 
of data recorded. 
PROCfrom_disc, for each channel for the requested number of days of data a 
pointer is moved through the recorded data file selecting the sequence of data 
points relevant to each fly. The data collected by the pointer is stored in a second 
data string. 
PROCto_disc, the data strings produced in PROCfrom_disc are stored on floppy 
disc. 
PROCdisplay, a representation of the data recovered is shown on the screen. 
Join32F:- 
PROCinit, sets the dimensions of a number of variables, inputs the names of the 
files to be joined together and the name of the final joined file. 
PROCread, opens up the first data file to be joined and reads the data strings into 
a series of variables, opens up the second data file and reads he data strings in 
this into a consecutive series of variables. 
PROCwrite, opens up the data file to store the joined data and reads the 
complete series of string variables into this file. 
Join32(2 1):- 
- 	This file follows the same procedures as Join32F except one fourteen day 
file and a second seven day file are joined together. 
Ctwork:- 
PROCinit, inputs the name of the data file to be printed, the number of days in 
this data file, the start time of the experiment and the time of the light pulse. 
Then this procedure sets the dimensions of the variables. 
PROCread, opens up the data file and reads the data into a series of string 
variables. 
PROCdisplay, via PROCbox and PROChisto a double plotted actogram is 
displayed on the screen showing the activity of the individual fly. 
PROCmouse, using the mouse this allows sections of the actogram to be selected. 
The duration of each section of activity is calculated and a mean duration for a 
number of selected sections calculated. The actual number of times the infra-red 
beam was broken during the sections of activity is calculated and a mean value 
calculated for a number of different sections selected. The midpoint of each 
selected section of the activity rhythm is calculated and a regression line calculated 
through the midpoint of a number of subsequent days. 
PROCagain, a second regression line can be calculated, or the actogram with one 
regression line can be printed. 
PROCphshift, the subjected phase of the activity rhythm illuminated by the light 
pulse is calculated with reference to the first regression line calculated. This 
process is repeated, calculating the phase of the light pulse with reference to the 
second regression line. The phase shift due to the light pulse illuminating the 
free-running rhythm is calculated by subtracting one value from the other. 
Periodogram:- 
The initial portion of the program issues instructions initialises y riables and loads 
the data to be analysed. 
PROCrandomize, pseudo-randomly reorganizes the data froni/the file into a 
random order. 
PROCsetscanspeed, inputs the periods to be tested for in the dati 
PROCformestimate, statistically 'fits' rhythms over the randomised data to 
produce confidence limits with which to compare the analysis of the actual data. 
PROCfindvarmax, attempts to calculate maximum level of activity. 
PROCdrawpergram, draws the periodogram of the data shoeing the variance in 
the data from each of the input periods to be tested. This variance demonstrates 
the likely periodicity, if any, present in the data. A more thorough explanation of 
the mathematical basis behind periodogram analysis is not appropriate here. 
Formest:- 
This program works in almost the same way as Periodogram except that no 
periodograrn calculations are formed, instead the average formestimate for a 
number of individuals is superimposed to give a group form estimate. 
Entper: - 
PROCinit, inputs the strain of fly to be modelled, the light regimen under which 
it is to be modelled and sets the dimensions of a number of females. 
PROCdata, lists the circadian time resulting from a light pulse of given duration 
falling at a given phase of a free-running rhythm. This data is taken from the 
experimental work undertaken in the thesis. 
PROCcaIc, calculates the phase of the phase shifts induced in the free-running 
rhythm and repeats this for a number of pulses to show steady state entrainment 
between them. 
PROCdisplay, displays the model entrained rhythm on a stylised fictional 
actogram. 
Appendix i 
Program Name : Record 
Aim: To record the raw data, 32 flies can be monitored at a time in the holders, the 
number of times each fly breaks the infra-red beam in a ten minute period is stored on 
floppy disc for later analysis. 
lOON ERROR PROCerror 
20 MODE 128 
30 REM Fly Countu Program 




80 DEF PROCIog 
90 FOR day%=1 TO 7 
100 FOR ch%- 1T032 
110 res$(ch%)"" 
120 NEXT ch% 
130 FOR iter%.1 TO 144 
140 TIME=0 
150 REPEAT 
160 FOR ch%=1 TO 32:?&FE60=(ch%-1 AND &3F)x%=(?&FE60 DN64) AND 1:I17 x%=1 THEN 
f%(ch%)=1 ELSE IF f%(ch%)=1 THEN f%(ch%) d%(ch%)=d%(ch%)+1 
170 NEXT ch% 
180 UNTIL TIME>59740 
190 PROCdisplay 
200 PROCstore 
210 NEXT iter% 
220 PROCsave 




270 DEF PROCinit 
280PRINTrAB(2,2)"This program is RECORD" 
300PRINTrAB(2$rme function of this program is to recrad the data as it comes 
siraight"TAB(2,7)"frorn the infrared sensors. Before this can be done you should take this" 
310PRINTrAB(2,9)"disc out and turn the computa off and then on aain. Now push down 
the"TAB(2,1 1)"switch at the back of the disc drive (changing the machine from 80 to" 
320PRINTrAB(2,13)'40 track) and place in drive 0 the disc marked 'ACORN 64K SIDEWAYS 
RAM"TAB(2,15)"SUPPORT DISC. Type in the command *BAS  128, press reuan and fairly" 
330PRINTrAB(2,17)"quickly two lines of text will appear in the top left-hand cornor of 
the"TAB(2,19)"sczeen. If this does not happen and an error message appears turn 
the"TAB(2,21)"compater off and start again. Once the commnnd has been" 
340PRPMAB(2,21)lcompater off and start again. Once the command has been obeyed take this" 
35OPRINTFAB(2,23)"disc out and (NB.!!) puSh up the switch at the back of the disc drive 
to"TAB(2,25)"iewzn it to 80 track. Now you can toed RECoRD." 
360PR1NTMB(227)"The display will show all 32 channels at once: the top row being, 
from"TAE(2,29)"left to right, chl-8; the second row ch9-16 etc." 
370PRINTrAB(20,31)"PRESS SPACE BAR WHEN READY" 
38OREPEAT UNTIL GET=32 
390 CLS 
400 ?&FE62=&BF 
410 DIM res$(32),d%(32),f%(32) 
420 p%=0 




470 DEF PROCsave 
480 A=OPENUP(n$) 
490 PTR#A=p% 













630 MOVE x%,h% 
640 DRAW x%,h%-224 
650 MOVE x%,h%-232 
660 DRAW x%,h%-456 
670 MOVE x%,h%464 
680 DRAW x%,h%-688 
690 MOVE x%,h%696 
700 DRAW x%Ji%-920 
710 x%=x%+144 
720 MOVE x%,h% 
730 DRAW x%,h%-224 
740 MOVE x%,h%-232 
750 DRAW x%,h%-456 
760 MOVE x%,h%464 
770 DRAW x%,h%-688 
780 MOVE x%,h%-696 
790 DRAW x% j%-920 
800 DRAW x%,h%-914 
810 NEXT 1% 
820 ENDPROC 
830: 
840 DEF PROChisto 
850 h%=h%-(day%32) 
860 FOR i%=0 TO 7 
870 MOVE (i%160)+2+iter%,h% 



















1070 DEF PROCstore 
1080 FOR ch%=1 TO 32 
1090 IF d%(ch%)>254 THEN d%(ch%)=254 
1100 res$(ch%)=Tes$(ch%)+CHR$(d%(Ch%)) 
1110 d%(ch%)=0 
1120 NEXT ch% 
1130 ENDPROC 
1140: 
1150 DEF PROCenor 
1160 CLOSE#0 
1170 REPORT 




Program Name : Recov32 
Aim: To convert the data file originally recorded on the BBC into 32 seperate files, 
each one representing an individual fly, each one 7 containing 7 days data and stored 
on in a format suitable for analysis on the Archimedes. 
lOON ERROR PROCerror 
20REM PROGRAM RECOVER32 
3OMODE 128 
4OPROCinit 








130PRINTrAB(2,2)"This program is RECOV32 for the ARCHIMEDES" 
140PRINTTAB(2,3)" 
150PRINTrAB(2,6)"This program processes the raw data file that has come from the 
compuzer"TAB(2,8)"and separates our the data for each chaiuieLThe name fir each new" 
160PRINTFAB(2,10)"flle inccrporales the raw data file-name plus the number of 
thTAB(2,12)"chRnnel.Therefcre it is important that the raw data file name is no longer 
"TAB(2,14)"than 5 numbers or letters." 
170PRINTrAB(2,16)'The raw data file must have been copied to an ARCHIMEDES 
disc.The'TAB(218)'new files will also be stored on this file." 
190PRINTFAB(15,30)"PRESS SPACE BAR WHEN READY" 
200REPEAT UNTIL GET=32 
210CL&PRINT"Place disc in ARCHIMEDES DRIVE 0" 
220 PROCpause 
2400 . 
250INPUT"Name of recorded data flle?"n$ 
260INPUrFirst chnmel to be zecovered"a% 
265INPUT'Last channel to be recovered"chs% 














430CL&PRlNT"Oanne1 ";ch%;" "chn$;"" 
440B=OPENOUT(chn$) 








530F0R day%=1TO days% 
540d5—res$(day%) 
















7l0PRlNrPress SPACE BAR when ready' 
72OREPEAT UNTIL GET"32 
73OENDPROC 
Program Name : Join32F 
Aim: To join togethertwo7 day dataflies for an individual fly recordedon 
subsequent days to produce a data file containing all 14 days of data which can be 
used to produce 14 day actograms. 
1OREM PROGRAM JOIN32F 
20 MODE 128 








1 IODIM res$(14) 
12OCLS 
250PRINTI'AB(2,2)'Insert file cont4ning';TAB(2,4)"daIa to be joined.' 
260PROCpause 
27024PUT'Stcm name of first files? 'stem 1$ 
280INPUT"Stem name of second files? 'stem2$ 
29OINPUT'Stem name of final files? "steinf$ 
300INPUT'No. of files to be joined? 'flles% 
305 INPUT'No. of days recorded in second file? "secdays% 
3IOCLS 
320F0R flle%=1 TO flles% 





























640PRINT TAB(2,0);"PRESS SPACE BAR WHEN READY" 











760PRINT TAB(2,2)'This program is JOIN32VTAB(2,3)"_______________ 
765PRINT TAB(2,6); "This program joüis files flrn";TAB(2,8);"two original files." 
770PRINT TAB(2,I0);"Plsce disc with the flrst";TAB(2,12);"fl1es in Drive 2, the second 















Program Name : Join32(21) 
Aim: To join together the data recorded for an individual fly over a fourteen day 
period with dazarecorded for the same flyover a subsequent 7 day period toproduce a 
data ifie which can be used to produce 21 day actograins. 
1OREM PROGRAM J01N32(21) 
2OMODE 128 








I 1ODIM res$(21) 
12OCLS 
250PRrAB(2,2)"Inst file c1t2inmg";TAB(2,4)"da1a to be joined." 
260PROCpause 
270INPUT' Stem name of first files? "stem 1$ 
280INPUT'Stem name of second files? stem2$ 
290INPUT'Stem name of final files? "stemi 
300INPUT'No. of files to be joined? "flles% 
3IOCLS 
320F0R flle%=I TO flles% 





























640PRINT TAB(2,20);'PRESS SPACE BAR WHEN READY 











760PRINT TAB(2.2VThis piogram is J01N32F"TAB(2,3)"______________ 
765PRINT TAB2,6,"Thisproram joins files from";TAB(2.8);"two original files." 
770PRINT TAB(2,10);"Place disc with the flrst";TAB(2, 12); "flIes in Drive 2, the second 















Program Name : Ctwork 
Aim: To firstly plot an actogram from the data recorded for an individual fly, then by 
using the mouse to highlight the start and end of the activity band a regression line is 
calculated through the midpoint of activity and the period of the rhythm calculated 
from this line. The mean duration of a is calculted and the mean amount of activity 
found within a. The program can by calculating two regression lines, one before a 
disturbing pulse and one after a pulse, calculate the phase shift in circa1ian hours 
produced by the disturbance in the rhythm. 
IOREM DISPLAY 32 
20 ON ERROR PROCerror 








110 IF n=2 THEN PROCphshift 
120 PROCdata 
129 INPUT TAB(30,30) "PRESS P TO PRINT';C$ 
130 PRINT TAB(30,30)" 
131 IFC$- "P" THEN PROCprint 
140 MOUSE OFF 
150 END 
160: 
170 DEF PROCinit 
180 CLS:INPUT"Name of file to be diilayed? "n$ 
190 INPUT "Start time of experiment? start 
200 INPUT'Total number of thys? - days% 
210 INPUT"Time of light pulse? hpulse 
220 IF hpulse < start THEN hpulse = hpulse + 24 
230 INPtJrDay of light pulse? "dpulse% 
240 DIM res$(days%+1)DIM dstart%(days%+2):DIM istart%(days%+2) 
250 DIM dfln%(days%+2):DIM ifln%(thys%+2):DIM tau(2) 
260 DIM tot%(days%+1):DIM yd(thys%+1):DIM xi(days%+1) 
270 DIM time%(days%+1):DIM mse(2):DIM mt(2):DIM b(2):DIM a(2) 
280 DIM xstart(days%+1).DIM ystan(days%+1):DIM xend(days%+1) 
290 DIM yend(days%+l):sizc=l 
300 no% = 1 
310 ENDPROC 
320: 
330 DEF PROCuLIe 
340 CLS:PRINT TAB(0,0); "Display for "n$ 
350 PRINT TAB(57,0); "Start time ;szart 
360 ENDPROC 
370: 
380 DEF PROCread 
390 A=OPENUP(n$) 
400 FOR day%= 1 TOdays% 
410 INPUT#Ajes$(day%) 









510 DEF PROCbox 
520 x%=80 
530 FOR y%=896 TO (896(64*days%)) STEP-64 
540 MOVE x%,y%:DRAW x%+1152,y% 
550 NEXTy% 
560y%=896 
570 POR x%=80 TO 1239 SThP 576 
580 MOVE x%,y%:DRAW x%,y%-(64days%) 
590 NEXT x% 
600 FOR x%= 80 TO 1232 SThP 48 
610 MOVE x%,y%:DRAW x%,y%+16 
620 NEXT x% 
630 ENDPROC 
640: 
650 DEF PROCpause 
660 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32 
670 ENDPROC 
680: 
690 DEF PROChisto 
700 height%=896 
710 FOR day%= ITO days% 
720 y%=height%.(64*day%) 
730 x%=80:right% = 0 
740 PROCdraw 
750 x% = 656:right% 1 
760 PROCdraw 
770 NEXT day% 
780 INPUT TAB(2,2) "PRESS B-INCREASE SCALE, CCONTINUE PicPRINT, SDECREASE 
SIZE";C$ 
790 PRINT TAB(2,2)" 	 N 
800 IF C$ = "B" THEN size - size +1: GOTO 60 





840 DEF PROCdraw 
850 d$=res$(day% + nght%) 
860 FOR iter% =110144 
870 MOVE 4*j%.4.%,y% 
880 iS=MIDS(dS%,1) 
890 n%=ASC(i$) 
900 IFn%>(60/size) THEN n%=(60/size) 
910 DRAW 4*iter%+x%,y%+(n%*size) 
920 NEXF iter% 
930 LOX = 	(hu 	)*24):LOy = 896 - (dpulse%*64) 
940 MOVE LOX,(LOY-5):DRAW LOX,(LOY+69) 
950 ENDPROC 
960: 
970 DEF PROCmouse 
980 OPORTM 
990 MOUSE ON 
1000 REPEAT 
1010 MOUSE xm%,ym%,b% 
1020 CASE b% OF 
1030 WHEN 4:b%=0.PROCstcaIc 
1040 WHEN 2b%=0PROCencalcrno% +=1 
1050 ENDCASE 
1060 UNTIL b%-1 
1070 FOR runs% = 110 (no%-1) 
1080 d$ = resS(dstan%(runs%)) 
1090 IF dfin%(runs%)>dstart%(runs%) THEN PROCtwodays 
1100 FOR 1% = istart%(nms%) 1X) ifin%(runs%) 
1110 i$= MIDS(d$,i%, 1) 
1120 n% = ASC(iS) 
1130 tot%(runs%) = tot%(runs%) + n% 
1140 ume%(runs%) = tüne%(runs%) + 1 
1150 NEXT 1% 
1160 act = act +tot%(runs%) 
1170 Li = ii +time%(runs%) 
1180 NEXT nms% 
1190 mac(n)=act/(no%-1) 
1200 mt(n) = (ti/(no%-1))(6 
1210 FOR runs% =110 (no%-1) 
1220 xi(runs%) = ((xend(nms%)-xstart(ns%))f2)+xstafl(runs%) 
1230 yd(runs%) = (ystart(runs%)D1V64)64 
1240 sxi = sxi + xi(runs%) 
1250 syd = syd + yd(runs%) 
1260 smuk = smult + (xi(runs%)*yd(runs%)) 
1270 sxisq = sxisq + (xi(runs%)xi(nms%)) 
1280 sydsq = sydsq + (yd(runs%)*yd(runs%)) 
1290 MOVE xi(runs%),yd(ru%):DRAW xi(nms%),yd(runs%)-lS 
1300 NEXT nms% 
1310 Bxy (((no%1)*sznuksxi*Syd))/(((00%-1)*SydSqX8YdsYd)) 
1320 Axy = (sxi/(no%1)(s)Fd/(flO%-1))*8Xy) 
1330 Xo = (Bxy*(((ycta1(1)..(4)DW64)*64)).fAxy 
1340 MOVE Xo,(((ysart(1)*64)DW64)64) 
1350 Xl = (Bxy*((yd(no%-1)-64)))+Axy 
1360 DRAW X1,((yd(no%-1)-64)) 
1370 MOUSE OFF 
1380 ENDPROC 
1390: 
1400 DEF PROCstcaIc 
1410 xssart(no%) = xm%:ystart(no%) =yzn% 
1420 IF xstart(no%) <656 ThEN GOTO 1440 
1430 xm% .=656:ym% —64 
1440 iszaii%(no%) = (xm%-80)/4 
1450 dstart%(no%) - ((896-yin%)i4)+1:b%-0 
1460 FOR A=i TO 7000 
1470 NEXT A 
1480 ENDPROC 
1490: 
1500 DEF PROCencaic 
1510 xend(no%) = xzn%:ycnd(no%) = ym% 
1520 IF xend(no%) <656 THEN GOTO 1540 
1530 xm%-56:ym%-4 
1540 dfin%(no%) = ((896-ym%) I 64)+1 
1550 ifin%(IE%) = (xm%-80)/4 
1560 b%=0 
1570FORA= ITO 7000 
1580 NEXT A 
1590 ENDPROC 
1600: 
1610 DEF PROCtwodays 
1620 FOR i = istart%(nms%) TO 144 
1630 i$ = MIDc(d$, 4 1) 
1640 n% = ASC(i5) 
1650 tot%(runs%) - tot%(runs%) + n% 
1660 NEXT i 
1670 thne%(runs%) - 144- istan%(runs%) 
1680 istart%(runs%) - Od$ - iesS(d9azt%(zuns%)+1) 
1690 ENDPROC 
1700: 
1710 DEF PROCagain 
1711 INPUT TAB(2,2) "PRESS P TO PRINT, A TO DRAW ANOTHER LINE";C5 
1712PRINTTAB(2,2)" 
1720 IFC$= "A"THENGOTO 1750 
1730 IF C$ = "P" THEN PROCprint 
1740G0T0 1890 
1750 b(n) = Bxy 
1760 a(n) = Axy 
1770 syd:smu1t=0sxisq=0sydS(p0 
1780FORnins%= 1 TOno% 
1790 tot%(runs%) = Otime%(runs%) = 0 
1800 NEXT nms% 
1810 ao%= 1 
1820 actD=0 
1830 xb = (b(n)*896)+a(n) 
1840 xa = (b(n)832)+a(n) 
1850 tau(n) = (144-((xb-xa)/4))i 
1860 n+=1 
1870 PROCmouse 
1880 INPUT TAB(2,2) "PRESS P TO PR1NTC$ 
1881 PRINTTAB(2,2) " 
1883 IF C$ = "P" THEN PROCprini 
1890 b(n) = Bxy 
1900 a(n)= Axy 
1910 xb = (b(n)*896)+a(n) 
1920 xa = (b(n)*832)+a( n) 
1930 tau(n) = (144-((xb-xa)/4))m 
1940 ENDPROC 
1950: 





2010 PRINT "BER)RE DISTURBING PULSE" 
2020 PRINT "MEAN AMOUNT OF AC'IlVlTY = "mXn) 
2030 PRINT "MEAN LENGTH OF ALPHA' a "m1(n) 
2040 PRINT "TAU FROM REGRESSION LINE - "1au(1) 
2050 n=2 
2060 PRINT 
2070 IF mac(n) = 0 THEN GOTO 2180 
2080 PRINT "AFTER DISTURBING PULSE" 
2090 PRINT "MEAN AMOUNT OF ACIIV1TY = ";m(n) 
2100 PRINT "MEAN LENGTH OF 'ALPHA = ";mt(n) 
2110 PRINT "TAU FROM REGRESSION LINE = ";sau(2) 
212OPRINT 
2130IFn= 1 THENGOTO@@@@ 
2140 PRINT "Circadian time of pulse (before pulse) is ";ctlipulse 
2150 PRINT "Circadian time of pulse (after pulse) is ";ctlipulseaft 
2160 
2170 PRINT "Phase shift a ";thishift;" hours" 
2180 ENDPROC 
2190 IF GETS = "P" THEN PROCprint 
2210 DEF PROCphshift 
2220 ct6bef = (b(1)*(896.(dpulse%*64)))+a(1) 
2230 ct6aft = (b(2)*(896(dpulse%*64)))+a(2) 
2240 ct6bef = ((ct6bef.80)/4) 
2250 ct6aft = ((ct6aft-80)/4) 
2260 lix = (hpulse-slart)6 
2270 IF lix >ct,ef THEN ctlibef=6+(((lix-cef)/6) 0(24/tau(1))) ELSE cilibef = 30-(((ct6bef 
lix)/6)*(24/tau(1))) 
2280 IF lix >ct6aft THEN cthaft((lix.ct6aft)j)*(24/tau(2))) ELSE ciliaft a 30-(((ct6aft-
lix)l)*(24/tau(2))) 
2290 phaseshift = (ctliaftcdibef) 
2300 IF phaseshift> 12 THEN phaseshift - phaseshift .24 
2310 IF phaseshift <-12 THEN phaseshift = phaseshift + 24 
2320 ctlipulse = ctlibef 
2330 czlipulseaft = cthaft 
2331 IF cthpulse <0 THEN ctlinulse = cthnulse+24 
2340 IF cthpulse >24 THEN pulse a I[ipuIse-24 
2341 IF cilipulseaft <0 THEN ctlinulseaft = ctliriulseaft+24 
2342 IF cthpulseaft> 24 THEN i[ipulseaft = c1pulseaft-24 
2350 ENDPROC 
2360: 






2430 DEF PROCerror 
2440 CLOSE#O 




Program Name : Periodograxn analysis 
Aim: To determine whether the locomotor activity of an individual exhibits a 
rhythmic pattern, to highlight the period of this rhythm and then plot a form estimate 
for the rhythm with this period 
10REM PERIODOGRAM ANALYSIS 
20REMPROCScreenDumpAssemble 
30REM USE CALL &A0O mR SCDUMP 
40 
60M0DE128 
150CLS:INPUT"Name of file to be analysed? "aS 
16OINPUT"Number of days?'days% 
170INPUT"Start iter no?" start% 








2701F pass=1 G0T0420 
280CLSPRrAB(3,0)"Hello, at this point the actual data we being loaded in order to be analysed." 
290 A=OPENIN(n$) 




340F0R day%=1 TO days% 
350d5=ies$(day%) 






420 FOR P=B TOE 
430F0R 1=1 TO P.F(1)NEXT 
440PROCformes*imate 
4501F speed=1 THEN 490 
460PROCdrawformest 
4701F GFr=32 THEN PROCdavid 
480PROCprintfonnest 
490 V(P)=V 









5901F pass=1 GOTO 610 
600FOR 1=B TO E:V1(I)'.'V(I).NEXT I 
6101F E-B=0 THEN 650 
620PROCdrawpergram 













1040PRINT"What is the sbertest period to test for 
1050INPIJT B 
1060PR24rwhat is the longest period to test for 
107OINPtJT E 
1080DIM F(E),V(E),V1(E) 
1090PRINT"Select 1 for Fast,2 for Slow route.":speed GET:speed-speed-48:PRINT speed 
1 100ENDPROC 
1110: 
1 I2ODEF PROCfcnnestimate 
1 130CLS:PRINT1'AB(0,"CalcuIadng periodicity-"P 
1I40FORU-1 TOP 
1 15OFOR YU TO (end%-stwt%) STEP P 




1200rep(end%-stan%) DW Prem=(end%-stait%) MOD P 
1210FOR 1=1 TOzm 
1220F(I)=F(1)/(reps+1) 
123ONEXT I 
1240F0R 1=zem+1 TO PF(1)=F(1)keps:NEXT 
125OREM Select Highest F(I) 
12601F speed=1 THEN 132O 
l27OZzF(1) 
1280F0R I2 TO P 
1290X=F(1) 
13001F X>Z THEN Z=X 
131ONEXT I 
132OREM CALC OF MEAN AND VARIANCE 
1330M 
1340F0R 1=1 TO PM=M+F(1):NEXT I 
1350M=MIP 
1360V 




142OCLS 	 7 1450PRI4TAL this point the data is being loaded to be randomised in order to pmduce the confidence 
lunits on the penodograrn." 
140APENIN(n$) 




1510FOR day%=1 TO days% 
1520d$=res$(day%) 

















I700DRAW 100,924:DRAW 1180,924:DRAW 1180,I00DRAW 100,100 
1710MOVE 100,100+(F(P)84WZ) 
1720F0R I-I TO PGOSUB200thDRAW XYNEXT I 
1730average=100+(M*824Z):MOVE 100,avagePLOT 21,1 180.avetage 
1740VDU5 
17501F P>50 step=5 ELSE stepz2 
1760 FOR 1=0 1'0 P STEP step 
1770GOSUB2000 





1830MOVE 400,40:PRINT'PERIOD PHASE" 
1840MOVE 100,97OPRINVR)RM ESTIMATE,P- "P" from" 
18501F passol THEN 1870 
1860MOVE 900,970-.PRINT"RANDOMIZED" 





1920F0R 1=1 TO 9 
I930MOVE 10,I*50+300:PRINT MID$(AS, 10-1 1) 
194ONEXT 
1950mean$=STRS((INT((M) 0 100)y100) 









2050PRINT'PRINT OUT FORM ESTIMATE VALUES? (Y/N)" 
206024PUTA$:IF AS="N" THEN ENDPROC 
2070PRINT;"PRASE","REPL.","AIEL." 
2080F0R 1=1 TO PPRINT 	S(iepa+1)LEFI$(STRS((INT(F(I)* 100))/100),4):NEXT 
2090pR1NrpER1oDp."MEAN="M"VARIANcE=";V 





2I50FOR I=B TO E 
21601F V(I)>varmax THEN varmax=V(I) 









2270F0R 1=8+1 TO EGOSUB2560:DRAW XYNEXT 
2280VDU5 
2290step=1:IP E-B10 THEN step=2:IF E-B>20 THEN step=S:IF E-B>50 THEN step=10 
2300F0R I=B TO E STEP stepGOSUB2560:MOVE X,80:DRAW X,100:MOVE X-26,76:PRJNT 
STRS(1)NEXT 
23 10FOR 1=0 TO vaimax STEP 2 
2320Y=100+(1824/varmax) 
2330M0VE 80,Y:DRAW 100,Y 
234ONEXT 
2350M0VE 20,Y+16:PRINT STRS(I-2) 
2360AS='VARIANcE" 
2370F0R 1=1 TO 9 
2380M0VE 10,1*50+300..PRINT MID$(AS, 10-I 1) 
239ONEXT 
2400MOVE 100.970PRINrPERJODOGRAM,P=";S;" TO ";E 
2410MOVE 400,45:PRINT'PERIOD LENGTH IN TEN MINUTE INTERVALS' 
2420!? passo'l THEN 2440 
2430M0VE 900,970PRJNTRANDOM3ZED" 
2440REM IF passc>2 THEN 2660 
2500PLOT 21,1 180,y2:PRINT"95%" 











2630PRINTPRINT OUT PERIODOGRAM VALUES? (Y/N)" 
264OINPUTA$:IF AS="N" THEN ENDPROC 
2650PRINT"PERIOD","VARIANCE" 
2660F0R I=B TO E:PRINT;1,(INT(V1(1)100))/100NEXT 




















28701F n=3 T=12.706 
28801? n=4 T=4.303 
28901? n=5 T=3.182 
29001? n=6 T=2.776 
29101? n=7 T=2.571 
2920!? n=8 T=2.447 
29301? n=9 T=2.365 
29401? n=10 T=2.306 
29501? n=11 T=2.262 
29601? n=12 T=2.228 
29701? n>12 1=2.179 
29801? n>14 1=2.145 
29901? n>16 T=2. 120 
30001? n>18 1=2.101 
30101? n>20 1=2.086 
30201F n>22 T-2.064. 
30301P n>26 T.2.042 














Program Name : Formest 
Aim: To produce a population mean form estimate by calduinting the shape of a 
number of form estimates for individuaLs from a given population and 'adding' them 
together 
10REM PROGRAM TO PRODUCE MEAN FORM ESTIMATE FROM NUMBER OF FLIES 
20REM ENTRAINED TO LIGHT DARK CYCLE 
30M0DE128 
40CLS:INPUT'Nwnbez of data files to produce mean foun estimate from? "N 
50INPUT"Whai period do you want to test f? "P 
60INPUT"At what iteration does light ceme on? "LON 
70INPUT"At what iteration does light go off? "LOP 
80lNPurNwnber of days?thys% 
90DIM resS(days%+1) 
100DIM D%(3024):DIM F(P).DIM V(P):DIM A(P) 
110 FOR I1 TO P.A(I)a0.NEXT I 
120FORruns= 1 TON 
130INPUT"Name of file? "n$ 
I40INPUT"Start iter no?" start% 
150 INPUT"End iter no?" end% 
I6OCLS 
170 A=OPENTN(n$) 




220F0R day%=1 TO days% 
230d$—res$(day%) 
240F0R iter%=1 TO 144 





300FOR 1=1 TO P.F(I)=0-.NEXT 
3 lOPROCfonnes*iniaie 
32ONEXT runs 
330FOR 1=1 TO Ptot4ot+A(1)NEXF LMtot,lP 
340PROCdrawformest 




390F0R U=1 TOP 





450reps=(end%-start%) DW P:rem=(end%-start%) MOD P 
460F0R 1=1 TO rem 
470F(I)=F(l)/(rep9+1) 
48ONEXT I 
490F0R I=zem+1 TO PF(I)F(I)frepsNEXT 
500Z=F(1) 
5I0FOR 1=2 TO P 
520X=F(I) 
5301F X>Z THEN Z=X 
54ONEXT I 





600INPUTSUaIn of flies? NSS 
6I024PUT"T-cycle? "$3 
620LS 
630PRINT TAB(10,1) S$.PRINT TAB(25,1) I3.PRINT TAB(30,1) N 
640MOVE 100,100 
650DRAW 100,924:DRAW 1180,924:DRAW 1180,100DRAW 100,100 
660MOVE 100.100+(A(P)*840/N) 
670F0R 1=1 TO PGOSUBSOODRAW X,Y24EXT I 
680average=100+(M*8241Z):MOVE 100,averagePtOT 21,1 180,avage 
690VDU5 
7(fl* 	))/fl0 
710MOVE 1200,average+16PRINT LEFI$(mean$,4) 
720VDU4 
730X_1004{LON*1080/P) 
740MOVE X,60.DRAW X,924 
750X-1004-(LOP1O8O/P) 
760MOVE X,60.DRAW iC,924 












Program Name : Entper 
Aim: To predict the phase relationship between various light-dark cycles and the 
circadian oscillator controlling locomotor activity using the experimentally acquired 
PRC data. 
100 ON ERROR PROCerror 
200 REM EN1RANT PROGRAM 








800 IF 	 32 ThEN PROCprint 
900 PROCfonnest 
1000 IF GET=32 THEN PROCxint 
1100 END 
1200: 
1300 DEF PROCinput 
1400 INPUT "Which stmin, pers = 1; per+ =2; perL2 = 3?"suain 
1500 INPUT "How many pulses of light in an LD cycle "p 
1600 DIM dp(p+1):DIM lp(p+1):DIM C1'(41,p4.1) 
1700FORn=lTOp 
1800 INPUT "Length of light pulse "ap(n) 
1900 INPUT "Length of dait gap "dp(n) 
2000 IF rp TEEN GO1 2200 
2100 NEXTn 
2200 INPUT "Ciivadian time of first pulse ";CT(1,1) 
2300 lp(0)=0CASE suain OF 
2400 WHEN 1: dp(0)=CT(1,11.2183 
2500 WHEN 2: dp(0)=CT(1,1YLO118 
2600 WHEN 3: dp(0)=CT(1,1).8247 
2700 ENDCASE 
2800 DIM T(3,10,25) 
2900 ENDPROC 
3000: 






























































9300 T(2,1,1 1)=8.0 
9400 T(2,1,12)=8.7 
9500 T(2,1,13)=9.5 
9600 T(2, 1 ,14)=10.5 























































































13400 DEF PROCcaIc 
13500 CLS 
13600 FOR N=1 T021 





14200 CASE suain OF 
14300 WHEN l:C 	+1-ct-(difff)+(dp(n) 1.2183) 
14400 WHEN 2:C+ldifff)+(dp(fl) 1.0118) 
14500 WHEN 3:C+1 +(dfl)0.8247) 
14600 ENDCASE 
14700 REPEAT 
14800 IF CT(N,n+l)>24 THEN CF(N,n+1)C1(N,fl+1)-24 
14900 UNTIL CT(N,n+1)<=24 
15000 NExrn 







15700 DEF PROCpause 
15800 REPEAT UN11L GET-32 
15900 ENDPROC 
16000: 






16700 DEF PROCbox 
16800 x%=40 
16900 FOR y%=40 TO 880 STEP 40 
1700') MOVE x%,y%:DRAW x%+1200,y% 
17100 NEXT y% 
17200 RECTANGLE 40,40,1200,840 
17300 y%=880 
17400 FOR x%=40 TO 1240 STEP 50 
17500 MOVE x%,y%:DRAW x%,y%+7 
17600 NEXT x% 
17700 ENDPROC 
17800: 
17900 DEF PROCdmw 
18000 D=1 
18100 CASE strain OF 
18200 WHEN 1: x%=40+((CF(1,1)/1.2183)50) 
18300 WHEN 2: x%=40+((CT(1,1)/1.0118)50) 
18400 WHEN 3: x%=40+((CT(1,1)10.8247)50) 
18500 ENDCASE 
18600 FOR N=1 TO 21 
18700 ast%) 
18800 FOR n=1 TO p 
18900 z%=lp(n)*50 
19000 IF x%>1240 THEN PROCnew 
19100 IF x%>(1240-(Ip(n)50)) THEN GOTO 19900 
19200 y%=880-(40D) 
19300 PROCast 
19400 RECTANGLE x%,y%,z%,40 
19500 x%=x%+(Ip(n)*50)+(dp(fl)*50) 






20200 RECTANGLE x%,y%,w%,40 
20300 D=D+l 




20800 RECTANGLE w%,y%,z%,40 
20900 D=D-1 
21000 GOTO 19500 
21100: 





21700 DEF PROCsplit 
21800 w%=1240-x% 
21900 y%=880(40*D) 





22600 DEF PROCast 
22700 IF CT(N,n)<6 AND np THEN ENDPROC 
22800 IF ast%>=1 THEN GOlO 26100 
22900 C1=D 
23000 CASE strain OF 
23100 WHEN 1: dist=(6(Cr(N,n)y12183)*50 
23200 WHEN 2: dist(6-(CT(N,n)Y1.01 1850 
23300 WHEN 3: dist=(6-(CT(N,n))0.8247)50 
23400 ENDCASE 
23500 X%=x%+dist 
23600 IF X%c40 THEN d-1 
23700 IF X%>1240 THEN PROCncwast 
23800 Y%=916-(40d) 
23900 VDU5 
24000 MOVE X%,Y%PRINT"*n 
24100 VDU4 
24200 d1o=D:dhiD 
24300 CASE strain OF 
24400 WHEN 1: ha1Ipha= 212 





25000 IF XLO% <40 THEN dlo = D-1 
25100 IF XHI%> 1240 THEN dhi - D+1 
25200 IF XLO% <40 THEN XLAA - XLO% +1240 
25300 IF XHI%> 1240 ThEN XHI% = XHI% -1200 
25400 YLO% = 916(40*dIo) 
25500 YHI% = 916(40*dhi) 
25600 VDU5 
25700 MOVE XLO%,YLO%PR1NT N=U 










26800 DEF PROCforinest 
26900 INPUT"Set time on model formestimate when light comes on "lion 
27000 INPUT Set time on model fbrmestimate when lights go off ,liof 
27100 FORn= 1TOp:T=T+dp(n)+lp(n):NEXTn 
27200 INPUT"What day of entrainment do you want to produce form etimate "day 
27300 CLS:MODE128PRINT TAB(2,1)Mode1 Form Estimate for day ";day T = 
27400 MOVE 100,100.DRAW 100,924DRAW 1180,924:DRAW 1180,100DRAW 100,100 
27500 DRAW 100,60:DRAW 1180,60.DRAW 1180,100MOVE 100,100 
27600 MOVE 100+(lion(108(Y1)),60.DRAW 100+(licn(I08OiT)),924 
27700 MOVE 100+(liof(10811)),60.DRAW 100+(liot*(108(y1)),924 
27800 ct%=(100+(lion*(1080/'r)))+((6.CT(day,1))*(108(yI)) 
27900 IF ct%> 1080 THEN ct%-ct%- 1080 
28000 CASE stain OF 
28100 WHEN 1:ha%=(4.2(1080/T)) 
28200 WHEN 2ha%=(6. 1(1080f1')) 
28300 WHEN 3:ha%=(6.5*(1080/1)) 
28400 ENDCASE 
28500 startact%=ct%-ha% 
28600 IF startt%> 1080 THEN startt%=startact%-1080 
28700 IF startt%< 100 THEN startt%=start%+980 
28800 endact%=ct%+ha% 
28900 IF endact%> 1080 THEN eixbct%=endact%- 1080 
29000 IF endact%.<100 THEN endact%endact%+980 
29100 IF endact%<startact% THEN GOTO 29300 
29200 MOVE 100,110DRAW siartact%,1 10:DRAW s*artact%,88ODRAW endact%,880:DRAW 
endact%,110.DRAW 1180,110 




29600 DEP PROCerror 
29700 CLOSE#0 









Program Name : Pace-slave 
Aim: To model the photoperiodic response of Drosophila melanogaster females using 
a two oscillator model based upon external coincidence (Gillanders & Saunders, 
1992). 
10 ON ERROR PROCezror 
30 REM ENTRAINABLE SLAVE 
40 REM PHOTOPERIODISM MODEL 
50 REM WITH Q10 FOR DAYS SLOPE UB 
55 REM OF BOTH OSCULATORS 
60 REM INDSUM VARIABLE THRESH FOR +S 
70 REM PACEMAKER/SLAVE EXT COINCIDENCE 
75 *( 225,1 
80 *KEY  1 CLSIM MODE 1351M LIST 1660,18101M 
90 *y  2 RUN1M 
105 VDU 23,48,60,102,102,102,102,10260,0 
110 DIM D(2,43) 
115 DIM LIGHT(2) 
120 DIM SLOPE(2) 
125 DIM LUX(2) 
130 DIM UB(2) 
140 DIM TD(2) 
150 DIM CT(2) 
160 DIM LOSS(2) 








240 SOUND 1.-15,53,40 
250 SOUND 2,-15,69,40 
260 SOUND 3,-15,81,40 
270 IF GET =32 THEN PROCiinter 
280 END 
290: 
300 DEF PROCreaddata  
320 READ TEMP 
330 READ CF 
340 READ THRESH 
350 READ DAYS 
360 READ INDSYN 
370 READ DS 
380 READ HOUR 
390 READ DURI 
400 READ GAP 
410 READ DUR2 
420 READ NUM 
430 READ PERIOD 
440 READ LUX(1) 
445 READ LUX(2) 
450 FOR OSC%=1 102 
460 READ SLOPE(OSC%) 
470 READ UB(OSC%) 
480 READ TD(OSC%) 
490 READ LOSS(OSC%) 
500 NEXT OSC% 
510 ENDPROC 
520: 






585PRINTTAB(1);"0 123456789 1011 121 23456789 1011" 
590 PRINT 
TAB(1);" 
600 HEIGHT= THRESH*5 
610 MOVE 1,HEIGHT:DRAW 1289,HEIGHT 
620 MOVE 0,35 
630 FOR OSC%=1 102 
640 FOR J%=1 TO TD(OSC%) 
650 D(OSC%J%)=5 
660 NEXTJ% 




710 DEF PROCprintvalues 
720 @%=13 1594 
730 PRINT:PRINTPRINT 





TAB(40);"COUPLING FACTOR ";CF 
770 PRINT "INDUCI1ON SYN ";INDSYN;" DAYS "DAYS; 
780 PRINT TAB(40);"THRESHOLD ";THRESH;" TEMP ";TEMP 
790 PRINT "LIGHT BEGINS ON DAY ",DS; 
800 PRINT TAE(4(;"TIME UNIT "HOUR 
810 PRINT "DURATION OF PULSE ONE "DUR1;" TIME UNITS"; 
820 PRINT TAB(40);"DURATION OF GAP ";GAP 
830 PRINT "DURATION OF PULSE TWO ";DUR2;" TIME UNiTS"; 
840 PRINT TAB(40);"NO OF PULSES "NUM 
850 PRINT "PERIOD OF LIGHT CYCLE ";PERIOD 
860 PRINT TAB(40);1..IGHT INTENSITY ON P ,LUX(1) 




900 DEF PROCcaic 
910 FOR D=1 TO DAYS 





980 SYN=DIFPSLOPE(OSC%):IF SYN>UB(OSC%) THEN SYN-UB(OSC%) 
983 SUBT=UGHT(OSC%) 
985 IF OSC%=2 THEN SUBT=LIGffF(2)-(C 1 (1)*CF*0.005) 
990 r(OSC%r(OSC%)+SYNBTF(OSC%)OSS(OSC%)) 
1000 IF CT(OSC%)cl CT(OSC%)=1 
1010 PROCdeIay 
1020 NEXT OSC% 
1040 PLOT 69,TU,CT(2)*5 
1050 PLOT 69,TU,CT(1)5+ 130 
1060 CHR=32 
1070 IF CT(2)>-THRESH ANDC7(2)CSAOLD AND SAGRAD.cl.O CHR.43PHASE-TU 
1075 SAGRAD=SAOLDICT(2) 
1080 SAOLD=CT(2) 
1090 IF TIJ<PHASE+1 CHR=43 
1105FOROSC%=1T02 
1110 IF LIGHT(OSC%)>0 AND CHR=43 CHR=42 
1120 IF UGHT(OSC%)>0 AND CHR42 THEN CHR=46 
1125 NEXT OSC% 
1130 IF CHR=43 AND D<.15DAYS THEN INDSUM=INDSUM+(INDSYN 
(D*(INDSYN/(.15*DAYS)))) ELSE IF CHR=43 AND D>=.15DAYS THEN 
INDSUM=INDSUM+WNDSYNI7XD*((INDSYNP)IDAYS))) 
1140 IF CHR=42 THEN INDSUM=INDSUM(3(D*(3/DAYS))) 
1150 IF cr(1)<MA OLD AND MAGRAD<1.O CHR=94 
1160 MAGRAD=MAOLDICT(1) 
1170 MAOLD=CT(1) 
1180 PRINT CIIR$(CHR); 
119ONEXTI% 
1200 PRINT CHRS(124);(INT(INDSUM*100))/100 
1210 NEXT D 
1220 
1230 @%=&131594 





1290 DEF PROClight 
1300 TU=(D1)*7i+I% 
1310 DAWN=START+PER.IODCYCLE 
1320 FOR OSC%=1 TO 2 
1325 LIGHT(OSC%)=O 
1330 IF (TU>START 
A?TJ<=FIN1SH)+(TU<=DAWN+DUR1+GAP+DUR2)4<(11J<=DAWN+DUR 1) OR 
(TU>DAWN+DUR1+GAP))-3 THEN LIGHT(OSC%)=LUX(OSC%) 
1335 NEXT OSC% 
1340 IF TU=START+(PERIOD(CYCLE+1)) THEN CYCLE=CY(IE+1 
1350 ENDPROC 
1360: 
1370 DEF PROCdelay 
1380 FOR T=TD(OSC%) TO 2 STEP-I 
1390 D(OSC%,T)=D(OSC%J-l) 
1400 NEXT T 
1410 D(OSC%,1)= CT(OSC%) 
1420 ENDPROC 
1430: 
1440 DEF PROCtemp 
1450 IF ThMP=18 TIIEN ENDPROC 
1460 SLOPE(1)=loA((LOG(SLOPE(1))*(10I(TEMP.18))+.07920)/(lo/(rEMP .18))) 
1470 SL0PE(2)=10((L0G(SL0PE(2))*(10/('1EMP-18))+.07920`)I(10/CFEMP 18))) 
1480 UB(1)=IOA((LOG(UB(1))*(10/(TEMP.18))+.0792)/(1W(TEMP. 1 8))) 
1490 UB(2)=1OA((LOG(UB(2))*(10/(TEMP.18))+.0792)/(1W(TEMP48))) 
1500 DAYS=IT(1OA((LOG(DAYS)*(1WCMP. 18))..415)/( 1O/CrEMP.18)))) 
1510 1NDSYN=10((LOG(INDSYN)*(10/(TEMP-18))-.301)/(10/(TEMP -18))) 
1520 ENDPROC 
1530: 
1540 DEF PROCclear 
1550 PRINT:PRINT"PRESS SPACE TO COPY INPO ANY OTHER KEY TO RUN" 




1600 DEF PROCwor 





1660 DATA 18:REM TEMPERATURE 
1670 DATA 2:REM COUPLING (0-20) 
1680 DATA 20:REM THRESHOLD 
1690 DATA 14:REM NO OF DAYS 
1700 DATA 20:REM INDUCTION SYNTHESIS 
1710 DATA 1: REM DAY OFPULSE 
1720 DATA 36:REM HOUR OF PULSE 
1730 DATA 3:REM DURATION OF PULSE 
1740 DATA 33:REM DURATION OF GAP 
1750 DATA 0: REM DURATION OF PULSE 2 
1760 DATA 100:REM NO OF PULSES 
1770 DATA 72:REM PERIOD OF LD CYCLE 
1780 DATA 2.2REM LIGHT INTENSiTY ON P 
1785 DATA 2.2REM LIGHT INTENSITY ON S 
1790 REM SLOPE UPPER BOUND TD LOSS 
1800 DATA .14,1O,23,O.1:REM PACEMAKER 
1810 DATA .1,1029,0.1:REM SLAVE 
1820 END 
1830: 






1900 DEF PROCexpt 
1910 CLS:INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO RUN A REPEATING LOOP "A$ 
1920 IF A$='Y" THEN GOTO 1930 ELSE ENDPROC 
1930 INPUT"D0 YOU WISH TO ALTER THE PH(rroPERIOD WITHIN 24 HOURS ";B$ 
1940 IF B$=N' THEN GOTO 1960 
1945 PROCphoto 
1950 END 
1960 PRINT"A NANDA-HAMNER THEN? 
1970 PRINT"PRESS SPACE TO CONTINUE" 




2020 DEF PROCphoto 
2030 INPUT'First light pulse "a% 
2040 INPUrLast light pulse ";b% 
2050 INPUT"In increments of ";c% 
2055 DIM FININD(b%) 
2057 YAXIS=0 





2115 IF FINI4D(DUR1)>YAXIS THEN YAXIS=FIN24D(DUR1) 




2160 DEF PROCnanda 
2170 INPUT'What is the photopthod a% 
2180 INPUT"Whai original period of dukn= ";b% 
2190 INPUT"What final period of darkness ";c% 
2200 XNPUT"Increinents of ";d% 
2210 DUR1=a% 
2220 st% = a%+b% 
2230 en% = a%+c% 
2235 DIM FININS(en%) 
2237 YAXIS=0 





2295 IF FININS(PERIOD)>YAXIS THEN YAXIS=FININS(PERIOD) 




2340 DEF PROCflnind 
2345 MODE 0 
2350 LINE 39,150,1239,150 





2390 FOR DUR1=a% TO b% STEP c% 
2400 Z=((x*DUR1)(a%*x))+39 




2440 MOVE 39,W:DRAW 32,W 
2445 IF W>840 THEN GOTO 2490 
2450 VDU5 
2460 MOVE 1,W:PRINT NOS 
2470 VDU4 
2480 NO=NO+1 
2490 NEXT DUR1 




2620 MOVE ((x*DUR1)-(X*a%))+39,140.PRINT  D$ 
2630 VDU4 
2640 NEXT DURI 
2700 MOVE 39,150 
2710 FOR DURI=a% TO b% STEP c% 
2720 X=((x*DUR1)-(X*a%))+39 
2730 Y=(yFININD(DUR1))+1501P Yc150 THEN Y=150 
2740 DRAW X,Y 
2750 NEXT DUR1 




2780 DEF PROCnfinind 
2790 MODE 0 
2800 LINE 39,100,1239,100 




2840 FOR PERIOD = 010 en% STEP d% 
2850 Z=(x*PERIOD)+39 




2900 MOVE 39,W:DRAW 32W 
2910 IF W>900 THEN GOTO 2960 
2920 VDU5 
2930 MOVE 1,W:PRINT NO$ 
2940 VDU4 
2950 NO=NO+1 
2960 NEXT PERIOD 
2961 FOR PERIOD=0 10 en% STEP 36 
2962 PER=PERIODI3:D$=STR$(PER) 
2963 VDU5 
2964 VDU5:MOVE (x*PERIOD)+39,90.PR1NT D$:VDU4 
2966 NEXT PERIOD 
2970 A=(a%*x)+39 
2980 LINE 39,125,A,125 
3000 LINE A,125,A100 
3010 FOR PERIOD=st% TO en% STEP d% 
3020 X=(xPERIOD)+39 
3030 Y=(yFININS(PERIOD))+1001F Y<100 THEN Y=100 
3040 DRAW X,Y 
3050 NEXT PERIOD 
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Abstract. A coupled circadian oscillator model for the 
insect photoperiodic clock is described which consists of 
a hierarchically arranged pacemaker and slave. The 
pacemaker is self-sustained, temperature compensated, 
and entrainable by the light cycle; the slave is a damp-
ing oscillation receiving entrainment from two sources, 
from the pacemaker via a coupling factor, and also 
directly from the light. The damping slave oscillation is 
seen as the "photoperiodic oscillator", equivalent to 
that proposed earlier by Lewis and Saunders (1987). 
The present simulations describe the effect of the 
strength of the coupling factor between hypothetical 
short- and long-period pacemaker oscillations (mod-
elled on the "clock" mutants perS  and per '2 in 
Drosophila melanogaster) and a slave oscillation with a 
period of about 24 hours. The output is presented in 
terms of photoperiodic response curves and Nanda-
Hamner, or resonance, plots. With a high coupling 
strength, the pacemakers strongly entrain the slave, but 
with a low coupling strength the slave's properties are 
more evident. The model is presented as a possible 
explanation for recent ovarian diapause data in D. 
melanogaster "clock" mutants (Saunders 1990), but 
also as a more general model for the role of the insect 
circadian system in seasonal time measurement. 
1 Infroduction 
Temperate-zone insects, like many other organisms, 
develop and reproduce during the long days of summer, 
but enter a period of dormancy (diapause), in which 
endocrine regulation of development is temporarily sus-
pended, in response to shorter days (or longer nights) 
of autumn. This photoperiodic response usually shows 
a sharp transition or "critical daylength" separating 
the diapause and non-diapause pathways, indicating 
Correspondence to: D. S. Saunders 
some sort of time measurement within the system 
(Saunders 1981). 
The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has recently 
been shown to possess a photoperiodic response in 
which newly eclosed females transferred to short days 
at a moderately low temperature (< 14°C) suspend 
ovarian maturation for up to 6 weeks, whereas those 
transferred to long days at the same temperature un-
dergo slow but uninterupted vitellogenesis (Saunders et 
al. 1989; Saunders and Gilbert 1990). Diapausing (short 
day) flies were shown to synthesise yolk polypeptides 
(YPs) as readily as non-diapausing (long day) flies, but 
to have "immature" corpora allata, very low rates of 
juvenile hormone synthesis, and thus a failure to trans-
port the YPs from the haemolymph to the ovaries 
(Saunders et al. 1990). 
There is now ample evidence to suggest that pho-
toperiodic time measurement is a function of the circa-
dian system (Bunning 1936; Pittendrigh 1972; Saunders 
1982) responsible for maintaining an organism's daily 
temporal organization, and of particular phase relation-
ships established either between endogeneous circadian 
oscillation(s) and the daily light cycle, or between con-
stituent oscillations within the circadian system, when 
the organism is subjected to photic entrainment. Some 
of the strongest evidence comes from so-called Nanda-
Hamner or "resonance" experiments (Nanda and Ham-
ner 1958; Saunders 1973, 1981) in which the organism is 
exposed, in different experimental sub-sets, to light 
cycles containing a constant photophase (say 12 h) and 
a range of dark periods (say 6 to 72 h) to give light 
cycles (T) of, in this case, 18 to 84 h, covering several 
multiples of the free-running period (-r) of the circadian 
system. These experiments normally show a high inci-
dence of diapause when the "short day" (L = 12 h) 
occurs in cycles close to T 24, 48 or 72 h (modulo r), 
but a low incidence of diapause in cycles close to T 36, 
60 or 84h (modulo -r +r) (Saunders 1973, 1981). 
Nanda—Hamner experiments with D. melanogaster 
have produced such results, indicating that the circa-
dian system in this fly is somehow involved in photope-
riodic time measurement (Saunders 1990). 
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The experimental advantage of D. melanogaster 
over other insect models for photoperiodism is, of 
course, its unrivalled background in classical and 
molecular genetics which should aid further analysis of 
the phenomenon. Of particular interest here are the 
circadian "clock" or period mutants first isolated by 
Konopka and Benzer (1971) following chemical muta-
genesis. Mutation at the per locus, in the zeste-white 
region of the X-chromosome (Hall and Rosbash 1987; 
Hall and Kyriacou 1990), produced rhythms of pupal 
eclosion and adult locomotor activity with either 
shorter-than-normal circadian periods of about 19 h 
(per'), longer-than-normal periods of about 29 h 
(perL, per '2), or apparently arrhythmic phenotypes 
(per°). Behaviourally arrhythmic deletions of the pe-
riod locus (per) are also available (e.g. Smith and 
Konopka 1981; Saunders 1990). 
If the "same" circadian oscillation(s) are causally 
involved in both overt rhythmicity and photoperiodic 
time measurement, strong a priori predictions arise 
when these mutated flies are entrained to either T 24 h 
photocycles, or to the varied T cycles used in Nanda-
Hamner experiments. Thus, long period flies 
(per'2 , 'r 29 h) would be expected to show a critical 
daylength considerably shorter than wild type and 
Nanda—Hamner diapause peaks about 29 h apart, 
whereas short period flies (perr,  x 19 h) would be ex-
pected to show a critical daylength longer than wild 
type, and Nanda—Hamner peaks about 19 h apart. 
Photoperiodic responses of arrhythmic per° and per - 
flies would be uncertain, but likely to be severely dis-
rupted or absent. 
Contrary to these expectations, studies of the pho-
toperiodic responses of per mutant flies have shown 
that the critical daylength of perS  and per'2 are indis-
tinguishable from that of the "parental' wild type, 
Canton-S (see Fig. 3), and that Nanda—Hamner pro-
files show peaks of high diapause at 24 h intervals in all 
three strains (Saunders 1990). Arrhythmic flies (per°' 
and per) were also able to distinguish long days from 
short days, although the critical daylengths were short-
ened by 3 and 5 h respectively (Saunders 1990). 
These unexpected results suggest that the circadian 
oscillations involved in photoperiodic time measure-
ment are somehow separate ("different") from those 
involved in overt behavioural rhythmicity, and may be 
oscillations whose period is not altered by mutation at 
the per locus. This paper describes a theoretical model 
for photoperiodic induction in D. nielanogaster (and 
other species) which might explain this anomaly. Fol-
lowing the lead of Pittendrich and Bruce (1957, 1959) 
and Pittendrigh (1981), it suggests that the circadian 
system is a two-tier or hierarchical structure consisting 
of self-sustaining, light entrainable "pacemaker" oscil-
lation(s), whose free-running periods are encoded by 
per, coupled to a light sensitive but damping "slave" 
oscillation(s) which comprise the photoperiodic clock 
(sensu stricto), but whose periods are not encoded by 
per. The coupling between the pacemaker and the slave 
system is seen to be weak in D. melanogaster thus 
allowing virtual independence of photoperiodic time  
measurement from overt rhythmicity in certain circum-
stances. Theoretical considerations of such a model also 
suggests ways in which photoperiodic responses, al-
though rooted in the circadian system, may have 
evolved differences to overt behavioural rhythmicity in, 
for example, geographical races of the same species. 
2 The two oscillator model 
The proposed model is an adaptation of the damped 
circadian oscillator model Lewis and Saunders (1987) 
designed to account for diapause induction in the flesh-
fly Sarcophaga argyrostoma and is based upon the Vaz 
Nunes et al. coupled oscillator model (1991a, b) but 
with the "circadian effect" removed and a simplified 
method for determining INDSUM used. In the latter 
model and the one presented here, two oscillations 
control the diapause response, one is termed the "pace-
maker" whilst the other is the "slave". Both oscillations 
consist of a periodically varying amount of a "sub-
stance", Cpace and Cslave, the value of either of these 
depending upon its temperature-dependent synthesis in-
teracting with a concentration-dependent loss. When a 
time-delay (TD) is incorporated into the system, oscilla-
tions in the level of c arise. The two oscillations are 
coupled together by a "coupling factor", CF, such that 
the "pacemaker" oscillation influences the "slave" but 
not vice versa. The systems diagram is given in Fig. 1. 
The rate of synthesis of either Cpace or Csiave is 
determined by an error signal which, when positive, 
activates synthesis. The size of the error signal is deter-
mined by the difference between the value of c at this 
time and a reference value of c. The ratio of the 
synthesis rate (SR) to the error signal is linear up to an 
upper bound (UB) and is the main method of changing 
the amount of damping acting upon the oscillation, a 
low SR of about 0.09 producing a damped oscillation 
whilst an SR of 0.13 results in a self-sustained oscilla-
tion. SR is moderately temperature dependent 
(Q10 = 1.2). The values of the parameters for the pace-
maker have been chosen to give a self-sustained oscilla-
tion whilst those for the slave produce an oscillation 
which damps below a constant threshold value for c 
after only two cycles. Both oscillations can be entrained 
by light-dark cycles because c is degraded by light by an 
amount proportional to the intensity of the light (or 
sensitivity of the oscillator to the light). The nature of 
the feedback system ensures that when the light signal 
stops, the value of c "bounced" back up to a high level 
(except if the time delay is 0 or the length of the light 
pulse is very long and in effect continuous). 
The coupling between the pacemaker and the slave 
oscillation occurs because at a given time a fraction of 
Cpace , determined by the value of the coupling factor 
(CF) divided by 100, is added to the value of Cslave . The 
coupling factor varies between 0 (no coupling, in which 
the pacemaker and slave oscillate independently accord-
ing to the light entraining each of them) and 20 (strong 
coupling in which the pacemaker imposes its character-
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Fig. I. The systems diagram of the coupled pacemaker-slave model. 
The levels of an oscillating chemical, c, for both the pacemaker and 
the slave are produced through a feedback loop each with a time 
delay (TD). Both oscillations are entrained by light because light 
degrades c proportional to the sensitivity of the oscillators to the light 
cycle. The pacemaker further entrains the slave through a fraction, 
determined by the coupling factor, of c for the pacemaker being 
added to the level of c for the slave 
The model determines the diapause response by 
producing and recording an amount of an hypothetical 
diapause titre or "INDSUM" (Lewis and Saunders 
1987). The higher the value of "INDSUM" the greater 
the likelihood of entering diapause and, given a large 
population of insects, the higher the percentage of 
adults seen to enter diapause. The generation of 
"INDSUM" is determined by the slave oscillation 
using the "external coincidence" principle (Pittendrigh 
1966; Saunders 1981) whereby a given phase in the 
oscillation, the photoinducible phase causes the 
organism to develop along one of two pathways de-
pending upon whether it is illuminated or not. This 
photoinducible phase is near the end of the organism's 
subjective night and, as the daylength increases, the 
entrainment of the rhythm to the light-dark cycle means 
that the dawn light signal is forced "back" into the end 
of the subjective night until, at the critical daylength, 4, 
is illuminated and the non-diapause developmental 
pathway is taken. In this model, 4, is the peak of the 
slave oscillation when this peak is greater than a critical 
threshold value. Light falling upon çb i induces the 
degradation of "INDSUM" as though the organism 
were exposed to long days, whereas when 4, is not 
illuminated "INDSUM" is produced and stored. The 
rate of production of "INDSUM" is temperature de-
pendent (Q 10 = 1.2) "INDSUM" being produced or 
degraded for a limited length of time (the sensitive  
period) which is again temperature dependent 
(Q10 = 1.4). In all previous models based upon this 
feedback system, and using this simple method of 
INDSUM production and degradation, a value for 
INDSUM of 40 was taken to be equivalent to 100% 
diapause within the population, and this convention 
will be used here. 
3 Presentation of model predictions 
Simulations of photoperiodic responses were carried 
out on a BBC Archimedes microcomputer programmed 
in BASIC. The results of photoperiodic response curves 
(PPRCs) and Nanda—Hamner, or resonance, experi-
ments are plotted in terms of levels of "INDSUM" 
which are assumed to be proportional to diapause. The 
computer calculated values for INDSUM of consecu-
tive photoperiods and T-cycles and plotted PPRCs and 
Nanda—Hamner experimental results. 
4 Computer simulations of the coupled 
pacemaker-slave model 
As the model developed from an attempt to replicate, in 
part, the photoperiodic responses of Drosophila 
melanogaster, the initial approach was to look at the 
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effect upon PPRC and Nanda—Hamner plots of the 
coupling between a slave oscillation, with a period of 
around 24 h (24.3 h, TD = 29), damping due to a syn-
thesis rate (SR) equal to 0.1 and a light intensity (or 
sensitivity) of 2.2, and one of two abnormal pacemaker 
oscillations. The parameters for the slave were chosen so 
that the simulated PPRC resembled that experimentally 
produced for a wild-type Canton-S strain of Drosophila 
melanogaster, with a CDL of 14.5 h (Saunders et al. 
1989; Saunders and Gilbert 1990). The pacemakers 
represented two period mutants perS  and per"2 , whose 
eclosion and locomotor rhythms show short and long 
periods respectively. Both abnormal pacemakers were 
self-sustained in constant darkness (SR = 0.14) and had 
a light sensitivity 1.96. The short period pacemaker, P, 
had a period of 19.8 hours (TD = 23), the long period 
pacemaker, PL,  had a period of 29.4 h (TD = 37). In 
order to determine PPRCs for these pacemaker oscilla-
tions, a O i was temporarily assumed and the program 
was run without reference to the slave oscillation, i.e. a 
circadian oscillator model was used to define the pho-
toperiodic response of such mutant oscillators alone if 
such things existed. The coupling factor was then sys-
tematically varied from 0 to 20. 
The lower panel of Fig. 2. shows the PPRC for the 
slave oscillator. The shape of the PPRC involves a drop 
in INDSUM in continuous darkness, a high level at 
short photoperiods, a sharp drop around the critical 
day length of 14.5 h and an increase in INDSUM with 
ultra-long photoperiods. This PPRC describes the pho-
toperiodic response of the model system when the slave 
is not coupled to either pacemaker and closely resem-
bles the PPRC of Drosophila melanogaster Canton-S 
(see Fig. 3). 
The top left panel of the same figure shows the 
simulated PPRC for the short period mutant, P. The 
short period of the pacemaker results in a long CDL 
and a response which never drops to zero INDSUM. 
This can be compared to the PPRC produced by the 
long period mutant (top right) which has no steady 
high level of INDSUM, the CDL being very short 
and INDSUM values rapidly falling with increasing 
photoperiods. 
When either mutant pacemaker is coupled to the 
slave (the slave now being the only oscillation with a 
photoinducible phase) the effects of increasing coupling 
strength upon CDL and PPRC shape can be seen. The 
left hand side of Fig. 2 shows the simulated PPRCs 
produced with a short period pacemaker and with 
coupling strengths of 2, 10 and 20. The low value has 
little effect upon the PPRC, and this is what we assume 
to happen in the case of Drosophila melanogaster, whilst 
increasing the coupling causes the pacemaker to impose 
itself upon the slave to a greater degree, lengthening 
CDL. However, even with a CF of 20, the model 
photoperiodic system is not entirely controlled by the 
pacemaker, the CDL being less than that of the pace-
maker alone. This is because the pacemaker period is 
shorter than the slave and the latter always phase lags 
the former and so 4, encounters light slightly before an 
equivalent, if imaginary, 4, of the pacemaker. 
A similar observation is seen with the long period 
pacemaker (right hand panels). When CF is 2 the 
PPRC is almost identical to that of the slave yet when 
CF increases to 10, 12 and 20 the pacemaker can be 
seen to impose itself upon the slave, the CDL shorten-
ing and collapsing after a CF of 12. 
The results of the Nanda—Hamner simulations are 
shown in the same way in Fig. 4. The lower panel 
applies to the slave rhythm alone. The two peaks of 
high diapause incidence are 24 h apart; this is the 
inter-peak interval (IPI) and corresponds to the free-
running period of the photoperiodic system (Saunders 
and Lewis 1987). The resonance plot tails off to a 
constant level of INDSUM production quite quickly, 
because the circadian component of the photoperiodic 
mechanism is quite weak due to the damping of the 
oscillation when SR = 0.1, and in very long T-cycles the 
slave rhythm is completely damped out. The effects, 
upon the resonance plots of the Ps  system, of increasing 
coupling strength are shown on the left hand side of the 
figure, whilst the right hand side shows the PL  coupled 
pacemaker-slave system. For P, increasing the cou-
pling results in an increasing circadian component to 
the diapause response. The mean IPI shortens to 20.1 h 
when CF = 20, and consequently more peaks of dia-
pause are induced during the simulated resonance ex-
periments. When CF = I the resonance plot resembles 
experimentally revealed resonance plots for per S  flies 
(Saunders 1990). Also, for the PL  system the resonance 
plot produced when CF = 1 is similar to that for P and 
an experimentally produced per'2 resonance plot 
(Saunders 1990). Increasing CF within the P , system 
produced a lengthening of the mean IPI (at CF = 20 
IPI = 29.0 h) and a consequential decrease in the num-
ber of diapause peaks. 
5 Discussion 
The pacemaker-slave model for photoperiodic induc-
tion (Vaz Nunes et al. 1991a, b) is an extension of the 
model proposed by Lewis and Saunders (1987), and 
this present version was designed to explain aspects of 
induction of ovarian diapause in D. melanogaster, par-
ticularly the responses of the period mutants originally 
isolated by Konopka and Benzer (1971). 
In D. melanogaster, the critical daylengths for 
ovarian diapause induction and the responses to 
Nanda—Hamner experiments were shown to be almost 
identical for the short-period mutant (per 5 , the long 
period mutant (per '2) and the "parental" wildtype 
strain (Canton-S) (Saunders 1990) (Fig. 3). Critical 
daylengths for an "arrhythmic" strain (per°'), and for 
flies with the per locus homozygously deleted (per - ) 
were also clearly defined, although shorter, indicating 
that photoperiodic time measurement does still occur in 
flies in which the "main" circadian oscillator (and the 
gene controlling it) is either seriously impaired, or totally 
absent. It was therefore concluded that the photoperi-
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Fig. 2. Computed photoperiodic response curves (PPRC5) for pacemakers, 
slave and coupled pacemaker-slave systems. Bottom panel: PPRC for the 
20 Slave T234h 	L.-145 	 uncoupled light entrainable slave oscillation, period 24.3 h (TD = 29) and damping (SR = 0.1). Top left: PPRC for an hypothetical short-period 
I pacemaker acting in isolation, period 19.5 h (TD = 23) and self-sustained 10 	 (SR = 0.14). Top right: PPRC for an hypothetical long-period pacemaker  acting alone, period 29.4h (TD=37) and self-sustained (SR=0.14). The 
4 	8 	12 	16 	20 	24 	other panels show PPRCs computed for various coupling strengths (CF 2 to 
20) between the pacemaker and the slave, with the slave being the main 
photoperiodic oscillator. With increasing coupling strength the critical 
	
Photophase, h /24 	 daylength approaches that of the pacemaker alone 
to these mutants and wildtype that is separate from 	then to allow a circadian input into the photoperiodic 
period. In other words, the period locus, and the oscilla- system whilst the period gene pacemaker does not con- 
tions it apparently regulates, are not "causally" involved 	trol time measurement directly. 
in the photoperiodic time measurement (PPTM). How- The coupled pacemaker-slave model described here 
ever, in this and other organisms, Nanda—Hamner 	resembles the model for the regulation of pupal eclosion 
experiments clearly show that the circadian system is proposed by Pittendrigh and Bruce (1957, 1959) and 
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Fig. 3. Photoperiodic responses of Drosophila melanogaster at 12°C. 
Cs - Canton-S wild type; per - short period mutant; per'-2 - long 
period mutant (Taken from Saunders 1990) 
ence, the slave oscillation is also entrained by the 
light-dark cycle. The pacemaker is self-sustained, tem-
perature-compensated and entrainable to the environ-
mental cycle of light and darkness; its free-running 
period is also regulated (encoded) by the period gene 
(Hall and Kyriacou 1990). The slave, on the other 
hand, is a damped oscillation responding to two sources 
of entrainment, the first from the driving pacemaker 
oscillation (as in the eclosion model), and the second 
from the light-dark cycle. The slave oscillation provides 
the photoperiodic mechanism itself by containing a 
photoinducible phase at a point in the oscillation and is 
equivalent to the damped circadian clock of Lewis and 
Saunders (1987). Coupling between pacemaker and 
slave is seen to be weak, or very weak in D. 
melanogaster leading to a virtual independence of the 
photoperiodic time measuring oscillation from the cen-
tral pacemaker encoded by period. The photoperiodic 
mechanism proposed for D. melanogaster is shown dia-
gramatically in Fig. 5. 
The main difference between this model and Pitten-
drigh's (1981) eclosion model is that the slave is also 
light entrainable. This is a functional requirement for 
the operation of the model (Vaz Nunes et al. 1991b), 
but finds possible support in the vertebrate photoperi-
odic system, with its circadian pacemaker in the 
suprachiasmatic nuclei, coupled to the pineal which, at 
least in birds, is also light sensitive (Follett 1982). In D. 
melanogaster, the pacemaker is most probably in the 
brain (Handler an Konopka 1979; Hall and Kyriacou 
1990) but the location of the putative photoperiodic 
slave is unknown. The entire mechanism could, for 
example, also be in the brain as indicated by in vitro 
and transplantation studies in Manduca sexta (Bowen 
et al. 1984), or the slave could be (for example) in a 
part of the retrocerebral complex. 
The model demonstrates that if overt circadian 
rhythmicity (eclosion or locomotor activity) and pho-
toperiodic induction were controlled by the "same" 
oscillation, or if coupling between the supposed pace-
maker and slave were strong, any change in the period 
of the pacemaker would have profound effects upon 
photoperiodic time measurement. For example, an ab-
normally short period pacemaker, as in pers, would 
lead to an abnormally long CDL and very short inter-
peak intervals in Nanda—Hamner experiments. Con-
versely, an abnormally long period pacemaker, as in 
per' 2 , would lead to an abnormally short CDL and a 
very long interpeak interval. If such a pacemaker incor-
porated "arrhythmic" mutations such as per° ' and 
per -, a complete disruption of nightlength measure-
ment and Nanda—Hamner responses would undoubt-
edly ensue. The coupled pacemaker-slave system 
described here, however, allows for an apparently inde-
pendent slave-based photoperiodic clock, or a variable 
influence of the pacemaker through a coupling of one 
to the other. 
Insect circadian systems almost certainly involve 
more than two oscillators. Any central pacemaker will 
probably entrain a whole series of slave rhythms which 
depend, at least in part, on the pacemaker to synchro-
nize them to external conditions. Circadian pacemakers 
are probably also "complex" in that they may comprise 
several components (Pittendrigh 1981; Konopka et al. 
1989), and may also be constructed from shorter period 
or ultradian oscillators (Dowse et al. 1987; Dowse and 
Ringo 1987). Many overt rhythms maintain an appro-
priate phase relationship to the light cycle in order to 
function optimally during seasonal change. For exam-
ple, the pupal eclosion rhythm in D. pseudoobscura 
displays a phase relationship close to the start of the 
photophase, irrespective of daylength, because the opti-
mal time for eclosion appears to be close to dawn 
(Pittendrigh 1958). The importance of such a rhythm 
probably means that its phase relationhip must be 
maintained, even in the face of evolutionary changes in 
other, related, aspects of the species' temporal organiza-
tion. If, for example, pupal eclosion and photoperiodic 
induction were governed by the "same" oscillator, ap-
propriate changes in one (say latitudinal changes in 
CDL) might only be achieved at the expense of un-
wanted changes in, for example, the phase relation of 
the eclosion rhythm to the light cycle. This would 
suggest that evolutionary adaptations in part of the 
circadian system could be brought about by natural 
selection acting on processes downstream of a central 
pacemaker, on slave oscillations, or on their coupling to 
a pacemaker because any change in the period of the 
pacemaker mght impose temporal penalties on an indi-
vidual's aaily organization. 
In the cae\ of adaptations in photoperiodic responses 
where 'the crcadian system is used to measure day-
length and act as a, switch, the CDL marks the transition 
from an active summer state to a dormant winter 
state. In the northern hemisphere, winter begins earlier 
in the year, the further north one looks. This means 
that populations of organisms that enter diapause but 
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Fig. 4. Computed Nanda—Hamner or "resonance" plots for (bottom 
panel) slave alone, (top left) - short period pacemaker (Pat = 19.5 h) 
alone and (top right) - long period pacemaker (P1 t = 29.4 h) alone. The 
other panels show computed Nanda—Hamner plots for various coupling 
strengths (CF 1 to CF 20) between the pacemaker and the slave. With 
increasing coupling strength, the Nanda—Hamner response becomes more 
"positive", with the number of high diapause peaks approaching that of 
the pacemaker alone. t = the period of oscillation, in h. IPI = the 
interpeak interval 
which have a large latitudinal spread need to have local 
adaptations of CDL in order to enter diapause at an 
appropriate time of year for the conditions at their 
latitude; namely CDL must be longer the further north 
a population is. If these adaptations were brought 
about solely by changes in pacemaker t other important 
behaviours controlled by the circadian system would 
also be effected not necessarily for the better. There is 
experimental evidence to suggest that the lengthening of 
CDL in more northerly populations (of D. littoralis) 
may be associated with a decrease in the free-running 
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Fig. 5. Proposed coupled 
pacemaker-slave model for the 
photoperiodic clock in Drosophila 
melanogaster. The pacemaker is 
self-sustained, temperature 
compensated, light entrainable and 
per-encoded. The slave is a damping 
oscillator, also light entrainable and 
is the "main" photoperiodic 
mechanism, as in Lewis and 
Saunders (1987), controlling 
diapause induction (in long nights) 
or non-diapause development (in 
short nights). The slave oscillation 
receives entrainment from the 
pacemaker via a coupling factor, and 
also from the light cycle. The central 
pacemaker also regulates the overt 
daily rhythms of adult locomotor 
activity, and pupal eclosion, the 





examination of this association, however, reveals that 
the relationship is not causal; that is, the change in T in 
the eclosion rhythm, and hence the central pacemaker, 
is not producing the expected changes in CDL showing 
that at least in D. liuoralis local adaptations in CDL 
are not brought about by alterations in T. The coupled 
pacemaker-slave model proposed in this paper, how-
ever, can explain such changing photoperiodic re-
sponses without necessarily demanding parallel, and 
possibly disadvantageous, changes in the pacemaker. 
With a pacemaker coupled to a light-entrainable 
photoperiodic slave, changes in the strength of the 
coupling between the two could produce subtle changes 
in the critical daylength without alterations in the pe-
riod of a pacemaker that may have other timekeeping 
"responsibilities". 
Abbreviations, symbols and terms 
T The period of the experimental light-dark cycle in 
hours. 
The 	free-running (unentrained) period of the cir- 
cadian oscillation, in hours. 
CNL The critical night length, the amount of darkness in a 
24 hour period which induces 50% of a population to 
enter diapause. 
CDL The critical day length, the reciprocal of CNL, i.e. if 
CNL = 10 h then CDL = (24- 10) = 14 h. 
PPRC Photoperiodic response curve. 
PPTM Photoperiodic time measurement, the measurement of 
either day length or night length, the amount of light 
(or dark) being used as a signal which allows individ- 
uals to "tell" what time of year it is and to develop in 
a seasonally appropriate way. 
IPI Inter-peak interval, the length of time between peaks 
in a resonance plot, corresponding to the endogeneous 
period of the photoperiodic rhythm. 
The photoinducible phase, a component of the exter- 
nal coincidence model of the photoperiodic clock. 
When illuminated during entrainment 0, induces de- 
velopment in one way (non-diapause) whereas a 
different developmental path is taken (diapause) if 
this phase point is not illuminated (Pittendrigh (1966). 
PS The model photoperiodic system containing a short 
period central oscillator, or pacemaker. 
PL The model photoperiodic system containing a long 
period central oscillator, or pacemaker. 
Cpa= Hypothetical oscillating chemical of the pacemaker in 
the coupled model. 
Cslav Ditto for the slave. 
INDSUM Induction sum, the accumulated value of the diapause 
inducing titre produced when 4,, is not illuminated 
(Lewis and Saunders 1987). 
CF The coupling strength between the pacemaker and the 
slave. 
SR Synthesis rate of oscillating chemical c. 
UB Maximum rate of synthesis of c, the Upper Bound. 
TD The time delay incorporated into the negative feed- 
back control of the level of c. 
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